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Abstract
The wide applications of higher dimensional gravity and gauge/gravity duality have fuelled the
search for new stationary solutions of the Einstein equation (possibly coupled to matter). In
this topical review, we explain the mathematical foundations and give a practical guide for the
numerical solution of gravitational boundary value problems. We present these methods by way
of example: resolving asymptotically flat black rings, singly-spinning lumpy black holes in anti-de
Sitter (AdS), and the Gregory-Laflamme zero modes of small rotating black holes in AdS5 × S5.
We also include several tools and tricks that have been useful throughout the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Einstein equation is intrinsically a dynamical system; it describes the evolution of
spacetime and its interaction with matter. As such, much effort has gone into the numerical
time-evolution of gravitational systems (see [1] for a review). These include the characteristic
formalism [2, 3], the ADM, BSSN, Z4 formalisms [4–10], and the generalized harmonic gauge
formulation [11–16].
Yet, in this Topical Review, we focus instead on the non-dynamical aspects of the Ein-
stein equation: stationary solutions1. Though this is a more limited setting than the fully
time-dependent scenarios, stationary solutions, especially black holes, are arguably the most
fundamental of all gravitational objects. These solutions serve as possible endpoints to dy-
namical evolution, and provide the basis for much of our understanding of general relativity,
including topology, rigidity, and no hair theorems, as well as linear stability (see the many
motivations in the several contributions of [17]). From a more practical standpoint, because
of the extra symmetry present in stationary solutions, they can be studied more system-
atically, and with significantly fewer computational resources than a full time-dependent
simulation.
More recently, gauge/gravity duality (also known as holography or AdS/CFT) has
widened the applications of general relativity by formulating a dictionary between classi-
cal gravitational solutions and field theory states at strong coupling [18–20] (see [21–25] for
reviews and textbooks). Applications of general relativity in anti-de Sitter (AdS) hologra-
phy has placed greater emphasis on the phase diagram of stationary solutions, including
in thermodynamic ensembles not suitable for dynamical evolution (see e.g. the reviews
[23, 26–29]).
But even with a stationary ansatz, the Einstein equation is a complicated set of coupled
nonlinear PDEs that are difficult to solve. Nevertheless, there are methods to construct
exact analytical solutions. These include inverse scattering methods, algebraically special
solutions, Kerr-Schild techniques, applications of supersymmetry and generalised Harrison
transformations [17, 30]. However, these methods are restricted to situations with high
symmetry.
1 Here, we are using a loose definition of ‘stationary’ that may include time-periodic solutions as well as
out of equilibrium steady-state solutions. Precise statements will be given in Section IV A.
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Despite this, there are also a number of analytical approximation methods that can be
used to construct nonlinear solutions. These include the matched asymptotic expansion2 [37];
the non-interacting thermodynamical model and the higher order matched asymptotic ex-
pansion for nonlinear solutions [38–45]; the fluid/gravity correspondence (a long-wavelength
gradient expansion) [46, 47] reviewed in [27, 48]; the blackfold approach (for horizons with a
separation of scales) [49, 50, 50–59] reviewed in [60]; and the large D limit of gravity [61–71].
While these methods are remarkable and extremely successful, they are only valid in
their perturbative regimes. To access regimes where these methods are not valid, or to
test the extent to which these methods apply, one must resort to numerics. In turn, these
methods also supply a consistency check for numerical methods, and are often most accurate
in regimes where numerical methods become practically difficult.
We point out that numerical methods for stationary problems might also be of use to those
more interested in time evolution. The Einstein equation, formulated as a Cauchy problem,
includes constraints that limit the set of initial data that can be considered; and the methods
for finding suitable initial data are similar to those for finding stationary solutions. As it
stands, without matter, the issue of finding initial data is well understood [4, 7, 72]. However,
as discussed in [73], the situation is less satisfactory when matter fields are present.
A numerical approach to finding stationary solutions requires a formulation of the Einstein
equation that is suitable to be solved as a well-posed boundary value problem. In this review,
we shall focus on the Einstein-DeTurck formulation first introduced by Headrick, Kitchen
and Wiseman [74]. This formulation follows from influential work on Ricci-DeTurck flow by
DeTurck [75, 76] which in turn was motivated by Hamilton’s Ricci flow3 [77]. There is a
review on this formulation by Wiseman [84], which includes a historical account and early
applications and achievements.
Our Topical Review will necessarily have some overlap with this review, but we will also
cover subsequent technical and physical developments. Our choice to focus on this method,
at the expense of covering others in more detail, is mainly due to its flexibility, applicability to
2 In the context of time dependent perturbation theory, see [31–36]
3 Ricci(-DeTurck) flow was introduced [75–77] as a proposal to prove Thurston’s geometrisation conjecture
[78], which includes the Poincare´ conjecture as a corollary. Indeed, Ricci-DeTurck flow with surgery turned
out to be the key technical tool in Perelman’s proof [79, 80]. Nice reviews and introductions to Ricci flow
can be found in [81–83].
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any cohomogeneity, and recent success. Another popular method for gravitational boundary
value problems is to work in conformal gauge, which are restricted to cohomogeneity-2
problems. Initial applications and further details of this numerical method can be found
in [85–97]. For cohomogeneity-1 problems described by ODEs, the shooting method is a
well established approach [98]. As we mentioned before, in the Cauchy problem, one has to
solve the elliptic constraint equations. Numerical methods traditionally used to solve these
elliptic equations are reviewed in [4, 99] and references therein.
Once we have a formulation, the equations must be solved using some iterative algorithm
(see [98, 100, 101] for some standard treatments). We will mostly describe Newton-Raphson,
because of its basic importance, robustness, and efficiency; and Ricci flow because of its
mathematical connection to the DeTurck method. The implementation of these algorithms
on a computer require some form of numerical discretisation, which we leave for the reader to
choose. Those that are unfamiliar with these methods can see standard texts (e.g. [98–104])
or appendix A, which contains a short guide to collocation methods [99, 102–104].
While in principle, this would supply the reader with all that is necessary for finding
stationary solutions, the process of doing so is far from straightforward and requires much
physical insight and guesswork. For this, we include a number of additional tools and tricks
that have been successfully used in the literature. The most important of these involves
finding zero modes of linear instabilities. While this, in itself, is an important part of
understanding the linear stability of systems, we present it here mostly as a tool for finding
new black hole solutions. Nevertheless, our review of this topic will be broad enough to
cover some recent developments on linear stability.
The importance of zero modes might best be illustrated by the Gregory-Laflamme system4
[74, 85–88, 96, 97, 113–136], which shares many features with other higher dimensional black
holes. Recall that black strings and branes are unstable to gravitational perturbations along
their extended directions [113, 115, 116]. This is the Gregory-Laflamme instability. From
a non-dynamical perspective, this system contains rich physics [74, 85–87, 96, 97, 118–
125, 132–134, 137]. The onset of the Gregory-Laflamme instability is a zero mode, which
indicates the existence of a new branch of solutions. These new solutions are non-uniform
4 For a review, see [105, 106]; for connections to fluid instabilities, fluid/gravity, blackfolds, and the
AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence see [52, 107–112].
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strings, which are static solutions that break the translation symmetry of the string [118].
The family of non-uniform strings further connects in moduli space to spherical black holes
through a topology-changing merger point [120]. This zero mode is therefore an important
indicator for the existence of new solutions, and provides a guide for searching for them.
This property of zero modes is seen in many other systems, and is therefore an invaluable
tool for finding stationary solutions.
Let us now describe how knowledge of the stationary phase diagram might provide insight
to the dynamical time-evolution of this system. In five dimensions, the nonuniform strings
have lower entropy (horizon area) than the unstable uniform strings. The second law of black
hole thermodynamics (otherwise known as the area theorem) thus forbids these nonuniform
solutions from being the endpoint to the instability. On the other hand, spherical black holes
are entropically favoured, but such a dynamical transition from the uniform string would
necessitate a topology change in the horizon and a violation of cosmic censorship [138–
142]. Indeed, a full time-dependent simulation of the five dimensional system [132, 133] has
revealed that the horizon of the black string pinches off, leading to a violation of cosmic
censorship. However, in higher dimensions (d & 14), the nonuniform solutions have higher
entropy, and can serve as such an endpoint [124]. A simulation in the large D limit indeed
finds that the system evolves towards a non-uniform black string [143].
This Topical Review is structured as follows. In the next section, we will review the
status of various theorems associated with stationary solutions. In the subsequent section,
we describe linear perturbation theory and explain how zero modes are found. At the end
of this section, we give an example zero mode problem (the Gregory-Laflamme modes of
rotating AdS5 × S5 black holes that was not studied previously). Section IV contains an
explanation of the Einstein-DeTurck formulation. The discussion of this formulation in the
presence of matter fields is new to the literature. In Section V boundary conditions are
discussed in detail. We will then review Newton-Raphson and Ricci flow in section VI, and
then give a number of addition tools and tricks (including patching) in section VII. The final
two sections contains applications of these methods (black rings in 5, 6, and 7 dimensions in
section VIII and AdS ultraspinning lumpy black holes in section IX; the latter study is novel).
Appendix A contains information on collocation methods and a rudimentary example of a
boundary value problem. Appendix B reviews formalisms to compute asymptotic conserved
charges and thermodynamic quantities.
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II. REVIEW OF STATIONARY SOLUTIONS
Prior to the beginning of the 21st century, stationary black holes were understood to be
remarkably simple objects. A number of black hole theorems, including topology, rigidity, no-
hair, and stability theorems established that black holes are spherical in topology, uniquely
specified by asymptotic charges, and stable. Since an exact and general solution was already
known, there was little motivation to search for new stationary solutions.
But more recently, motivations from higher dimensions, string theory, holography, or
simply a desire to understand general relativity more broadly, have lead to considerations
that violate many of the assumptions of these black hole theorems. Consequently, the
physics of black holes is now far fuller and richer than previously believed. This has fuelled
the motivation for the numerical search for new stationary solutions. In this section, we
review the various black hole theorems, explain how their assumptions are violated, and
discuss the close connection between non-uniqueness and stability5.
A. Black Hole Theorems
‘The black hole uniqueness theorems’ is a broad term that encompasses many theorems
about spacetime topology, their symmetries (e.g., rigidity), and their asymptotic quanti-
ties. Ultimately, these theorems strive to prove the uniqueness of a solution in a given
theory. Naturally, these theorems were first formulated in asymptotically flat 4-dimensional
Einstein-Maxwell theory. Reviews on the uniqueness theorems can be found in [144–146] (for
asymptotically flat d = 4 spacetimes) and in [146, 147] (for higher dimensions and gravity
with matter fields). These theorems are also thoroughly discussed in [52, 148–150].
Note that these theorems apply to ‘stationary’ solutions, meaning they have a Killing
vector field that is timelike everywhere in the asymptotic region. We will use this definition
of stationary for now, until we begin to break many of the underlying assumptions of the
theorems and subsequently require a broader notion of ‘stationary’.
Hawking’s topological theorem [151, 152] constrains the topological properties of black
5 Absent from our discussion are the singularity theorems that ultimately led to the formulation of the
cosmic censorship conjecture [138–141] that we mention. The reader can find a recent review on these
theorems in [142].
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hole horizons. It states that 4-dimensional (d = 4) asymptotically flat stationary black holes
obeying the dominant energy condition, must have horizons with spherical topology.
Hawking’s rigidity theorem [150–155] states that 4-dimensional non-extremal black holes
with a compact bifurcate Killing horizon and a stationary Killing field T that is not normal
to this horizon must also have commuting rotational Killing fieldsR = ∂φ that also commute
with T and generates closed orbits with period 2pi. Moreover, there is a linear combination
K = T + ΩHR that is normal to the horizon, where the constant ΩH is the horizon angular
velocity. That is, K is a Killing field that generates the horizon, and so the horizon is a
Killing horizon. The rigidity theorem guarantees that the black hole is time independent,
axisymmetric, and must rotate along an isometry, and hence emits no gravitational radia-
tion. From a thermodynamic perspective, rigidity theorems guarantee that horizons have a
constant well-defined temperature. Stationary rotating extremal black holes must also be
axisymmetric [156, 157].
The topological and rigidity theorems are fundamental ingredients for the uniqueness
theorem [151, 158–168]: all regular stationary, asymptotically flat (non-)degenerated black
holes of the Einstein-Maxwell equations in d = 4 dimensions are uniquely specified by
their mass, angular momentum, and electric charge, and have horizon topology S2. The
most general solution is the Kerr-Newman family [169, 170] which includes the Kerr [171–
173], Reissner-Nordstro¨m [174, 175] and Schwarzschild [176] as special cases. This unique
specification is an indication that black holes are featureless, and hence ‘have no hair’. If we
allow for multi-black hole solutions there is the Majumdar-Papapetrou solution [177, 178],
that describes a regular array of extremal black holes with charge equal to its mass. The
uniqueness theorems of [179, 180] show that this is the only electro-vacuum static solution
with non-connected (degenerate) horizons.
These uniqueness theorems led to the proposal of the Carter-Israel conjecture by Wheeler
[181]. That is, that black holes formed through gravitational collapse should be fully de-
scribed by its conserved charges, regardless of the field content of the initial data. In par-
ticular, this posits that all measurable asymptotic quantities of black holes are dictated by
a Gauss law. This conjecture is crucial for understanding the microscopic origins of black
hole entropy, and has inspired the formulation of black hole thermodynamics [182–184]. As
highlighted in [185], any microscopic or statistical description of black hole entropy is highly
dependent on whether the macroscopic black hole is uniquely characterised by its asymptotic
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charges or not.
Wheeler’s Israel-Carter conjecture led to an early formulation of various no-hair theorems
starting with [183, 186–195]. Most of these studies considered the simplest example of ‘hair’
(asymptotic fields that are not captured by a Gauss law), namely hair that is sourced by a
scalar field. These situations include real or complex scalar fields, with possibly an additional
Maxwell field. These also include various self-interacting potentials [193, 195, 196]. Some of
these permit a cosmological constant Λ 6= 0 (since this can be viewed as a constant massive
scalar field), though most assume Λ = 0. Reviews on no-hair theorems and on a variety of
matter systems where they do not hold are reviewed in [144, 145, 183, 197–199].
The black hole theorems we have just discussed place limits on the existence of many
stationary solutions. Naturally, the full richness of gravitational physics only manifests when
the assumptions of these theorems are violated or evaded.
B. Evading No-Hair Theorems: Solitons and Hairy Black Holes
The weakest of these theorems are the no-hair theorems involving a scalar field, since
they are limited to special theories. Many ‘hairy’ black holes can be found if one considers
more general theories than the Einstein-Maxwell-Scalar family, such as those in supergravity
[114, 200–204], Einstein-Yang-Mills-(dilaton)-(Higgs) [93, 205–211], Einstein-Skyrme [212,
213]. More information can be found in the reviews [144, 145, 183, 197–199, 214]. Even
within the Einstein-Maxwell-Scalar(-AdS) family, hairy black holes can be constructed with
a judicious choice of the self-interacting potential [215–219].
But in recent years, it was found that there are simpler ways of finding hairy black holes
that evade the assumptions of existing no-hair theorems. Indeed, Einstein-Maxwell-Scalar
theory with a negative cosmological constant (i.e. AdS asymptotics) is now known to contain
many hairy black hole solutions. In Poincare´ AdS, this started with the hairy solutions of
[220–222] (in the context of holographic superconductors), and in global AdS with the hairy
black holes of [38, 40] (in the context of superradiance). Without the Maxwell field but
still in AdS, Einstein-Scalar theory also has static hairy black holes including [222–224] and
rotating hairy black holes [41, 42]. If we replace the AdS boundary of [41] by a Dirichlet
boundary sourced by the mass of a scalar in Λ = 0, the solution of [41] survives and describes
a hairy Kerr black hole [225]. Even just Einstein-AdS theory (with no matter fields) has
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black holes with gravitational hair [226].
An important and general way of creating hairy black holes is through near-horizon
scalar condensation, which was first noticed in [220, 222]. In AdS, there is a constraint
on the mass of a scalar field due to normalisability (finiteness of energy) µ2 ≥ µ2BF, where
µ2BF < 0 is the Breitenlo¨hner-Freedman bound [227]. Importantly, this bound is dependent
on the dimension of the AdS space. If the spacetime geometry interpolates between one
‘interior’ AdS space to a different AdS space that defines the asymptotics, it is possible for
the mass of the scalar field to be below the Breitenlo¨hner-Freedman bound in the interior
AdS geometry, but above this bound in the asymptotic AdS geometry. If this happens,
there is scalar condensation, and hairy black holes can exist [222]. The easiest means of
accomplishing this is to have an asymptotically AdSd solution with a near-extremal horizon,
which has a near-horizon geometry that resembles AdS2× (transverse directions). The most
well-known examples are the holographic superconductors [220–222] (see also the review [26,
228–231]), which creates a near-horizon AdS2 geometry via a charged near-extremal planar
Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole. In that context, the asymptotic scalar field is interpreted
as a superconducting condensate in the dual field theory.
After the holographic superconductors of [220–222], many other hairy black holes with
a condensed matter dual interpretation have been constructed. Typically, depending on
the asymptotic boundary condition, one gets gravitational solutions that holographically
model different condensed matter systems. This area of research is quite broad and cannot
be reviewed here. The reader can find reviews in [26, 28, 228–231] and, for some of the
developments that followed, on the Topical Review on ‘holographic lattices’ that Classical
and Quantum Gravity will soon publish [232]. Yet, for the purpose of the current Topical
Review we should list numerical works on holographic superconductors that use methods of
this review and where the reader can find applications [233–256]6.
Finally note that the near-horizon scalar condensation mechanism [220, 222] can be gener-
6 We now take the opportunity to list other studies where numerical methods of this review were used.
This includes the construction of plasma-balls [89, 257] in the context of the gravity/Scherk-Schwarz
correspondence [89, 258, 259], the construction of the black hole geometry dual to the deconfined phase of
the BMN matrix model at strong ’t Hooft coupling [260], the construction of holographic duals of localised
defects in conformal field theories at strong coupling [246, 261, 262], the construction of bulk duals for
generic holographic CFT states not described by a smooth near-horizon geometry [263] and Yang-Mills
solutions in AdS4 [264].
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ated from any other near-extremal horizons in AdS, such as global Reissner-Nordstro¨m, Kerr-
AdS (or Myers-Perry) black holes, and even hyperbolic Schwarzschild-AdS black holes [224],
although in these non-planar cases the hairy solutions are less for the gravity/condensed
matter correspondence.
A more subtle way of evading the no-hair theorems is by breaking their underlying as-
sumption that the scalar field has the same symmetries as the gravitational field. In par-
ticular, it is assumed that these fields are time independent and axisymmetric. Indeed, the
gravitational field only needs to have the same symmetries as the stress tensor Tµν coupled
through the Einstein equation, not necessarily the matter fields themselves. A simple ex-
ample of this is a complex scalar field Φ ∼ e−iωt+imφ, which is neither axisymmetric nor
time-independent, but its combination in the stress tensor ΦΦ¯ and ∂Φ∂Φ¯ is. Such observa-
tions were first made in [265, 266].
This observation led to the construction of boson stars, which in some cases are grav-
itational back-reactions of Q-balls (see [267–269] for reviews of earlier works). These are
horizonless matter configurations which exist both in flat space and in AdS. As we have
implied, fully time-independent boson stars with a real scalar field do not exist [270] (al-
though time-dependent oscillons [271, 272] do exist), but those with a complex scalar field
do exist if confined in bound states by a (potential) well with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
There are neutral, spherically symmetric (m = 0) or planar-symmetric examples of boson
stars [265, 268, 269, 273–277]. There are also charged examples [38, 40, 278, 279], which
are sometimes simply called solitons since the harmonic time dependence of the scalar field
can be removed by a gauge transformation of the Maxwell potential. Non-axisymmetric
cases (m 6= 0) can also be found [41, 266, 280–283], where all of these have metrics that are
axisymmetric, though the scalar field is not. Notably, the examples in [41, 283] in d = 5 are
fully dependent on time, a radial coordinate, and three angular coordinates, but the metric
only depends on the radial coordinate, and so are well-suited as toy models for low-symmetry
scenarios.
As first observed in [266, 280, 281], all the rotating boson stars [41, 266, 280–283] preserve
a Killing field K = ∂t + (ω/m)∂φ, though ∂t and ∂φ are individually non-Killing. That is,
the solutions are not time-independent nor axisymmetric, but time-periodic, and are not,
strictly speaking, stationary solutions (even though the metric is).
With a boson star, a small black hole can often be added to it to obtain a hairy black hole.
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This idea was first noticed not in the context of boson stars of Einstein-Scalar(-Maxwell)
theory, but in the Einstein-Yang-Mills system. Indeed, a black hole can be added to the
soliton [284] of the theory leading to a black hole with non-abelian Yang-Mills hair [206–
208] we briefly mentioned earlier. These results were unexpected since vacuum Einstein and
pure Yang-Mills in flat space do not contain solitonic solutions [285–287]. Subsequent work
[209, 212, 288–292] (see [197–199] for a review) solidified the heuristic idea that small black
holes can be placed in the core of solitonic solutions.
Exceptions to this idea were later pointed out in the form of no-go theorems in [275, 291,
293]. However, [41] observed that these results occur essentially because boson stars have
oscillatory time dependence e−iωt, with t → ∞ at the horizon of a static, uncharged, black
hole. The scalar field thus oscillates infinitely near the horizon and cannot be smoothly
continued inside. These no-go theorems are evaded either by considering different theories
(e.g. the gravitational Abelian-Higgs model [38–40], possibly extended with massive Proca
fields [294]), or by adding rotation [41, 225].
The analytic tools to demonstrate the existence of small black holes from the existence of
a soliton chiefly come from an ‘interacting thermodynamic bound state model’ [199] (later
refined into a computable ‘non-interacting thermodynamic model’ in [38–41]), and matched
asymptotic expansions [38–42]. These show excellent agreement with numerical results in
their regime of validity [40, 41].
There are also solitonic solutions that break time symmetry, even in the metric. Such
configurations with real scalar fields are typically called oscillons [271, 272]. Other con-
figurations that additionally break rotational symmetries can occur in pure gravity within
Einstein-AdS with ‘gravitational’ hair. These were coined geons by Wheeler7 [295] and were
constructed perturbatively in [303] and fully nonlinearly in [304]. Black holes can also be
placed at the centre of a geon, leading to a family of hairy black holes with ‘gravitational’
hair, which were called black resonators. These were proposed and constructed perturba-
tively in [303] (see also details in [44]), and fully nonlineary in [226] with numerics. Black
resonators are pure gravitational solutions with a single helical Killing field whose existence
was predicted in [185, 305]8.
7 The asymptotically flat geons of Wheeler [295] do not to exist because of dispersion at asymptotic infinity.
For historical references on geons see [295–302].
8 Without spatial isometries, we can also have black holes with only one symmetry. One such example
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C. Evading Topology Theorems
The most easily avoidable assumptions in Hawking’s topological theorem are perhaps the
assumptions of four dimensions, and asymptotic flatness. Relaxing either of these assump-
tions will allow the existence of non-spherical black holes.
The timelike boundary of AdS allows for a more general choice of asymptotics. In the
language of holography, this choice corresponds to choosing a ‘boundary metric’, which
serves as the spacetime background for the dual field theory9. In AdS it is possible for black
holes to have spherical, planar or hyperbolic symmetry [308–313]. Indeed, each of these
cases have boundary metrics that are conformal to Rt × Sd−2, Rt × Rd−2, or Rt ×Hd−2.
Taking this idea further, one can choose a boundary metric that is conformal to a black
hole spacetime (see [29] for a review). The black hole horizon on the boundary extends into
the bulk, allowing for new horizon configurations with ‘droplet’ or ‘funnel’ shapes (see Fig. 3
of [29] for an illustration and a more thorough discussion of these solutions). These solutions
serve as tools to understand Hawking radiation at strong coupling and heat transport. The
existence of these solutions and their associated phase transitions were proposed in [314]
which built on previous ideas of braneworld black holes [315]. Concrete analytical examples
of such solutions were found in [67, 314, 316–321], and numerically in [322–326]. See also
[327–330] for related braneworld black hole constructions.
In higher dimensions, there are of course black strings and black-brane type solutions
[114], but these are not asymptotically flat. If one also imposes asymptotic flatness, there are
of course spherical black holes, including the higher dimensional versions of Kerr [171–173]
and Kerr-AdS [331], namely Myers-Perry black holes [332, 333] and their AdS counterparts
[334, 335]. But there are also five-dimensional black rings which have horizon topology
S2×S1 and rotation along the S1 [336] and doubly-spinning black rings [337]. Multi-horizon
solutions were also constructed in close form, namely the black Saturns [338], di-rings [339]
is the static and asymptotically flat black hole with charged vector meson hair [306, 307], which can
be interpreted as a magnetic monopole with a winding number and a black hole inside its core. Other
examples are [247, 251, 253].
9 The asymptotic scaling symmetries of AdS correspond to a conformal symmetry of the field theory. This
implies that boundary metrics that are related by a conformal transformation share the same AdS asymp-
totic structure. Because of this, extracting metric-dependent field theory quantities requires specifying
one of these conformally equivalent metrics (i.e. a ‘conformal frame’ needs to be chosen).
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and bi-cycling rings [340]. Some consequences of the existence of the black ring are reviewed
in [148, 149].
All these solutions were later shown to be consistent with a generalisation of Hawking’s
result to higher dimensions [341] that states that cross sections of horizons in d > 4 are of
positive Yamabe type (i.e. must admit metrics of positive curvature). In five dimensions,
this theorem only allows for the horizon topologies S3, S1 × S2, and Lens spaces Lp,q. By
now, there are examples for each of these topologies [332, 336, 342]. In higher (d ≥ 6)
dimensions, this theorem is less restrictive.
While the five-dimensional (Emparan-Reall) black ring is an exact analytic solution [148,
336], higher dimensional rings with horizon topology Sd−2×S1 also exist. For large angular
momentum, these solutions exhibit a separation of scales and can be constructed by using
the blackfold approach [51, 59]. Beyond this limit, numerical methods can be used [343, 344],
which we will detail in section VIII. The blackfold approach agrees remarkably well with
numerical results [59, 344]. There are asymptotically AdS black rings as well, though no
exact analytic solution is known. In certain regimes, these can be constructed using the
blackfold approach [49, 54], and in d = 5 where constructed numerically [345].
Besides black rings, there are a large number of other horizon topologies that are con-
sistent with the topology theorem [341]. The blackfold approach is particularly efficient
at generating many of these [49, 51, 53, 57, 346–348], which consist mostly of products of
spheres. But the blackfold approach is by no means exhaustive. For instance, ultraspinning
spherical Myers-Perry black holes are connected to lumpy (also called bumpy, or rippled)
black holes [70, 344, 349], which themselves are connected to black rings. None of these
rippled solutions admit a blackfold approximation.
D. Evading Rigidity Theorems
The rigidity theorems are perhaps the most difficult of these theorems to evade. Previ-
ously, we already discussed that the extension of the topological theorem to AdS asymptotics
and to higher dimensions is much less restrictive and allows for many new horizon topologies
[341]. On the other hand, the essentials of the rigidity theorem are kept unchanged in its
extension to higher dimensions (d > 4) and AdS asymptotics [350, 351] (see also [352–354]).
In higher dimensions (in asymptotically flat or global AdS), there could be up to N =
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independent angular momenta. The rigidity theorem states that a non-extremal
black hole with a compact bifurcate Killing horizon generated by K and a stationary Killing
field T not normal to the horizon must also have at least one rotational Killing isometry
that commutes with T . As emphasised in [185], the rigidity theorem only guarantees the
existence of one rotational Killing isometry, even though all known exact black hole solutions
contain N rotational Killing isometries. However, solutions with the minimum number of
rotational isometries do exist. One is the helical black ring constructed in the blackfold
approximation [346]. Moreover, [130, 355] found that there are stationary ultraspinning
perturbations of certain Myers-Perry black holes that generically break all but one of the
rotational symmetries. These perturbations lead to new families of topologically spherical
black holes that have a single rotational isometry.
The rigidity theorem does assume that there is a stationary Killing field that is not
normal to the horizon in order to prove the existence of an additional rotational Killing
field. It is therefore conceivable that the horizon generator K is the only Killing field, and
so we have a Killing horizon that is neither stationary nor axisymmetric, but time-periodic
[41, 185, 305]. Such black holes can even exist without matter, though they require AdS
asymptotics [226, 303]. In fact, these are the same solutions as the black resonators we have
mentioned earlier.
Another assumption of the rigidity theorem is compactness. When this assumption is re-
laxed, there are black holes with non-Killing horizons. This idea was first noticed within the
context of holographic ‘shockwaves’ [356, 357] and independently in the context of ‘droplet’
and ‘funnel’ solutions in [358]. Horizons that extend to asymptotic regions can be required
to have asymptotic horizon velocities via a prescribed boundary condition. But different
asymptotic regions may have different velocities, and so the horizon must ‘twist’, leading
to a non-rigid or non-Killing horizon. Similar boundary conditions can be imposed on the
temperature instead. Such non-Killing black holes were constructed in [321, 359–361]. From
a thermodynamic point of view, the rigidity theorem can be viewed as a property of heat
transport on a horizon. If a horizon is compact, it serves as its own heat source, and so the
system equilibrates to a single temperature. However, if the horizon is non-compact, heat
can be sourced from some asymptotic boundary condition or from some singularity, and the
horizon no longer needs to have a well-defined temperature. For a review of some of these
ideas see [29].
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E. Uniqueness and Instabilities
Most of the solutions we have mentioned also violate uniqueness. That is, there are mul-
tiple solutions that share the same asymptotic charges. Often, there is a close connection
between such uniqueness-violating solutions, and the existence of instabilities. In this sub-
section, we will discuss the Gregory-Laflamme instability, the superradiant instability, and
nonlinear instabilities, all of which are associated with the existence of new solutions10.
We first point out that solutions where uniqueness theorems apply are believed to be lin-
early stable, and possibly also nonlinearly stable. In particular, there is now overwhelming
numerical evidence in favour of the linear mode stability of the Kerr-Newman black hole
within Einstein-Maxwell theory. This process started with the organisation of the perturba-
tion equations to a pair of master equations [370–379] that led to the proof of linear mode
stability of the Kerr black hole [380] (see the review [381]), and more recently to perturbative
[382–384] and numerical [385, 386] evidence in favour of the stability of Kerr-Newman black
holes. Some of these results extend to higher dimensions and (A)dS including the mode
stability of Tangherlini-Schwarschild [387–390], and some classes of Myers-Perry black holes
[305, 391, 392]. However, as we review below, the stability properties of AdS black holes are
typically different from their asymptotically flat counterparts [44, 381, 388–390, 393–396].
On the other hand, many of the solutions that violate uniqueness are unstable or con-
nected to an instability. Again, a system that best illustrates this connection is the Gregory-
Laflamme instability of the black string [105, 106]. The zero mode11 of this instability
[113, 115, 116, 118, 119, 127–131, 135, 136] is associated with novel solutions that describe
non-uniform strings and localized black holes [74, 85–87, 96, 97, 117, 120–126, 134]. As
pointed out in [397], in d ≥ 5 dimensions the Gregory-Laflamme instability can cause even
topologically spherical black holes with highly deformed horizons to break symmetries along
their extended directions. This instability was confirmed in Myers-Perry black holes with
sufficiently large angular momenta [128–131, 398–400], in black rings [401–404], and in the
global Schwarzschild-AdS5 × S5 black hole [405–409] (see section III D for an extension of
10 Absent from this topical review will be the Aretakis instability [362–368] effecting extreme black holes.
See [369] for a simulation of this instability. As far as we are aware, this instability is not related to the
existence of any new stationary solutions.
11 We will discuss the definition of ‘zero mode’ in Section III B.
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the latter to rotating black holes).
One particular class of these Myers-Perry instabilities is the ultraspinning instability,
seen in axisymmetric perturbations of singly-spinning Myers-Perry black holes in d ≥ 6
dimensions. For these perturbations, there is a zero mode that indicates new branches
of solutions. These are the lumpy (also called bumpy, or rippled) black holes we have
mentioned earlier [65, 70, 105, 128, 344, 349, 410]. These lumpy black holes are connected in
moduli space through topology-changing mergers [120, 410] to black rings and some of their
associated multi-horizon solutions [344, 349]. The ultraspinning instability is also present in
d ≥ 6 AdS spacetimes [136], where zero modes again branch. The numerical construction
of these AdS lumpy black holes will be presented for the first time in section IX.
This phenomenon of the onset of an instability leading to new solutions is very common,
and we will review how to find these modes in the following section. However, we point out
that there is no proof that this needs to be the case. For example, the bar-mode instabilities
of Myers-Perry black holes [397–400, 411] do not lead to new asymptotically flat solutions
since their onset does not have zero modes. That is, the onset is time dependent and has
quadrupole momentum and thus emits gravitational radiation.
Many hairy black hole solutions branch from the zero mode of instabilities as well. For
example, the near-horizon scalar condensation mechanism [220, 222, 224] we have mentioned
earlier proceeds through a dynamical instability of a non-hairy solution12. In particular,
the near-horizon scalar condensation instability on a planar Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole
[220, 222] was shown to evolve in time [413] to the hairy black holes of [221, 222]. These are
the very same black holes that, in a phase diagram of solutions, branch-off from the original
Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole at the zero mode of the instability.
The superradiant instability is another instability that generates new solutions, and is
distinct from the near-horizon scalar condensation instability above13. The superradiant
instability has its origins in the Penrose process [414] where energy can be extracted from
the ergoregion of a black hole. (Stimulated) superradiance is the wave analogue of the
Penrose process, and was proposed in [31, 32, 415–417]. Spontaneous superradiant emission
12 Though not every phase transition that generates a hairy solution proceeds via a dynamical instability.
See for instance [412].
13 Note that, unlike superradiant instabilities, near-horizon instabilities also exist in the context of neutral
and static black holes [224].
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can also occur and is usually mixed with Hawking thermal radiation [36]. A detailed account
of the historical evolution of superradiance can be found in [418]. Superradiance is present
for scalar fields, electromagnetic waves, and gravitational waves. For waves with a harmonic
dependence e−iωt+imψ, superradiance occurs for horizon angular velocities with ω < mΩH
in Kerr [31, 32, 415–417], or ω < mωH + qΦH in Kerr-Newman (and in spherical Reissner-
Nordstro¨m) with charge chemical potential ΦH and for a scalar field with charge q [419].
These bounds on superradiance deserve further comment. It turns out that the onset
frequency of any instability (defined by Im(ω) = 0) in rotating black holes must satisfy the
superradiant bound 0 ≤ Re(ω) ≤ mΩH (and 0 ≤ Re(ω) ≤ qΦH for a charged system). The
proof (see section V of [417]) relies only on conservation of energy and angular momentum.
At the time, the only known instability was the superradiant instability, but this proof
applies much more broadly, such as to the Gregory-Laflamme instability of the (boosted)
black string [113, 115, 116, 127–131, 135, 136, 420] and black ring [404], to the ultraspinning
[128–131, 136, 397] and to the bar-mode instabilities [398–400]. The proof, however, says
nothing about what happens away from the onset of an instability where Im(ω) > 0 (see
[417] and chapter 12.4 of [140]). The only known scenario (to our knowledge) where this
bound is violated away from the onset is in the Gregory-Laflamme instability of the black
ring [404].
A necessary condition for superradiance to be promoted to an instability is the existence of
a boundary condition that prevents dispersion of waves at asymptotic infinity. Such systems
are historically known as ‘black hole bombs’ after [421]. This can be accomplished with a
boundary condition that preserves the asymptotic charges of the system. Dirichlet walls can
be provided by a reflecting box [421–440], by a massive scalar or Proca field potential well
[34, 73, 294, 419, 429, 441–448], or by the AdS boundary with reflecting boundary conditions
[38–41, 44, 226, 279, 396, 449, 450]. Typically, the physical properties of these systems are
independent on the particular setup used to impose the Dirichlet boundary condition.
The studies of superradiance are complemented by mathematical proofs of (in)stability
as reviewed in [451]. A proof of the existence of exponentially growing massive scalar
wave superradiant solutions in Kerr spacetimes was recently established in [452–456]. For
Kerr-AdS, a similar statement was proven in [451], following the influential work [227, 457–
462, 462–467].
Just as the onset of the Gregory-Laflamme instability can lead to new solutions, the
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onset of superradiant instabilities can also lead to new solutions. It so happens that many
of these instabilities are connected to some of the hairy black holes that we have mentioned
earlier. Some of these hairy black holes arise by placing a small black hole in a solitonic
solution, but as one increases the size of the black hole by varying parameters, eventually
the hair disappears, and the hairy black hole joins with the hairless family of black holes in
the theory. This occurs at the onset of the superradiant instability. This effect can be seen
in rotating black holes with neutral scalar hair [41, 225], in charged black holes with charged
scalar hair [38–40, 279], and also in the black resonator/geon system [44, 226, 303, 304] with
just with gravitational hair.
Although boson stars and geons (or other solitonic solutions) do not have horizons, it may
still be possible for them to have ergoregions. In [468], it was shown that asymptotically flat
solitons with ergoregions can be unstable to the erogregion instability. See [418, 469–473]
for applications.
Let us now address the endpoint of superradiant instabilities in AdS14. For the static,
charged (Reissner-Nordstro¨m) case, [38, 40] indicate that the resulting charged hairy black
holes have higher entropy and are no longer superradiant unstable, suggesting that these
solutions are the endpoint to the instability, though no explicit simulation has been carried
out. In the rotating case, the hairy black holes [41, 226] also have higher entropy, but
are nevertheless still unstable to superradiant perturbations with higher wavenumbers (the
charged system of [38, 40] does not have a similar fate because the charge q of the scalar
condensate is fixed by the theory). More precisely, the (yet unpublished) results of [474]
imply that any candidate endpoint must satisfy ΩHL ≤ 1, and all back holes with scalar
hair of [41] and all black resonators found in [226] have ΩHL > 1. They are therefore not
the endpoint of this instability, and the nature of the endpoint remains an open question.
There are (so far unsuccessful) attempts to address this question with numerical simula-
tions [15, 427, 475]. However, some possibilities were offered in [41, 226, 476]. One option
would be for the endpoint to reach some yet undiscovered black hole with ΩHL ≤ 1. How-
ever, [476] have ruled out the ΩHL = 1 possibility (in the pure gravitational case, but the
result should extend to black holes with scalar hair). We are left with two natural possi-
14 Similar behaviour is expected for rotating or charged black holes inside a reflecting box. Note however,
that for asymptotically flat massive scalars or Proca fields, we expect the system to radiate away its hair,
with a yet unknown timescale.
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bilities. Either a singular solution is reached in finite time leading to a violation of cosmic
censorship [138–142], much as in the Gregory-Laflamme system [132, 133]. Alternatively, the
system might evolve through a tower of metastable configurations, developing structure on
smaller and smaller scales (i.e. dominated by higher and higher wavenumbers). At a certain
point the Planck scale would be reached, quantum gravity effects would become relevant,
leading to a violation of the spirit of cosmic censorship.
Now let us address nonlinear (in)stabilities. The nonlinear stability of de Sitter and
Minkowski space was famously proved in [477], and [478] (see also new proofs and extensions
[479, 480] and the reviews [452, 481]).
Conspicuously missing from this proof is the nonlinear stability of AdS. While AdS is
linearly stable, it may be nonlinearly unstable as first conjectured in [482]. The reflecting
boundary conditions of AdS prevent any energy dissipation. It is therefore possible for
an arbitrarily small energy excitation to continuously reflect off the AdS boundary and
eventually form a black hole, leading to a nonlinear instability. This conjecture was first
tested numerically in [483] by collapsing a spherically symmetric scalar field analogous to
[484]. The results in [483] indicate that a black hole forms for arbitrarily small amplitude
of this scalar field. In the dual field theory, black hole formation is dual to thermalisation.
A perturbative explanation for this instability was put forth in [483]. At linear order in
perturbation theory, the lack of dissipation in AdS yields a spectrum of evenly-spaced normal
modes. At higher orders, resonances between these modes cause higher modes to be excited
that grow linearly in time. In the generic case, this leads to a breakdown of perturbation
theory, and is interpreted as the beginnings of a nonlinear instability. Furthermore, the
timescale for the breakdown of perturbation theory coincides with the time scale for black
hole formation seen in the numerical simulations [483]. Since this argument implies a shift to
shorter length scales, this phenomenon is called a weakly turbulent instability15. Irremovable
resonances that drive the system unstable are also present in the purely gravitational sector
[303].
The nature and mechanism that drive this instability, its detailed properties, the necessity
of an exact resonant spectrum, and the question of whether the instability exists for all initial
15 This is not related to recently shown behaviour of AdS horizons akin to (super)fluid turbulence. For
those, see [485–489].
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data or just a subset, are all ongoing matters that have yet to be fully resolved. Some of
these matters have been partially addressed, but is beyond the scope of this review, and we
refer to the ongoing work in [272, 277, 303, 464, 483, 490–519]. Classical Quantum Gravity
will soon publish a Topical Review on this subject [520].
In this review, our attention is placed on the existence of normal modes. Though, as
described above, any generic combination of these modes will lead to irremovable resonances
and a consequent breakdown of perturbation theory, a single mode will not. If a single mode
is excited, perturbation theory can be continued indefinitely, leading to the perturbative
construction of a new solution. For scalar fields this process leads to the oscillons [271, 272],
charged boson stars [38, 40, 269, 277–279, 491], Proca stars [294], or rotating boson stars
[41, 266, 283]. For gravitational perturbations, this leads to the geons of [44, 226, 303, 304].
These solitonic solutions, which we have mentioned in the context of superradiance, can
therefore be also viewed as nonlinear normal modes of AdS. That is, these solitonic solutions
and their nonlinear interactions connect the physics of superradiance to the weakly turbulent
nonlinear instability of AdS or other confined Dirichlet systems with irremovable resonances
[41, 226, 303].
III. LINEAR PERTURBATION THEORY AND ZERO MODES
In this section, we review linear perturbation theory with an emphasis towards finding
stationary solutions. Though linear perturbation theory is often used to study stability, it
has also been an important tool for showing the existence of new stationary solutions, as
well as providing a linear approximation to those solutions.
A. The General Problem
Let the metric g¯ be a solution of the Einstein equation (possibly coupled to matter).
Now consider infinitesimal fluctuations about this solution g = g¯ + h, and additional linear
fluctuations of matter fields, if present. Place g in the Einstein equation and expand in
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powers of h. The Ricci tensor linearises as 16
Rµν [g¯ + h] = Rµν [g¯] + ∆Lhµν + ∇¯(µvν) +O(h2) , (III.1)
where ∆L is the usual quasi-linear second-order Lichnerowicz operator,
∆Lhµν ≡ −1
2
∇¯2hµν − R¯µκνλhκλ + R¯ κ(µ hν)κ , and vν ≡ ∇¯αhαν −
1
2
∇¯νh , (III.2)
and all barred objects and indices are with respect to the background g¯. At zeroth order,
the Einstein equation is trivial in this expansion since g¯ is a solution. At first order, we have
∆Lhµν + ∇¯(µvν) − 2Λ
d− 2hµν + (linear matter terms) = 0 . (III.3)
We may additionally have linear equations in the matter fields. Of course, this linear system
is much easier to solve than the original fully nonlinear one.
Without further specifying a gauge, this problem is not well-posed. For a general space-
time in the presence of matter, diffeomorphic gauge redundancy can be completely fixed
using de-Donder gauge [521]
vν = 0 . (III.4)
On the other hand, if no matter fields are present, one can show that de-Donder gauge still
leaves some gauge redundancy and one is able to additionally impose the traceless condition
h = 0. The simultaneous choice ∇¯αhαν = 0 and h = 0 is called traceless-transverse gauge.
To simplify our discussion further, we will focus on backgrounds that admit a stationary
Killing field ∂t. We can then Fourier expand h in eigenfunctions of ∂t:
hµν(t, x
i) = e−iω t ĥµν(xi) . (III.5)
where lower case latin indices run over the (d− 1) coordinates that are not t. This reduces
(III.3) and the gauge condition (III.4) to a set of equations that take the form
H(0) ρλµν ĥρλ − ωH(1) ρλµν ĥρλ − ω2H(2) ρλµν ĥρλ = 0 , (III.6)
where H(i) ρλµν , for i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, are second order differential operators that act on ĥcd and
depend on derivatives of the coordinates xi. The system (III.6) is necessarily quadratic in
ω since the Einstein equation is a second order differential equation.
16 Our curvature convention is Rαβµν = ∂µΓ
α
βν + Γ
α
µσΓ
σ
βν − (µ ↔ ν) and Rαβ = Rµαβµ such that the
Ricci scalar R = gαβRαβ has the same sign as the cosmological constant Λ for the (A)dS spacetime.
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We caution that the linearised Einstein equation and gauge conditions contain much
redundancy. To reduce the system to the form (III.6), we must assume that a minimal set
of equations was obtained. That is, that this is a minimal set of independent equations
that implies the entirety of the linearised Einstein equation and gauge conditions. This is
in general not a straightforward task. While there are methods to deal with constrained
eigenvalue problems (see for instance [522]), we will henceforth assume, as is often the case,
that the system can always be brought to this form.
To properly solve this system, we must supply boundary conditions. These boundary
conditions will depend upon the physical situation at hand. For stability problems in flat
space, one invariable chooses outgoing boundary conditions at future null infinity. For AdS
asymptotics, one typically imposes energy and angular momentum preserving boundary
conditions17, meaning that hab cannot modify the boundary metric of g¯. Other options in
AdS are possible, depending on the application. In the interior of the integration domain,
regularity is almost always imposed, with black holes being regular in ingoing Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates. See section V for further discussion of boundary conditions.
Once the boundary conditions are specified, (III.6) represents a quadratic Stu¨rm-
Liouville-type problem (also known as a quadratic eigenvalue problem) in ω, which can
be readily solved using known methods, some of which we will describe in section III C.
These methods typically reduce (III.6) to a quadratic matrix eigenvalue problem which can
be readily solved on a computer. In general, the solution to (III.6) consists of a spectrum of
eigenvalues ω and their corresponding eigenvectors ĥµν (and linear matter fields if present).
Supposing a valid spectrum for ω is found, there are a number of conclusions that can be
drawn from it. Most important is perhaps Im(ω), which determines stability. If Im(ω) > 0,
then the fields are increasing exponentially in time, which indicates instability. If Im(ω) < 0,
then the system decays exponentially (showing dissipation) and is linearly mode stable to
this particular perturbation. Modes with Im(ω) = 0 are marginal, and it is possible for these
modes to lead to new stationary solutions. We will discuss this possibility in the following
subsection.
17 Incidentally, these are the boundary conditions for which the AdS/CFT correspondence is best understood.
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B. Hunting for Zero Modes
As one varies the parameters (i.e. scans the moduli space) of g¯, it is sometimes possible
for a perturbation to yield Im(ω) = 0. This location in moduli space is an onset for an
instability if it is a critical point between regions with Im(ω) < 0 and Im(ω) > 0.
If Im(ω) = 0, we can also have Re(ω) = 0 or Re(ω) 6= 0. The former is known as a
zero frequency mode, or sometimes a zero mode. While the traceless-transverse gauge can
be shown to fix all gauge freedom for ω 6= 0, the same is not necessarily true for ω = 0. If
a zero mode is found, one therefore needs to verify if it is a pure gauge mode or not. An
elegant way to do this is to show that the associated Newman-Penrose scalars [372, 378] (or
its higher dimensional generalisation [523]) are non-vanishing.
If a non-gauge zero mode with ω = 0 is found, then there is a time-independent pertur-
bation h of our background metric g¯ that is regular over all spacetime. In other words, the
resulting full metric g¯ + h is a linear approximation to a novel stationary solution of the
Einstein equations that is perturbatively close, i.e. connected, to the background metric
g¯. Such a zero mode will indicate where to search for new solutions, and the perturbation
could provide a natural seed for a Newton-Raphson method.
The Re(ω) 6= 0 case can also lead to new solutions, but is more subtle since such a
mode might radiate its energy away18. So, in addition to checking that the mode cannot be
pure gauge, one also needs to check that the mode is not radiative. There are two places
where radiation can escape: a horizon and an asymptotic region. At a horizon, one must also
verify that Re(ω) will cancel the ingoing flux across the horizon. There are explicit examples
with no fine-tuning where this is the case [41, 44]. For an asymptotic region that is AdS,
the reflecting boundary conditions ensure energy and angular momentum conservation, so
no radiation leaks out. For asymptotically flat solutions, the boundary conditions at null
infinity allow radiation to be lost, so one has to proceed more carefully. There are situations
where this is not an issue, such as those where a potential well exists (say a massive scalar
field), and for which Re(ω) does not allow the wave to propagate out of this potential barrier.
One way of finding onsets is to solve (III.3) in de-Donder (or transverse-traceless) gauge
and vary parameters until Im(ω) = 0. If one is searching for a zero mode (ω = 0), there are
18 For special cases, notably at the onset of superradiant instabilities, such modes are non-radiative.
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simpler methods which involve setting ω = 0 from scratch and using a different parameter
as an eigenvalue. An example of this approach will be presented in subsection III D.
One way this can be achieved is by searching for ‘negative modes’ [113, 128–131, 135,
136, 524]. That is, consider the following problem in pure gravity:
∆Lhµν = −k2hµν , (III.7)
This problem arises in perturbations of higher-dimensional solutions of the form (M, g¯)×Σ,
for some manifold Σ, where k2 is a wavenumber for harmonics on Σ. One can set ω = 0
and view (III.7) as a linear eigenvalue problem in k2. Then solve for k2 while varying the
parameters until k = 0, which puts us on a zero mode. Often, (as for the black string),
real, positive k2 modes are connected to the zero mode, which can significantly simplify the
problem.
Once a non-gauge, non-dissipative onset is obtained, we can begin to search for new
solutions. We point out that it is possible for one or two solutions to branch from the onset
of a particular mode. This is due to the fact that if h is a linear perturbation, so is −h.
Given sufficient symmetry, h and −h may describe the same physical situation, in which
case only a single solution branches from the onset. In other cases, these are not equivalent,
and there will be two solutions that branch from the onset.
As an example, consider a perturbation on a sphere that is proportional to h1 = sin θ,
where θ ∈ [−pi, pi] is the polar angle. Since the unperturbed sphere is symmetric under θ →
−θ, and the perturbations h1 and −h1 can be mapped to each other under this symmetry,
they both describe the same physical situation. However, for h2 = 3 sin θ
2 − 1, we see that
h2 and −h2 cannot be mapped to each other under the θ → −θ symmetry, so these are
inequivalent perturbations. This is the reason why the zero mode of black strings leads to
one non-uniform branch [85, 118], while those of singly-spinning Myers Perry black holes
lead to two [344, 349]. Perturbations of Schwarzschild-AdS5 × S5 show both behaviours
depending on the wavenumber [408].
C. Solving Quadradic Eigenvalue Problems
Quadratic eigenvalue problems can be very difficult to solve. We will present below two
methods to deal with nonlinear eigenvalue problems. The first will be specialised to quadratic
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(or more generally polynomial) eigenvalue problems, while the other can be applied to any
nonlinear eigenvalue problem.
As an example we will solve the following eigenvalue problem in λ
(1− x)x q′′(x) +
[
1 + 3
(
1− λ
2
)
x
]
q′(x)+
+
{(
4x
1− x −
1
x
)
+ 3
[
1− 1
2(1− x)
]
λ− λ
2
2
}
q(x) = 0, (III.8a)
subject to the boundary conditions
q(0) = q(1) = 0. (III.8b)
The analytical solution of (III.8) is
q(x) = 2F1
(
λ
2
, λ, 3, x
)
(1− x)x, with λ = −n, n ∈ N, (III.9)
where 2F1 is the Gaussian hypergeometric function. Our aim is to recover this solution
numerically.
Let us attempt to reduce this problem to a standard eigenvalue problem (more specifically
the eigenvalue problem for a linear pencil). For that, we introduce the following two-vector
Q(x) = {λq(x), q(x)}. (III.8a) can simply be written as

−3x
2
∂x + 3
[
1− 1
2(1−x)
]
x(1− x)∂2x + (1 + 3x)∂x +
(
4x
1−x − 1x
)
1 0
−
−λ

1
2
0
0 1

Q(x) = 0. (III.10)
This is now of the form (A − λB)Q = 0 for some linear differential operators A and B.
An equations of this form is called a generalised eigenvalue problem for the linear pencil
A−λB. Using some appropriate numerical scheme to discretise A and B and to incorporate
the boundary conditions, this would reduce to a matrix generalised eigenvalue problem which
can be solved by a standard algorithm (such as QZ factorisation). See appendix A to see
how to do this with collocation methods. This procedure works for any quadratic eigenvalue
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|λexact − λnum|
n = 0 1.56615× 10−6
n = 1 3.70670× 10−10
n = 2 1.16275× 10−4
n = 3 2.96794× 10−6
n = 4 1.14458× 10−4
TABLE I: Numerical Vs exact result of (III.8).
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(a)n = 0 eigenfunction.
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(b)n = 1 eigenfunction.
FIG. 1: Graphical representation of both the exact and numerical solutions of (III.8). The red
dots represent the numerical result and the solid black line the exact result (III.9).
problem and can be straightforwardly generalised to higher order polynomial eigenvalue
problems (i.e. higher order polynomials in λ).
We note that the reduction to a linear pencil (III.10) is not unique. It is usually good
numerical practice to bring the operators A and B into some structured form (say, real,
symmetric/anti-symmetric, Hermitian, etc) if possible.
We have numerically solved (III.10) using pseudospectral collocation (see appendix A)
with 16 points, and we find remarkable agreement between the analytical (III.9) and the
numerical results (see Table I). The numerical and exact eigenfunctions for the first two
modes are shown in Figs. 1, and we confirm excellent agreement between them.
Eigenvalue problems are notoriously difficult numerical problems, and quadratic ones are
worse. The main reason for this is the appearance of spurious modes. These are modes that
are numerical artefacts from the discretisation and not true eigenvalues to the continuous
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problem. In essence, the matrix version of the linear pencil (A − λB)Q = 0 generically
contains N eigenvalues, where N is the rank of the matrices A and B, but the discretisation
scheme is often only able to resolve m N modes. There will therefore be N−m unphysical
spurious modes. This problem worsens considerably for high resolution grids/meshes, large
number of functions, or a high dimension for the PDE. One can gain assurance that a mode
is physical by solving the eigenvalue problem using many different resolutions, but this is
not always possible if the number of spurious modes is too large or if the true mode is
inaccurately resolved. If only one or a few modes are desired, and one has a suitable guess
for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, one can resort to a Newton-Raphson method, which
we now describe.
Consider the following more abstract nonlinear eigenvalue problem in {f, λ˜}:
H(x, λ˜)f(x) = 0 with B0(λ˜)f(0) = 0 , B1(λ˜)f(1) = 0 , (III.11)
where H(x, λ˜), B0(λ˜), and B1(λ˜) are differential operators that can be nonlinear functions
of λ˜. Bi represent boundary conditions which can also be nonlinear in λ˜. For the quadratic
eigenvalue problem, H takes the form Hf = H0f− λ˜H1f− λ˜2H2f, where each of the Hi is a
differential operator independent of λ˜, with the boundary conditions taking a similar form.
Let us approach this problem via Newton-Raphson. We treat λ˜ as well as f as unknown
variables. To have the proper number of equations and unknowns, we must supplement the
problem with an additional normalisation condition N (f) = 0, for some functional N . The
functional N can be something like f(x0)− 1, for some given point x0 (provided it is known
that the true solution satisfies f(x0) 6= 0). Another option is some integral condition such
as
∫
f2dx− 1 (provided a numerical scheme is capable of integration). A third option is do
choose a post-discretisation condition like vifi − 1 for some constant vector v.
In any case, following Newton-Raphson (see section VI A for more details on Newton-
Raphson), we now linearise the system. The result is the equation H(x, λ˜(n)) ∂H∂λ [x, λ˜(n)]f(n)
δN
δf
[f(n)] 0
 δf(n)
δλ˜(n)
 = −
 H(x, λ˜(n))f(n)
N (f(n))
 , (III.12)
which, given any f(n) and λ˜(n), is a linear equation in δf(n) and δλ˜(n). Then we proceed
with the usual Newton-Raphson algorithm. That is, after a seed f(0) and λ˜(0) is given, we
recursively iterate f(n) = f(n−1)+δf (n−1), λ˜(n) = λ˜(n−1)+δλ˜(n−1) by solving the linear equation
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above for δf (n−1), δλ˜(n−1) until some success or failure condition is met. The linear equations
can be solved by any appropriate numerical scheme such as pseudospectral collocation (see
appendix A).
This method comes with all the usual drawbacks of Newton-Raphson. It is only viable for
finding specific modes, and requires a suitable seed solution. But, if the seed is trustworthy,
this method avoids the issue of spurious modes by assuring continuous connectedness to a
physical mode19. It is therefore an ideal method for tracking the behaviour of a few modes
as one varies parameters. This method has shown much success, for instance in [44, 396],
where the quasinormal modes of the Kerr-AdS black hole were finally determined and in [386]
where the quasinormal spectrum of Kerr-Newman was investigated. See also [404] where
this method was applied, together with patching techniques, to determine the instability
growth rate of singly-spinning five-dimensional asymptotically flat black rings.
D. Application: Gregory-Laflamme Instability of Rotating Black Holes in
AdS5×S5
Consider the following equations of motion in d = 10 dimensions with a metric and a
five-form flux field (derived from a four-form gauge potential):
RMN − 1
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FMPQRSFN
PQRS = 0 , ∇MFMPQRS = 0 , F(5) = ?F(5) . (III.13)
These are the equations of motion for type IIB supergravity with only the metric and
Ramond-Ramond 5-form turned on. Perhaps the most well-known solution to these equa-
tions is one where the metric is AdS5 × S5, and the form field is
Fµνρστ = µνρστ Fabde = abcde , (III.14)
where µνρστ and abcde are the volume forms of the base spaces AdS5 and S
5, respectively.
Without changing the five-form and the S5 base space, any vacuum AdS5 solution like
Schwarzschild-AdS5 is also a solution to (III.13). Sufficiently small Schwarzschild-AdS5×S5
black holes were shown to be unstable to a Gregory-Laflamme type instability in [407]. This
solution is a direct product of a Schwarzschild-AdS5 black hole and a round five-sphere. Since
19 Unfortunately, it is still possible for Newton-Raphson to converge to a spurious mode. Multiple resolutions
should still be used for assurance.
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the black hole can be made arbitrarily small, there will be a separation of scales between the
round S3 in Schwarzschild-AdS5 and the five-dimensional sphere. This separation of scales
causes the horizon geometry to resemble a black brane, which were shown to be unstable
[115].
While the growth rate of this instability has only been recently computed [409], its on-
set has been determined some time ago [407]. We intend to generalise this computation,
using the Newton-Raphson method described in the previous section, to five-dimensional
rotating black holes with equal angular momenta along the two possible rotation planes –
the Hawking-Hunter-Taylor black hole [334]. The full geometry, including the S5, can be
written as
ds2 = −f(r)
h(r)
dt2+
dr2
f(r)
+r2
[
h(r)
(
dψ +
cos θ
2
dφ− Ω(r)dt
)2
+
1
4
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)]
+L2 dΩ25 ,
(III.15)
where L is the AdS length scale, dΩ25 is a round five sphere of unit radius and
f(r) =
r2
L2
+ 1− r
2
0
r2
(
1− a
2
L2
)
+
a2r20
r4
, h(r) = 1 +
a2r20
r4
, and Ω(r) =
ar20
r4 h(r)
− ΩH .
(III.16)
Asymptotically, the solution approaches AdS5×S5 space, written in co-rotating coordi-
nates20. The event horizon is located at r = r+ (the largest real root of f). Requiring this
solution to have a null tangent vector ∂t, i.e. choosing (t, ψ) to be co-rotating coordinates,
fixes the angular velocity ΩH to be:
ΩH =
r20a
r4+ + r
2
0a
2
≤ ΩextH where ΩextH =
1
L
√
1 +
L2
2 r2+
. (III.17)
The solution saturating the bound in the angular velocity corresponds to an extreme black
hole with a regular, but degenerate, horizon. Note that this upper bound in ΩHL is always
greater than one and tends to the unit value in the limit of large r+/L.
It is convenient to parameterise the solution in terms of (r+,ΩH) instead of (r0, a) through
the relations,
r20 =
r4+
(
r2+ + L
2
)
r2+L
2 − a2 (r2+ + L2)
, a =
r2+L
2ΩH
r2+ + L
2
. (III.18)
20 These are coordinates where the boundary metric rotates rigidly with angular velocity ΩH . In order to
change to a static boundary metric, one performs a coordinate transformation ψ˜ = ψ − ΩH t.
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Note that r+/L is completely gauge invariant, since it is related to the area of a spatial cross
section of the horizon at constant ψ.
Our task is to find the onset of the Gregory-Laflamme instability as a function of the
dimensionless parameters r+/L and ΩHL. To do so, one can consider the full time-dependent
linear perturbations and search for the parameters that yield Im(ω) = 0. This is certainly
possible, but is not what we are going to do here. Instead, we set ω = 0 from the outset, and
write down a generic metric perturbation that is stationary and respects the t−ψ symmetry,
i.e. ∂t will be Killing and it will further have the discrete (t, ψ) → −(t, ψ) symmetry. We
will then give ΩH L and determine the value of r+/L at which the instability first appears.
That is, r+/L will take the place of the eigenvalue.
Before we undertake this task, let us make the following technical remarks:
• The modes that generate the Gregory-Laflamme instability in this system deform the
S5, since these are the extended directions for small Schwarzschild-AdS5 black holes.
Since there is full SO(6) symmetry in the background solution, we expand our metric
perturbation in scalar spherical harmonics on the five sphere. We denote these by Y`,
and are such that
2S5Y` + `(`+ 4)Y` = 0 ,
where ` ∈ Z+. Note that for a given `, there could be many distinct harmonics. Each
of these will have the same onset, but will lead to different nonlinear solutions.
• These metric perturbations (related to massive Kaluza-Klein gravitons), only have
components on the AdS5 base space, which is possible only because our background
metric is a direct product of a five-dimensional AdS solution and a round five sphere.
• These perturbations can be found in transverse-traceless gauge. It is therefore impossi-
ble for the 5-form perturbations to couple to it. In essence, it is a spin-2 perturbation,
which is impossible to generate through a gauge field perturbation. It can be veri-
fied that the metric perturbation completely closes the system without the need to
introduce a 5-form perturbation.
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Given the technical remarks made above, we take the following metric perturbation ansatz
hµνdx
µdxν ≡ −f(r)
h(r)
q1(r)Y`dt2 +
q2(r)Y`dr2
f(r)
+ r2
[
q3(r)Y` h(r)
(
dψ
cos θ
2
dφ− Ω(r)dt
)2
+
q4(r)Y`
4
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)− 2h(r)q5(r)Ω(r)Y`dt (dψ + cos θ
2
dφ− Ω(r)dt
)]
(III.19)
where the five variables qi, with i ∈ {1, . . . , 5} are to be determined numerically.
Now we put this ansatz into the linearised equation (III.3), and obtain a minimum set
of equations. The transverse-traceless gauge allows q1 and q3 to be written in terms of the
remaining quantities and their first derivatives:
q1 = −q2 − q3 − 2q4 (III.20a)
q3 =
2q4 [rhf
′ − f (rh′ + 2h)] + 2rfh q′2 + 2r3h3q5 ΩΩ′ + q2 [2rhf ′ + f (6h− rh′)]
2f (rh′ + h)− rhf ′ ,
(III.20b)
where ′ denotes differentiation with respect to r. We are thus left with q2, q4 and q5 to be
determined by the equations of motion.
We now change coordinates to a compact radial direction y
r =
r+
1− y2 , (III.21)
which places the horizon at y = 0 and asymptotic infinity at y = 1. The remaining equations
of motion can be solely expressed in terms of y and the two dimensionless parameters
α ≡ ΩH L and β ≡ r2+/L2.
For boundary conditions (see section V), we impose regularity in both the past and
future horizons, which amounts to q′2(0) = q
′
4(0) = q
′
5(0). At infinity, we have to proceed
more carefully. We perform the change of variables:
q2 = Q1 , q4 = Q2 and q5 =
Q3
(1− y2)2 , (III.22)
where our final equations can be written in the following schematic vectorial form
(1− y)2A(y) · ∂
2q
∂y2
+ (1− y)B(y) · ∂q
∂y
+ C(y) · q = 0 ,
where A, B and C are 3× 3 matrices with coefficients that depend on y, α, and β; and q is
a vector with components q = {Q1, Q2, Q3}. Near asymptotic infinity (y = 1), A, B and C
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attain regular values. In particular
A(1) =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , B(1) =

7 0 0
2 3 0
0 0 7
 and (III.23)
C(1) =

−(`+ 6)(`− 2) 0 0
12 −`(`+ 4) 0
0 0 −(`+ 6)(`− 2)
 . (III.24)
This then allows us to determine the most general solution at asymptotic infinity, by in-
specting the auxiliary equation
(1− y)2A(1) · ∂
2q0
∂y2
+ (1− y)B(1) · ∂q0
∂y
+ C(1) · q0 = 0 . (III.25)
The general solution to this equation can be determined by noting that if we further change
variables to χ = − log(1− y), the system above reduces to a system of coupled ODEs with
constant coefficients, which can be analytically solved using standard eigenvalue methods.
The most general solution q0 compatible with normalisability takes the following form
q10(y) = C1(1− y)`+6
q20(y) = C2(1− y)`+4 +
C1`(1− y)`+6
2(`+ 3)
, (III.26)
q30(y) = C3(1− y)`+6
where C1, C2 and C3 are constants. Note that the most general solution to (III.25) depends
of course on six integration constants, but the remaining three are not compatible with
normalisability21.
Motivated by the discussion above, we then perform one final change of variables:
Q1 = (1− y2)`+6qˆ1
Q2 = (1− y2)`+4qˆ2 (III.27)
Q3 = (1− y2)`+6qˆ3
21 To be precise, if we are interested in the holographic dual of N = 4 SYM, then these are the relevant
decays. In particular, for sufficiently low `, there are other integration constants that might also appear
allowed by normalisability, but they correspond to double-trace deformations of N = 4 SYM that we will
not consider here.
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The boundary conditions are now simply given by qˆ′i(0) = qˆ
′
i(1) = 0.
Given an α ≡ ΩHL, the equations of motion are a 9th order polynomial eigenvalue problem
in β ≡ r+2/L2. We solve this problem using the Newton-Raphson method described in
the previous section. We expect the Gregory-Laflamme mode for rotating solutions to be
connected to that of Schwarzschild AdS5 × S5. Therefore, we can use the known value of β
in [407, 408] for α = 0 as a seed for small α perturbations. Our findings are shown in Fig. 2,
where we can see that increasing rotation shuts down the instability, since we need to move
towards smaller values of r+/L.
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FIG. 2: Onset of the rotating Gregory-Laflamme instability. The dotted line below ΩHL = 1 is
the Hawking-Page transition and the dotted line above ΩHL = 1 is extremality. The left (right)
vertical line is the onset of the ` = 1 (` = 2) mode. We expect that the left side of each of these
curves to be the unstable region. For ΩHL = 0, our results reproduce those in [407, 408].
The results of Fig. 2 are physically interesting. We first note that the line with ΩHL = 1
separates two distinct regions of the moduli space of the Hawking-Hunter-Taylor black hole
[334]. Solutions with ΩHL > 1 were shown to be unstable to the superradiant instability [44],
whereas solutions with ΩHL < 1 are expected to be linearly stable to the same instability
22.
One could envisage a scenario where the onset of the rotating Gregory-Laflamme, presented
in Fig. 2, would asymptote from below to ΩHL = 1 as r+/L increases. This would shield
22 Note that solutions with ΩHL = 1 are likely to be nonlinearly unstable.
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these black holes from the superradiant instability by first being unstable to the Gregory-
Laflamme instability. We see that this is not the case. Indeed, we can find regions of
parameter space where small Hawking-Hunter-Taylor black holes are stable to the rotating
Gregory-Laflamme instability, and yet unstable to the superradiant instability, and vice
versa.
We expect new families of black holes with deformed S3 × S5 horizons to branch from
either of the onsets displayed in Fig. 2. Let us focus on solutions which preserve the isometries
Rt×SO(4)×SO(5). Due to discrete symmetries, we expect one such family from the ` = 1
onset, and two families from the ` = 2. The construction of these novel black hole solutions
remains an open problem.
IV. THE DETURCK METHOD
In 1952, Choquet-Bruhat [525, 526], and later Fischer and Marsden in 1972 [527] and
Choquet-Bruhat and Geroch [528], famously proved that the Einstein equation is a hyper-
bolic system of differential equations, i.e. proved the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem
for the Einstein equation [452, 481]23. On the other hand, once symmetries are assumed
in a static or stationary ansatz, the Einstein equation typically becomes a mixed elliptic-
hyperbolic system of differential equations. This fact complicates the numerical search for
static or stationary solutions, which requires a well-posed boundary value problem. Rather
than this mixed elliptic-hyperbolic system, we would like an elliptic set of equations to
guarantee well-posedness.
For cohomogeneity-2 problems, it is possible to work in conformal gauge. That is, if the
system depends on the coordinates x and y, assume an ansatz of the form
ds2 = Ω(x, y)(dx2 + dy2) + gij(x, y)dz
idzj , (IV.1)
where the i, j indices run over all coordinates except for x and y, Ω > 0 and gij has Lorentzian
signature. The fact that any two-dimensional metric is conformally flat allows us to write
an ansatz of this form. There is residual conformal symmetry that is fixed by specifying the
23 This result was built on earlier influential work on the harmonic gauge by de Donder [521], and on the
existence and uniqueness theorems for general quasilinear wave equations in the 1930’s and Leray’s notion
of global hyperbolicity [529], as reviewed in the lecture notes of [452].
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integration domain. The Einstein equation will yield a set of elliptic equations of motion
for Ω and gij, as well as a set of constraint equations. The constraint equations are used to
supply consistent boundary conditions.
Conformal gauge has been used successfully in a number of cases [85–97]. But it is
restricted to cohomogeneity-2 problems, and the application of boundary conditions is not
always straightforward.
In this section, we describe an alternative method that attempts to reformulate the
Einstein equation into a manifestly elliptic form. This is the Einstein-DeTurck formulation,
first introduced in the seminal work of [74] and further developed in [322, 360, 361, 530].
This method has greater flexibility than conformal gauge; it works in any cohomogeneity
and for a broad range of different types of solutions. Of course, the method also has its
drawbacks which will also be discussed in this section.
A. Stationarity
We start with a brief preamble about what we mean by stationary solutions of the Einstein
equation. One operational way of defining stationarity is the following: a stationary solution
is a solution to a well-posed boundary value problem.
In general, finding whether an equation can be solved as a boundary value problem is not
an easy task. There are cases, however, where one can prove this. In particular, if a solution
is stationary in the more restrictive sense, i.e. in the sense that it admits a Killing field
that is asymptotically timelike, then one can prove that the problem is elliptic, and thus
a well-posed boundary value problem. Known black hole solutions such as the Kerr-(AdS)
black hole are stationary in this restricted sense. On the other hand, solutions with a single
helical Killing vector field, such as the ones numerically constructed in [226, 304], or the
flowing geometries of [360, 361], do not fall under this more restrictive definition, and yet
can be found with the methods outlined in this review.
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B. Ellipticity and the Harmonic Einstein Equation
1. Ellipticity and DeTurck Gauge-Fixing
The Einstein equation with a cosmological constant Λ on a d-dimensional spacetime
(M, g) can be written as (we postpone the inclusion of matter fields for later on)
Rµν − 2Λ
d− 2 gµν = 0, (IV.2)
where Rµν is the Ricci tensor.
This is a quasi-linear second-order differential equation. To determine the character of this
equation we linearise the Einstein equation about fluctuations of the metric, gµν → gµν +hµν
∆Rhµν ≡ δRµν − 2Λ
d− 2 hµν = 0 ⇔ ∆Lhµν +∇(µvν) −
2Λ
d− 2 hµν = 0, (IV.3)
where ∆L is the usual quasi-linear second-order Lichnerowicz operator (as we have defined
in the previous section),
∆Lhµν ≡ −1
2
∇2hµν −Rµκνλhκλ +R(µκhν)κ , and vν ≡ ∇αhαν − 1
2
∂νh . (IV.4)
To determine the character of the differential system of equations (IV.3) we examine the
principal symbol of ∆R, i.e. the highest derivative terms in ∆R (in particular, note that the
cosmological constant term is not relevant to determine the character of the equation),
Pghµν =
1
2
gαβ
(−∂α∂βhµν + 2∂α∂(µhν)β − ∂µ∂νhαβ) . (IV.5)
Short wavelength perturbations have large second derivatives, so they govern the principal
symbol operator. Indeed, when moving from (IV.3) into (IV.5) we effectively discard the
Riemann and Ricci curvature terms, which means that we keep only perturbations with
wavelength much smaller than any curvature scale of the metric. Replacing the derivatives
∂α by a covector ζα, (IV.5) reads
Pg(ζ)hµν =
1
2
(−ζ2hµν + 2ζαζ(µhν)α − ζµζνh) (IV.6)
and the linear operator δRµν (and thus the non-linear operator Rµν) is said to be elliptic if
and only if Pg(ζ)hµν 6= 0 for all non-vanishing vectors ζ ∈ Rd and for every point x in M.
An inspection of (IV.6) concludes that δRµν is not elliptic. The main reason being that
any perturbation of the form hµν = ζ(µξν), which translates into hµν = ∂(µξν) in a coordinate
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basis, yields Pg(ζ)hµν = 0 for any vector ξ. A perturbation of this type is a short wavelength
(local) diffeomorphism generated by ξ. Indeed, recall that an infinitesimal diffeomorphism
generated by a gauge vector field ξ is given by hµν = ∇(µξν). This reduces to ∇(µξν) ∼ ∂(µξν)
for a gauge parameter ξ that varies on very short wavelength scales. Therefore, we arrive
to the important conclusion that the lack of ellipticity of the Einstein equation is a direct
consequence of gauge invariance.
In other words, any short wavelength perturbation can be decomposed as hµν =
hˆµν + ∂(µξν) where hˆµν is the transverse (physical) part (∂ν hˆ
ν
µ − 12∂µhˆ = 0) and ∂(µξν)
is a longitudinal (pure gauge) contribution. One has Pghˆµν = −12∂α∂αhˆµν , while Pg annihi-
lates the longitudinal fluctuation. To move towards a elliptical formulation of the equations
of motion, we would like to eliminate the longitudinal pure gauge mode perturbations by
imposing the so-called de-Donder or harmonic gauge,
∂νh
ν
µ − 1
2
∂µh = 0, (IV.7)
i.e. we want to find a gauge covector ξµ such that, for short wavelengths, one has δξµ =
∂νh
ν
µ − 12∂µh. The simplest choice is
ξµ = g
λν
(
∂λgνµ − 1
2
∂µgλν
)
⇔ ξµ = gανΓµαν = −∇2xµ . (IV.8)
where xµ is some coordinate chart (viewed as scalar functions), Γµαν is the Levi-Civita affine
connection associated to g and ∇2 is the scalar Laplacian.
The reader familiar with time evolution in numerical relativity will recognise that the local
gauge fixing choice ξµ = gανΓµαν = −∇2xµ = 0 is nothing but the usual harmonic gauge (and
associated harmonic coordinates xµ) often made in dynamical hyperbolic problems where
Einstein equation is solved as a Cauchy problem. Indeed, with the local gauge choice ξµ = 0,
the principal symbol of the Einstein operator (IV.2) becomes simply Pghµν = −12∂α∂αhµν
which is manifestly hyperbolic for Lorentzian solutions, i.e. it describes propagating waves
along a light-cone.
The local harmonic gauge choice (IV.8) breaks gauge invariance as desired but also breaks
covariance, which is not so desirable. To recast the system in a covariant form, we promote
the coordinate partial derivatives in (IV.8) to covariant derivatives with respect to an arbi-
trary but fixed background g¯ on M,
ξµ = g
αν
(
∇¯αgνµ − 1
2
∇¯µgνα
)
⇔ ξµ = gαν(Γµαν − Γ¯µαν), (IV.9)
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where Γ¯µαν is the Levi-Civita connection for g¯µν and ∇¯µ is the associated covariant derivative.
Usually, g¯ and Γ¯ are denoted by the reference metric and reference connection, respectively.
Since the difference between two connections is a tensor, ξ is a globally defined covariant
vector field.
At this point, we have just made a local gauge-fixing that casts the Einstein equations as
a manifestly hyperbolic system rather than elliptic. In particular, the hyperbolic character of
Rµν , expressed in the principal symbol Pghµν = −12∂α∂αhµν , is just an explicit restatement of
the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem in the Einstein equation first proved by Choquet-
Bruhat [525–528]. To recover an elliptic system instead, we must impose certain symmetries.
We will do this in the following subsection, but let us now finish this subsection with a few
asides.
The DeTurck vector (IV.9) can be viewed as a global version of a local vector used to define
generalised harmonic coordinates [531, 532]. Harmonic coordinates obey the homogeneous
wave equation ∇2xµ = 0, i.e. gανΓµαν = 0 while the generalised harmonic coordinates obey
the inhomogeneous wave equation ∇2xµ = Hµ in local coordinates for some choice of Hµ.
Generalised harmonic coordinates are commonly employed in time-dependent problems, and
initial contributions and reviews can be found in [11–14, 16, 532–538].
Working in the generalised harmonic gauge amounts to choosing the gauge vector ξµ =
gανΓµαν + H
µ. Locally, we can establish an equivalence between the generalised harmonic
and the DeTurck gauge-fixing by setting Hµ = −gανΓ¯µαν . But in the generalised harmonic
formulation, Hµ is not a global vector field as it is in the DeTurck formulation. Additionally,
in generalised harmonic coordinates H is fixed locally while in the DeTurck formulation one
fixes Γ¯ instead. These are inequivalent since the metric g appears in the relation between
H and Γ¯. With these caveats in mind, the vanishing of the DeTurck vector ξµ = 0 can be
seen as a generalised harmonic gauge condition.
The choice of vector field ξ (IV.9) was first introduced in the mathematical context of
Riemannian geometry to show that weakly parabolic Ricci flow [77] is diffeomorphic to the
strongly parabolic Ricci-DeTurck flow [75, 76]. We will describe this further in Section VI B.
Physical applications of Ricci flow include string theory with the one-loop approximation to
the renormalization group flow of sigma models [539], and numerical relativity [74, 322, 540–
544].
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2. The Einstein-DeTurck Equation
We are now in a position to introduce the Einstein-DeTurck formulation [74], which uses
the DeTurck gauge-fixing and symmetries to cast the Einstein equation in elliptic form.
Following [74], let us add the covariant gauge-fixing DeTurck term ∇(µξν) to the Einstein
equation (IV.2) to get the Einstein-DeTurck equation or harmonic equation (hereafter, the
superscript ‘H’ refers to the harmonic equation).
RHµν −
2Λ
d− 2 gµν = 0, with R
H
µν ≡ Rµν −∇(µξν) , ξα ≡ gµν
(
Γαµν − Γ¯αµν
)
, (IV.10)
where again Γ¯ is the Christoffel connection for a reference metric g¯.
Now we linearise the Einstein-DeTurck equation to get the principal symbol.
∆Hhµν = 0 ⇔ ∆Rhµν − 1
2
£ξhµν = 0 , (IV.11)
where ∆Rhµν = ∆Lhµν +∇(µvν) (with ∆L being the Lichnerowicz operator) which was intro-
duced in (IV.3), and Lξgµν = 2∇(µξν) is the Lie derivative of the metric with respect to the
DeTurck vector field ξ. As desired, the fundamental property of the Einstein-DeTurck equa-
tion is that the principal symbol of the associated linearised operator about a background
g is simply,
PHg hµν = −
1
2
∂α∂αhµν , (IV.12)
which is manifestly elliptic (hyperbolic) for a Riemannian (Lorentzian) background g, as
oppose to the principal symbol (IV.5) of the Einstein equation. Relevant for the programme
of constructing generic gravitational solutions, we shall see that it is also manifestly elliptic
for Lorentzian geometries with certain symmetries.
The Einstein-DeTurck method involves solving the equation (IV.10) rather than the Ein-
stein equation (IV.2). But a solution of the Einstein-DeTurck equation (IV.10) is only a
solution of the Einstein equation if ξ = 0. In some situations, it is indeed possible to have
solutions of (IV.10) with ξ 6= 0. Such solutions are called Ricci solitons, and must be avoided
when searching for numerical solutions of the Einstein equation.
Under certain symmetries and asymptotic boundary conditions, it is possible to prove
mathematically that Ricci solitons do not exist. We will discuss these cases in Section
IV C. In practice, when the the existence of Ricci solitons cannot be ruled out, we can still
solve the Einstein-DeTurck equation numerically and monitor ξ. If the Einstein-DeTurck
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equation is elliptic, then local uniqueness of solutions is guaranteed. That is, a Ricci soliton
is distinguishable from a true solution, and can be practically ruled out by verifying that
ξ = 0 to machine precision.
We pause momentarily to comment on the way the gauge-fixing condition ξµ = 0 is
implemented in (IV.10). This is not an algebraic gauge-fixing condition (this would be the
case, e.g. if we imposed specific conditions on the metric components like in conformal
gauge). Instead, the DeTurck gauge-fixing is itself a differential equation for the (unknown)
metric g given a choice of reference background g¯. The differential DeTurck gauge-fixing
condition ξµ = 0 is only realised after solving the full set of equations. Indeed, the possibility
of Ricci solitons means there may be solutions that violate this gauge condition. Because the
full Einstein-DeTurck equations are solved, there are d(d + 1)/2 independent components
of the metric (unless extra symmetries are assumed), rather than the usual d(d − 1)/2
independent components in the Einstein equation where the Bianchi identity supplies d
extra conditions.
This means of gauge-fixing has advantages and disadvantages. One of its advantages is
that the gauge ξµ = 0 is dependent on the reference metric. One can therefore change the
reference metric to better adapt to the solution as a means of obtaining better numerical
accuracy without altering the physical solution. On the other hand, it is sometimes difficult
to control unwanted gauge artefacts that can appear. An example of this is a pure-gauge
logarithmic term that can appear in a power-series expansion off an AdS boundary. These
gauge terms may make it more difficult to resolve the solution accurately. Additionally,
since we do not impose the gauge conditions explicitly, there will be more metric functions
to solve for.
The DeTurck method relies on a choice of the reference metric g¯. There is much freedom
in choosing this metric, but there are still some restrictions. While Rµν shares the same
isometries as g, the full harmonic operator RHµν has the same symmetries of gµν if and only
if the reference metric g¯ preserves the same symmetries and causal structure as the desired
metric g. Said another way, the boundary conditions on g are only consistent with ξ = 0 if
g¯ satisfies the same boundary conditions. The criteria for the choice of reference metric will
be further elucidated in Sections IV B 3 and VII A.
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3. Geometries with and without Manifestly Elliptic Einstein-DeTurck Equations
The Einstein-DeTurck formulation attempts to yield an elliptic formulation of the Ein-
stein equation. But actually, this is only possible in certain circumstances. This should be
unsurprising since the Einstein equation is intrinsically hyperbolic. We will discuss three
classes of symmetric Lorentzian ansa¨tze that have so far been used to find Einstein solutions
using the Einstein-DeTurck equations: stationary (and static) geometries, geometries with
helical Killing vector fields, and flowing geometries. We have been using the term ‘station-
ary’ to loosely mean all of these cases, but for this section, we will refer to a more precise
notion of ‘stationary’. We will show that the Einstein-DeTurck equations are manifestly
elliptic for most stationary geometries, possibly elliptic for geometries with helical Killing
vector fields, and mixed elliptic-hyperbolic for flowing solutions.
1. Stationary Geometries
In its restricted sense, a spacetime geometry is stationary if it admits a Killing vector field
that is timelike everywhere in the asymptotic region. This class includes static spacetimes
(which admit global timelike Killing vectors), rotating geometries, and boosted black branes.
Many stationary black holes are governed by the rigidity theorems [151, 151–155, 350, 351]
(see subsections II A and II D). If there is a Killing field ∂t that is not normal to the horizon,
then compact, non-extremal black holes must have at least one rotational Killing vector field
Ω
(α)
H R(α), where R(α) are asymptotic rotational Killing fields and the constants Ω(α)H are the
horizon angular velocities. One can form the Killing field ∂t + Ω
(α)
H R(α), which serves as a
horizon generator. This ultimately guarantees that any rotation or motion of the horizon is
generated by an isometry and does not radiate.
Though black branes are not compact, they still often admit Killing horizons, and these
R(α) Killing fields describe asymptotic translation symmetries. It is also possible to have
more than one disconnected Killing horizons, H1, . . . ,Hk. In this case each component is a
Killing horizon generated by a linear combination of T and R(α), KHk = T + Ω(α)HkR(α) for
some constants Ω
(α)
Hk
(that can differ for each horizon).
These considerations motivated by rigidity suggest that it is appropriate to write the line
element in a coordinate frame that is adapted to the isometries of the stationary system.
Let us assume that ∂t and ∂za are commuting Killing vector fields. Define z
A = {t, za} to be
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the coordinates associated to the Killing fields ∂t and ∂za . For rotational ∂za , we normalise
the associated compact orbit to have period to 2pi and thus za is periodic with za ∼ za+ 2pi.
Consider the following class of Lorentzian stationary line elements
ds2 = gµνdX
µdXν = GAB(x)
[
dzA + AAi (x)dx
i
] [
dzB + ABj (x)dx
j
]
+hij(x)dx
idxj , (IV.13)
where GAB is Lorentzian and hij is Euclidean. While this is a rather general form, all known
stationary solutions so far have an extra discrete symmetry that would imply AAi = 0. We
will not need to assume this symmetry to prove ellipticity, but it considerably simplifies the
numerical problem.
Next we have to choose our reference metric. This metric must take the same form as
above, so we write
ds2 = g¯µνdX
µdXν = G¯AB(x)
[
dzA + A¯Ai (x)dx
i
] [
dzB + A¯Bj (x)dx
j
]
+h¯ij(x)dx
idxj . (IV.14)
With these considerations we are in position to finally prove that the Einstein-DeTurck
equation for the symmetric ansatz (IV.13) is manifestly elliptic. First note that the principal
symbol (IV.12) of the Lorentzian Einstein-DeTurck operator reads
PHg gAB = −
1
2
gαβ∂α∂βgAB = −1
2
hmn∂m∂nGAB ,
PHg gij = −
1
2
gαβ∂α∂βgµν = −1
2
hmn∂m∂nhij . (IV.15)
Moreover, in going from (IV.12) to (IV.15) for the ansatz (IV.13), we used the fact that gµν
is independent of the isometric directions zA = {t, za} (i.e. ∂zAgµν = 0). Consequently, the
character of the Einstein-DeTurck equation for the stationary ansatz (IV.13) is controlled
only by the metric hij. Though g is Lorentzian, the metric gij = hij is Euclidean. This
means that hij is positive definite and thus it follows from (IV.15) that the Einstein-DeTurck
equation is manifestly elliptic.
2. Geometries with a Helical Killing Vector Field
As we have mentioned above, the rigidity theorems state that the existence of a Killing
field ∂t that is not normal to a compact, non-extremal, bifurcate horizon implies the existence
of a additional Killing field ∂ϕ. The combination ∂t + ΩH∂ϕ is then null at the horizon and
is therefore the horizon-generating Killing field. However, the theorem still allows for the
existence of horizon-generating Killing field K = ∂t + ΩH∂ϕ such that ∂t and ∂ϕ are not
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Killing fields. It is then conceivable that there are black holes with Killing horizons, but
only a single Killing field. This Killing field is not usually timelike at asymptotic infinity,
so these are not, strictly speaking, stationary solutions. Rather, they are time-periodic.
Such black holes indeed arise as rotating black holes in global AdS4. These solutions were
recently constructed by numerically solving boundary value problems, and were coined black
resonators.
We also point out that there are also smooth, horizonless solutions with a helical horizon-
generating Killing field. The zero-size limit of black resonators are geons, which have this
property. Like black resonators, geons are time-periodic.
An ansatz for such a solution can be written in a similar way to (IV.13).
ds2 = GAB(t, ϕ, x)
[
dzA + AAi (t, ϕ, x)dx
i
] [
dzB + ABj (t, ϕ, x)dx
j
]
+ hij(t, ϕ, x)dx
idxj
.(IV.16)
where zA = {t, za} = {t, ϕ}. We can write a reference metric in a similar form. An important
difference between (IV.13) and (IV.16) is that in the latter, ∂t and ∂ϕ are not Killing, so all
the metric components depend also on t and ϕ.
Now we need an ansatz for a geometry with a helical Killing field. To exploit the fact
that K = ∂t + ΩH∂ϕ is a Killing vector, perform the change of variables:
dτ = dt , dφ = dϕ+ ΩHdt . (IV.17)
In these new coordinates, we have K = ∂τ . An ansatz that accommodates the helical
isometry generated by K = ∂τ of the solution is
ds2 = gµνdX
µdXν
= N (φ, x) [dτ + Ai(φ, x)dxi]2 + hij(φ, x)dxidxj . (IV.18)
A reference metric can be put in a similar form. But note that since the Killing field K = ∂τ
is not a globally timelike, we cannot guarantee thatN (φ, x) is everywhere positive and finite.
Accordingly, we cannot assume that dethij > 0, i.e. we cannot assume that (M, h) is a
smooth Riemannian manifold with Euclidean metric signature. Consequently, we cannot
straightforwardly prove that the Einstein-DeTurck equations for the helical ansatz (IV.18)
yield a manifestly elliptic system of equations.
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But without theory, it is still possible to rely on practice. One can still solve the Einstein-
DeTurck equation, and a` posteriori verify that the equations of motion are elliptic in a
neighbourhood of the solution. If this is the case, we have confirmed that we have solved
a well-posed boundary value problem and we further rely on local uniqueness to eliminate
the possibility of a Ricci soliton. This strategy was used in [226, 304] to find the geons and
black resonators.
3. Flowing Geometries with Non-Killing Horizons
The assumptions of the rigidity theorems can be evaded in another way: by having black
holes with non-compact horizons. In this case, it is possible to have black holes with non-
Killing horizons. These solutions are regular in the future horizon but not the past horizon,
and are sometimes called flowing geometries. By being non-compact, these horizons extend
to some asymptotic regions, where boundary conditions can be imposed. If one has two such
asymptotic regions, these boundary conditions can necessitate a solution with a non-Killing
horizon. That is, the boundary conditions demand that the horizon must be non-rigid. For
example, one can impose that the black hole has two different temperatures in each of these
regions, or impose different horizon velocities.
Such geometries have been constructed using the Einstein-DeTurck method [360, 361].
Unfortunately, the Einstein-DeTurck equations reduce to a mixed hyperbolic-elliptic PDE
system. In spite of this, the DeTurck vector ξ was verified to vanish to machine precision.
This suggest that the results in [360, 361] are valid solutions of the Einstein equation, but we
do not (yet) have the added guarantee of local uniqueness of solutions. Nevertheless, these
examples demonstrate the potentially far-reaching utility of the Einstein-DeTurck method.
4. Einstein-DeTurck Equation in the Presence of Matter Fields
Our discussion thus far has focused on the vacuum Einstein-DeTurck equation, possibly
with a cosmological constant. Let us now generalise this discussion to matter fields. Consider
the action
S =
∫
M
ddx
√−g [R− 2Λ + Lm] , (IV.19)
for some matter Lagrangian Lm, which yields the standard Einstein equation
Rµν − R
2
gµν + Λgµν = Tµν , (IV.20)
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for a matter stress tensor Tµν , along with some additional equations of motion for the
matter fields. To get the Einstein-DeTurck equations with matter, we must write this in
trace-reversed form. That is, we take the trace of this equation, solve with respect to R and
substitute back in. The result is
Rµν =
2Λ
d− 2gµν + Tµν −
1
d− 2Tgµν . (IV.21)
Now to fix the principal symbol for the metric, we add the DeTurck term, that gives
Rµν −∇(µξν) = 2Λ
d− 2gµν + Tµν −
1
d− 2Tgµν , (IV.22)
which is the Einstein-DeTurck equation with matter. The principal symbol of this equation
is the same as before.
But we would like to have the same principal symbol in the equations of motion for the
matter fields as well. This is already guaranteed for scalar fields
LΦ = −2∇µΦ∇µΦ− 4V (Φ) , (IV.23)
which gives the equation of motion
2Φ− V ′(Φ) = 0 . (IV.24)
This should be unsurprising since scalar fields contain no gauge freedom. This procedure
also holds for complex scalar fields.
Now let us consider Maxwell fields, where the extra gauge freedom will spoil the principal
symbol. The Lagrangian is
LEM = −F µνFµν , (IV.25)
where F = dA and A is the one-form potential. The Maxwell equation reads
∇ρF ρµ = 0 . (IV.26)
Note that in the absence of torsion, Fµν = 2∂[µAν] = 2∇[µAν] and so (IV.26) reduces to
2Aµ −∇µ∇ρAρ −RµρAρ = 0 , (IV.27)
where we have used the Ricci identities for vector fields. The first term has the desired
form for the principal symbol, but the second term spoils the principal symbol, since it also
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involves second derivatives. In order to solve this, we add to the Maxwell equation (IV.26)
the following covariant gauge fixing term
∇ρF ρµ −∇µχ = 0 , (IV.28)
where we choose χ = ∇ρAρ−∇ρA¯ρ, and A¯ is a reference one-form gauge field of our choice,
that must satisfy the same asymptotic boundary conditions and regularity conditions as the
gauge field we wish to find. This procedure was first outlined in [545]. Note that since we
are dealing with torsion-free spacetimes, (IV.28) automatically implies
2χ = 0 .
This is a consequence of the following mathematical identity ∇µ∇νF µν ≡ 0, which itself
follows from the Ricci identities for rank two tensors. With our choice of χ, (IV.28) can be
solely expressed in terms of Aµ and A¯µ:
2Aµ −
(
2Λ
d− 2gµρ + 2F
λ
µ Fρλ −
gµρ
d− 2F
λβFλβ
)
Aρ = −∇µ∇ρA¯ρ , (IV.29)
where we see that the principal symbol of this equation is governed by gµν∂µ∂ν , as desired.
Note also that we have substituted Rµν from the Einstein equation (without DeTurck term).
The reason for this is simple: after this substitution, the only second order differential
operator in this equation is only acting on Aµ. After the addition of this novel term to the
Maxwell equation, we can restore the DeTurck term in the Einstein-DeTurck equation in
the usual way. The final system of equations is then given by
Rµν −∇(µξν) = 2Λ
d− 2gµν + 2F
ρ
µ Fνρ −
gµν
d− 2F
λρFλρ , (IV.30a)
2Aµ −
(
2Λ
d− 2gµρ + 2F
λ
µ Fρλ −
gµρ
d− 2F
λβFλβ
)
Aρ = −∇µ∇ρA¯ρ . (IV.30b)
These equations simplify in some special cases. If the spacetime is stationary with respect to
a Killing vector field κ, and we seek solutions for which the only component of the Maxwell
field that is non-vanishing is κρAρ, then it is trivial to show that ∇ρAρ is always zero. In
this case, we can freely set A¯ = 0 and the situation is similar to the scalar field case.
One might wonder why this simple procedure for the gauge field works in general. The
reason has to do with the fact that the Einstein equation (minimally coupled to any type of
matter that is not fluid-like) is quasi-linear. As such, we can envisage adding gauge fixing
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terms that are linear in the corresponding gauge transformations, and these should always
render the equations governed solely by the usual principal symbol gµν∂µ∂ν .
In the language of differential forms, and for a generic p−form, say F(p) = dC(p−1), the
gauge fixing term above generalises to
? d ? F(p) − dP(p−2) = 0 , (IV.31)
where P(p−2) = ?d ? C(p−1) − ?d ? C¯(p−1) and C¯(p−1) is a reference form field of our choice.
C. Non-existence of Ricci Solitons
So far we have seen how to deform the Einstein equation, possibly coupled to matter,
into the Einstein-DeTurck equation. The hope is that solutions to the Einstein-DeTurck
equation necessarily coincide with those of the Einstein equation. That is, we would like to
show that Ricci solitons (solutions with ξ 6= 0) do not exist. While this is not possible to
prove in general, if the Einstein-DeTurck equation is elliptic, then there are local uniqueness
theorems that guarantee that solutions with ξ 6= 0 are distinguishable from ξ = 0. That
is, Ricci solitons cannot be arbitrarily close to Einstein solutions, except for a measure zero
set in moduli space. Therefore, Ricci solitons can be practically ruled out (on a case by
case basis) for elliptic Einstein-DeTurck equations by verifying that ξµξµ = 0 to machine
precision.
There are, however, certain exceptional circumstances where it is possible to prove that
Ricci solitons do not exist, so any Einstein-DeTurck solution is also an Einstein solution.
We will only consider the cases of static geometries, i.e. geometries that admit a global
everywhere timelike Killing field T . Furthermore, we introduce coordinates zµ = {t, za}
adapted to the Killing field T = ∂t. Note that since we want to focus on static solutions, we
also demand that the line element must be invariant under the discrete symmetry t → −t.
This means we can Euclideanise our line element, by setting t = −iτ , in which case our d-
dimensional metric becomes manifestly Euclidean. It is in this context that the non-existence
proof of Ricci-solitons is best understood.
We start with the Einstein equation coupled to a conserved stress energy tensor
Rµν − R
2
gµν = Tµν . (IV.32)
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As in the previous section, we move to the trace-reversed version of the Einstein equation
Rµν = Tµν − gµν
d− 2T ≡ T˜µν . (IV.33)
This is the form of the Einstein equation that we augment by the covariant DeTurck term
∇(µξν). The Einstein-DeTurck equation becomes
Rµν −∇(µξν) = T˜µν . (IV.34)
ξ does not contain additional degrees of freedom because of the contracted Bianchi identities.
Taking the divergence of (IV.34), gives
∇µRµν − 1
2
2ξν − 1
2
Rνµξ
µ − 1
2
∇ν∇µξµ = − 1
d− 2∇νT , (IV.35)
where we have used that Tµν is covariantly conserved. We now note that by taking the trace
of (IV.34) we can express ∇µξµ as a function of R and T only. Substituting back into the
previous equation, yields the following equation
2ξν +Rνµξ
µ = 0 , (IV.36)
where we have used the contracted Bianchi identity.
In the case of a static geometry, ξ only has nontrivial components in the a index (i.e.
the non-t components of µ), and so that λ = ξµξµ = ξ
aξa is positive definite. Using (IV.36),
one can obtain the following scalar partial differential equation
2λ+ ξµ∇µλ = −2T˜µνξµξν + 2∇µξν∇µξν . (IV.37)
Any non-trival Ricci soliton must have λ 6= 0 and, since after Euclideanisation we are working
in Riemannian geometry with positive Euclidean signature, we also have λ = 0⇔ ξ = 0.
Now consider the cases for which the right hand side of (IV.37) is non-negative. This
occurs, for instance, if Tµν = 2Λ/(d − 2)gµν and Λ ≤ 0, i.e. a non-positive cosmological
constant. Under this assumption, if a solution φ of (IV.37) exists, then there must be a
solution f > 0 to
2f + ξµ∇µf ≥ 0 (IV.38)
on a fixed background (M, g, ξ). Note that the converse is not necessarily true. That is to
say, the existence of solutions to (IV.38) does not imply the existence of solutions to (IV.37).
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When the right hand side of (IV.38) is positive, such an equation admits a local maximum
principle24, which states the following: (1) f can only attain a maximum at the boundary
of M; and (2) at the maximum, ∂nf > 0 for outward-pointing normal ∂n. But since f > 0,
and f can only reach a maximum at ∂M, it suffices to show that f must be zero at the
boundaries, to show that f is everywhere zero. This completes the proof that, in the static
case for which the right hand side of (IV.37) is positive definite, no Ricci solitons exist if
appropriate boundary conditions are given at the boundary of M. In the next sections, we
will show how such boundary conditions can sometimes be given such that ξ is zero at all
asymptotic boundaries, and thus is zero everywhere.
V. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Having a well-posed boundary value problem also requires properly imposing boundary
conditions. Here, we discuss the allowable boundary conditions in the Einstein-DeTurck
equation (IV.10), some of which can also be applied to finding zero modes of linear pertur-
bations (III.3). These boundary conditions will be different from those arising from time-
dependent linear perturbations. For those, we refer the reader to [129, 400, 404, 417, 546] for
asymptotically flat backgrounds and to [393–396, 547] for asymptotically AdS backgrounds.
Boundary conditions are typically imposed on a coordinate hyperslice, say at Z = 0. In
a neighbourhood of this slice, the metric takes the form
ds2 = n2dZ2 + γij(dx
i + αidZ)(dxj + αjdZ). (V.1)
Without imposing extra symmetries, the Einstein-DeTurck equation (IV.10) has d(d+ 1)/2
independent components and d(d+1)/2 unknown metric functions. We must therefore have
d(d+ 1)/2 boundary conditions. This line element (V.1) invites us to fix d(d− 1)/2 of these
boundary conditions by imposing conditions on either the induced metric γij
∣∣
Z=0
, or the
extrinsic curvature Kij =
1
2n
(
∂Zγij − 2∇(iαj)
) ∣∣
Z=0
. The remaining d boundary conditions
should come from agreement with the Einstein equation, which requires ξµ = 0, so it is natu-
ral to draw these remaining boundary conditions from ξµ = 0
∣∣
Z=0
. For linear perturbations,
a similar set of boundary conditions can be drawn from the de-Donder gauge conditions or
the transverse-traceless conditions.
24 See for instance [322] and references therein.
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Now let us discuss boundary conditions more specifically. The integration domain typ-
ically extends to some singular point in the line element, which is usually a coordinate
singularity. Boundary conditions are imposed at these singular points. First, we distinguish
asymptotic boundaries, asymptotic extremal boundaries, and fictitious boundaries. As the
name suggests, asymptotic boundaries or asymptotic extremal boundaries are those where
the proper distance from any other point is infinite. Boundary conditions at asymptotic in-
finity are typically chosen so that the asymptotic structure is preserved. Extremal horizons
are more subtle, and we will address these later in this section.
On the other hand, fictitious boundaries are a finite proper distance from other points.
Typical examples of fictitious boundaries are an axis and a non-degenerate horizon. They
are useful to fully exploit the symmetries of the problem at hand, but require boundary
conditions that enforce regularity. That is, that there exists a coordinate chart where the
fictitious boundary is manifestly regular. These may be coordinates similar to the familiar
Cartesian coordinates or Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates.
Besides the distinction between asymptotic and fictitious boundaries, let us also distin-
guish between a defining boundary condition and a derived boundary condition. For any
(well-posed) second-order differential equation, an expansion off a hyperslice (say Z = 0)
would typically yield two unknown coefficients, say A(x) and B(x). All remaining terms in
the expansion are determined if A(x) and B(x) are known. Together, A(x) and B(x) give two
functional degrees of freedom, one of which must be fixed by a boundary condition, which
we call a defining boundary condition. Once a defining boundary condition is imposed, any
other conditions derived from the equations of motion and this defining boundary condition
are derived boundary conditions.
Let us illustrate this concept with a simple example. Consider the simple ODE
f ′′(z) + f(z) = 0 . (V.2)
Expanding this equation in a power series about z = 0, we find that f(0) and f ′(0) are
undetermined, with all remaining terms in the power series determined by these two. Let us
impose the boundary condition f(0) = 0, which is a defining boundary condition because it
fixes one of the two undetermined coefficients. The equation of motion and this boundary
condition imply f ′′(0) = 0, which is a derived boundary condition.
This concept is useful when performing function redefinitions. For example, the defining
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boundary condition f(0) = 0 above allows the function redefinition f(z) = zg(z), which
automatically satisfies this condition so long as g remains finite, which will always be true
when performing numerics. This means that it is possible to impose defining boundary
condition at our convenience (to improve numerical accuracy) merely by defining functions
in a certain way. If we continue to expand the equations of motion, g′(0) = 0 is a derived
boundary condition, and g(0) is left undetermined until the full system is solved. Often
in numerical computations, function redefinitions of this kind are performed, and derived
boundary conditions are imposed.
From a mathematical point of view, imposing defining boundary conditions is all that
is necessary for a well-posed boundary value problem. If one imposes defining boundary
conditions by an appropriate definition of functions, it is not necessary to further impose
derived boundary conditions, since they are usually a direct consequence of the equations of
motion. Nevertheless, these derived conditions are usually imposed anyway to improve nu-
merical accuracy. Furthermore, it is a check of well-posedness to perform a series expansion
and find only one undetermined coefficient.
For the Einstein-DeTurck method, we have both a metric g and reference metric g¯. As we
have mentioned, g¯ must have the same symmetries and causal structure as g in order to be
compatible with ξ = 0. In particular, this means that g¯ must have the desired asymptotic
boundaries, as well as regular ficticious boundaries.
Since g¯ is usually held fixed, the singular points in g¯ will affect the series expansion
for the metric g. For fictitious boundaries, g¯ must be regular, which implies that some
coordinate transformation is known where the line element is manifestly regular (or, at
a minimum that the metric is invertible). This coordinate transformation can then be
used to obtain regularity conditions on g. The series expansion in g typically contains
two undetermined coefficients, one of which causes g to be non-invertible under the same
coordinate transformation that makes g¯ manifestly invertible. Regularity demands that
this non-invertible coefficient vanishes. In other words, the defining boundary condition for
regularity is for the metric g to be invertible under the same coordinate transformation that
makes g¯ invertible. Smoothness, a more stringent condition than invertibility, is typically
enforced by the equations of motion as derived boundary conditions.
For the remainder of this section, we will discuss more specific cases and how their
boundary conditions are imposed. For the cases discussed in subsections V B, V C and V D,
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the reader might also benefit from the exposition given in [530].
A. Asymptotic Boundaries
As explained in Section IV B 2 we must choose the reference background g¯ to be such
that it preserves the same symmetries and causal structure as the desired geometry g. In
particular, this means that such a reference geometry shares the same asymptotic boundary
as g. For example, if we desire g to be an asymptotically flat metric, then g¯ must also be
asymptotically flat. One typically imposes a Dirichlet type boundary condition here, so that
g matches g¯,
g
∣∣
∂M
= g¯
∣∣
∂M
. (V.3)
B. Non-Extremal Killing Horizons
Suppose we seek the boundary conditions at a non-extremal bifurcate Killing horizon
generated by the Killing field K = ∂t + Ω
(a)
H ∂z(a) , where ∂t is a Killing vector field that is
asymptotically timelike and ∂z(a) are rotational Killing vector fields. K has isometry group
R with a fixed point at the bifurcation surface and its orbits close on the future and past
horizons. This bifurcation surface is a fictitious boundary and regularity conditions could
be determined by moving to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. Alternatively, one could
also Euclideanise the metric under a Wick rotation and demand regularity in Cartesian
coordinates, as we will soon demonstrate.
As we have mentioned, the procedure is to find a coordinate transformation where g¯
is invertible, then apply the same coordinate transformation to g and demand that it too
is invertible. Here, we will go slightly farther and obtain one of the derived boundary
conditions.
Begin by writing the metric ansatz g and reference background g¯ as in (IV.13) and
(IV.14), respectively. Next, we want to write these line elements in a frame that is adapted
to the helical isometry of the horizon generator. This is achieved with a Wick-rotation
(Euclideanisation) of a rescaled time coordinate and with the introduction of new azimuthal
coordinates ψa,
τ = i κ t , ψa = za − Ω(a)H t , (V.4)
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such that τ ∼ τ + 2pi and ψa ∼ ψa + 2pi. These coordinates are adapted to the Killing
symmetry of the horizon because the horizon generator now reads simply K = ∂τ . If we
require the norm of K at the asymptotic boundary to be 1 we further find that the constant
κ is the surface gravity of the horizon, related to its temperature by κ = 2piTH .
We can always complete our coordinate chart by introducing a radial coordinate ρ such
that the horizon boundary is at ρ = 0, i.e. |K|ρ=0 = 0. This also means that xi = {ρ, xıˆ}. A
Taylor expansion (to lowest order) of the reference background (IV.14) around the horizon
boundary ρ = 0 can always be written as
ds2 = B¯ dρ2 + A¯ ρ2dτ 2 + C¯ ρ3dρ dτ + F¯ıˆ ρ dρ dx
ıˆ + G¯ıˆ ρ
2 dτ dxıˆ + f¯a ρ dρ dψ
a + g¯a ρ
2dτ dψa
+h¯ıˆˆdx
ıˆdxˆ + G¯ab
(
dψa + A¯aıˆ dx
ıˆ
) (
dψb + A¯bˆdx
ˆ
)
, (V.5)
where the reference metric functions A¯, B¯, C¯, F¯ıˆ, G¯ıˆ, f¯a, g¯a, h¯ıˆˆ, A¯
a
ıˆ and G¯ab are independent
of τ . The metric takes a similar form with bars removed from the functions. We have
factored-out certain powers of ρ in some of the metric components for reasons that will be
clear soon.
Now, we need a coordinate transformation that ensures this line element is regular. Of
course, such a transformation would depend on the form of the various metric functions. A
particularly simple form would be for the reference metric functions to be smooth functions
of ρ2, with A¯ = B¯ on the horizon. It is always possible for a regular reference metric with a
non-extremal horizon to be brought in such a form. In this case, we can move to a Cartesian
coordinate chart with
X = ρ cos τ , Y = ρ sin τ . (V.6)
Now introduce manifestly regular and smooth 1-forms
Eρ = ρ dρ = X dX + Y dY , Eτ = ρ2dτ = X dY − Y dX. (V.7)
The expansion (V.5) about the horizon can now be written as
ds2 = B¯
(
dρ2 +
A¯
B¯
ρ2dτ 2
)
+ C¯ EρEτ + F¯ıˆ dx
ıˆEρ + G¯ıˆ dx
ıˆEτ + f¯a dψ
aEρ + g¯a dψ
aEτ
+h¯ıˆˆdx
ıˆdxˆ + G¯ab
(
dψa + A¯aıˆ dx
ıˆ
) (
dψb + A¯bˆdx
ˆ
)
, (V.8)
which is manifestly regular except for possibly the first two terms. But since A¯ = B¯ at
ρ = 0, the first two terms become B¯(dX2 + dY 2), plus additional higher order terms that
go as ρ2 = X2 + Y 2, which is regular.
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Next, we must impose boundary conditions that guarantee that the metric g is regular
at the horizon. Suppose the metric is written in the form (V.5) (with bars removed). Also
suppose that the reference metric satisfies the conditions we mentioned earlier: A¯ = B¯ and
reference metric functions being smooth functions of ρ2. Then one can show that
A
∣∣
ρ=0
= B
∣∣
ρ=0
, {∂ρA, ∂ρB, ∂ρC, ∂ρFıˆ, ∂ρGıˆ, ∂ρfa, ∂ρga, ∂ρhıˆˆ, ∂ρGab}
∣∣
ρ=0
= 0 (V.9)
are derived boundary conditions on the metric that assures regularity. These can be con-
firmed by expanding the equations of motion about the horizon in a polynomial series
expansion. In taking this series expansion, we have already discarded independent solutions
that diverge (typically, but not necessarily, logarithmic ones), and where demanding that
these diverging terms vanish is the defining boundary condition. The boundary conditions
(V.9) then follow from the equations of motion as derived boundary conditions.
Note that we have a Neumann condition for every metric function along with A = B
at ρ = 0. Thus we have obtained one more (derived) boundary condition than there are
metric functions. One is free to impose any independent combination of these since these are
derived boundary conditions. Our experience has shown that the choice here makes little
difference in the end.
One might arrive at different boundary conditions with a different coordinate choice. But
those will amount to reworking the discussion above in a different set of coordinates. It is,
however, still necessary to choose the reference background g¯ to contain a horizon that is
generated by the same Killing field as that of g, and thus have the same temperature and
angular velocities.
C. Axes of Symmetry
Assume now that the solution we seek is axisymmetric, i.e. it is periodic in a coordinate
φ. The axis of symmetry, say ρ = 0, occurs when the U(1) symmetry generated by the
Killing vector field ∂φ has a fixed point, |∂φ|ρ=0 = 0, and this is a fictitious boundary. The
most familiar version of this is perhaps the origin of polar coordinates.
We will present the boundary conditions for the fixed point of a U(1) symmetry, but it
generalises for that of an SO(n) symmetry via a projection to a U(1) subgroup.
Boundary conditions at an axis of symmetry are similar to that of a Euclideanised horizon.
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For a reference metric with a regular axis, it is always possible to bring the reference metric
into the form
ds2 = B¯ dρ2 + A¯ ρ2dφ2 + C¯ ρ3dρ dφ+ F¯ıˆ ρ dρ dx
ıˆ + ρ2G¯ıˆdφ dx
ıˆ + f¯Aˆ ρ dρ dz
Aˆ + g¯Aˆ ρ
2dφ dzAˆ
+h¯ıˆˆdx
ıˆdxˆ + G¯AˆBˆ
(
dzAˆ + A¯Aˆıˆ dx
ıˆ
)(
dzBˆ + A¯Bˆˆ dx
ˆ
)
, (V.10)
where the metric functions A¯, B¯, C¯, F¯ıˆ, G¯ıˆ, f¯a, g¯a, h¯ıˆˆ, A¯
a
ıˆ and G¯ab are independent of φ, which
is a periodic coordinate with period 2pi. All of the reference metric functions are smooth
functions of ρ2, and A¯ = B¯ at ρ = 0.
To demonstrate that this line element is regular, we move to a Cartesian coordinate chart
{X, Y, zAˆ, xıˆ} defined via
X = ρ cosφ , Y = ρ sinφ , (V.11)
and define the smooth and regular 1-forms
Eρ = ρ dρ = X dX + Y dY , Eφ = ρ2dφ = X dY − Y dX, (V.12)
which allow us to rewrite (V.10) as
ds2 = B¯
(
dρ2 +
A¯
B¯
ρ2dφ2
)
+ C¯ EρEφ + F¯ıˆdx
ıˆEρ + G¯ıˆdx
ıˆEφ + f¯Aˆdz
AˆEρ + g¯Aˆdz
AˆEφ
+h¯ıˆˆdx
ıˆdxˆ + G¯AˆBˆ
(
dzAˆ + A¯Aˆıˆ dx
ıˆ
)(
dzBˆ + A¯Bˆˆ dx
ˆ
)
, (V.13)
which is guaranteed to be regular by the requirements on the reference metric functions.
Now, writing the metric g in the same form as g¯, but with bars removed, we find the
derived boundary conditions
A
∣∣
ρ=0
= B
∣∣
ρ=0
, {∂ρA, ∂ρB, ∂ρC, ∂ρFıˆ, ∂ρGıˆ, ∂ρfAˆ, ∂ρgAˆ, ∂ρhıˆˆ, ∂ρGAˆBˆ}
∣∣
ρ=0
= 0 . (V.14)
Let us also note that these boundary conditions can be used even if there is a conical
singularity. Since one can freely rescale the angular coordinate φ → αφ without affecting
the equations of motion and derived boundary conditions, these singularities can always be
removed locally around any U(1) axis. Local boundary conditions of this sort are therefore
unaware of the existence of any conical singularity.
D. Extremal Killing Horizons
Extremal horizons are amongst the most relevant types of horizons in applications of
AdS/CFT to condensed matter systems. These describe ground states of the theory, and
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possibly novel types of matter. In some cases, they exhibit universal criticality, which on
the gravity side manifests itself through the existence of uniqueness theorems of geometries
near regular extremal horizons [548–553].
However, unlike non-extremal horizons, there is no known universal method for handling
boundary conditions of all extremal horizons. For now, let us restrict ourselves to smooth,
static, simply connected, extremal horizons.
For such horizons, ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates can be found. Furthermore,
there is a Killing vector field ∂t that is timelike outside the horizon (as is the case for static
black holes). One can then show that a coordinate chart (t, ρ, xa) with a = 1, . . . , d− 2 can
be found such that [322]
ds2 = −T (ρ, x)ρ2dt2 +R(ρ, x)
[
dρ
ρ
+ ρωa(ρ, x)dx
a
]2
+ γab(ρ, x)dx
adxb . (V.15)
for ρ > 0, where T, R > 0 are smooth functions of ρ and x near ρ = 0 such that
lim
ρ→0
T (ρ, x) = T0(x) , lim
ρ→0
R(ρ, x) = T0(x) , lim
ρ→0
γab(ρ, x) = γ
0
ab(x) and lim
ρ→0
ωa(ρ, x) < +∞ .
(V.16)
In addition, one can also deduce relations between ∂ρT |ρ=0 and ∂ρR|ρ=0, but they will not
be useful in what follows. In general, both these quantities are non-vanishing. The general
line element (V.15) admits a scaling limit, in which we set ρ = ρˆ and t = tˆ/ as then take
→ 0. This is the so-called near-horizon limit. The resulting line element
ds20 = T0(x)
(
−ρˆ2dtˆ2 + dρˆ
2
ρˆ2
)
+ γ0ab(x)dx
adxb , (V.17)
is itself a solution of the Einstein equation and is often called the near-horizon limit of an
extremal black hole. To actually solve for T0(x) and γ
0(x), one has to input the above line
element in the Einstein equation, and determine the corresponding solutions. In general, the
smooth solution to these near-horizon equations depends on a number of real parameters,
which cannot be fixed via any local calculation. Let us represent these by Ci. For instance,
the near-horizon geometry of an extremal Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole in global AdS
depends on the total charge of the black hole measure in units of the AdS radius, but that
number cannot be fixed just by considering the near-horizon geometry.
In a few special cases with sufficient foresight, these Ci are known explicitly. In this case,
one could choose a reference metric with the desired near-horizon geometry as (V.17) and
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impose a Dirichlet condition. (This would fix ξµξµ = 0 at ρ = 0; see [322] for more details.)
This, for instance, has been used in [261, 322].
In general, we do not know what these constants Ci are. One way to proceed is to consider
a family of Dirichlet boundary conditions parametrised by these Ci, then vary these constants
until a solution is found. A simpler method which as been successfully applied in [261] is
to perform the coordinate transformation ρ → y2. With these coordinates, the extremal
horizon is located at y = 0, and dt2 now vanishes as y4. Since a regular solution admits a
power series expansion in ρ [322], this means that the first nontrivial term in the expansion
in y will be proportional to y2, and so a simpler boundary condition can be imposed at the
horizon, namely ∂yT |y=0 = 0, and similarly for the remaining metric functions. We still
have T (0, x) ∝ R(0, x) as an additional regularity condition (the constant of proportionality
is dictated by the reference metric).
Note that in the y coordinates, the boundary conditions are the same as those of a
static, non-extremal horizon written in the form (V.5). Indeed, in some cases, one can
obtain extremal horizons by taking the finite-temperature solutions with these boundary
conditions, and parametrically reducing the temperature to zero.
But extremal horizons are fundamentally different from non-extremal horizons. Recall
that an expansion of a PDE about a hyperslice should yield two free coefficients that are
functions of the transverse directions. A defining boundary condition fixes one of these,
leaving a full function free. This is what happens in all of the non-extremal boundary
conditions we have seen so far. The fact that we are instead left with constants Ci might seem
strange from a PDE standpoint. Indeed, this is an indication that demanding regularity is an
over-constraining boundary condition for extremal horizons. In fact, demanding regularity
for extremal horizons might be too restrictive from a physical standpoint as well. There
are many examples where the zero-temperature limit of regular horizons is singular (see
for example [261, 263, 554, 555]). Unfortunately, we do not know how to impose that an
extremal horizon is the limit of a regular finite temperature horizon. Worse, we do not even
know a general form for the series expansion about an extremal horizon that yields the two
free coefficients.
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E. Non-Killing Horizons
As discussed in Section (IV B 3), we might be interested in flowing geometries that have
a non-Killing horizon, i.e. a horizon that is regular in the future horizon H+ but not in the
past horizon H−. All solutions that have been constructed in this class of geometries are
stationary, in the sense that an asymptotically timelike Killing vector T field exists.
Introduce coordinates that are adapted to this Killing field, i.e consider a coordinate
chart {t, xa} where T = ∂t. In such coordinates, the most general line element compatible
with the above reads
ds2 = −T (x)dt2 + γab(x)[dxa + ωa(x)dt][dxb + ωb(x)dt] . (V.18)
The reference metric takes a similar form, but with T and γab replaced by T¯ and γ¯ab,
respectively. Note that the principal symbol of the Einstein-DeTurck equation associated to
this line element is controlled by gab which is in general not a positive definite matrix, and
so the Einstein-DeTurck equations for this class of geometries is not necessarily elliptic. In
fact, it can be shown that in flowing geometries, ωa(x) is non-zero on the horizon, yielding
a gab that is necessarily non-positive. The Einstein-DeTurck is thus of the mixed elliptic-
hyperbolic type for this class of line elements (see subsection IV B 3). In general, little is
know about such systems of equations, and it does not come as a surprise that the boundary
conditions are poorly understood in this case as well.
There are two inequivalent methods that seem to work, in the sense that the components
of the DeTuck vector (after the calculation is done) vanishes to machine precision. Note
that without elliptic equations, we do not have the added guarantee of local uniqueness to
distinguish Einstein solutions from Ricci solitons. We will describe these methods briefly
and refer the readers to [360] and [361] for more details.
One method [360] is to work in ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates and impose a
fictitious boundary condition in the interior of the horizon. But since the horizon is now
an output of the computation and is not known a priori, the integration domain must be
chosen to be sufficiently large to cover the horizon.
Another method [361] is to write a reference metric for which a coordinate transformation
to regular ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates is known. This coordinate transforma-
tion is then applied to the general metric ansatz (V.18) to derive a set of regularity conditions
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that are imposed as boundary conditions. In this method, the integration domain stops at
the future horizon, and the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates are used only to determine
boundary conditions.
F. Non-Symmetric Axes
In certain circumstances, an axis (say, the fixed point of some rotation ∂ϕ) is not an axis of
symmetry (i.e., ∂ϕ is not a Killing field). For the sake of presentation we restrict ourselves
to codimension-2 (polar-like coordinates). The procedure here can be straightforwardly
generalised to higher codimensions. Let us place such an axis at the coordinate ρ = 0 and
introduce a coordinate chart {ρ, ϕ, xa}, with a = 1, . . . , d − 2. Under these assumptions, a
coordinate system can be found such that
ds2 = Gab(x, ρ, ϕ)dx
adxb +M(x, ρ, ϕ) [dρ+ ωa(x, ρ, ϕ)dx
a]2 +
S(x, ρ, ϕ) ρ2
[
dϕ+ κa(x, ρ, ϕ)dx
a +
η(x, ρ, ϕ)dρ
ρ
]2
. (V.19)
If the axis is regular, then it must permit some general polynomial expansion in some
Cartesian coordinate system around ρ = 0. Since we are focusing on a codimension-2 axis,
we will take these cartesian coordinates to be labeled by X1 and X2. That is to say, the line
element above close to ρ = 0 can always be brought to the following simple form
ds2 = G˜ab(x,X1, X2)dx
adxb + Φ1(x,X1, X2) [dX1 + ω˜a(x,X1, X2)dx
a]2 +
Φ2(x,X1, X2) [dX2 + κ˜a(x,X1, X2)dx
a + η˜(x,X1, X2)dX1]
2 . (V.20)
where all functions of {x,X1, X2} are smooth functions around X1 = X2 = 0.
The line element (V.21) is not singular at any point, which means that we should be able
to obtain regularity conditions at ρ = 0, by equating both line elements and determining the
coordinate transformation between {ρ, ϕ} in a perturbative expansion around X1, X2 ∼ 0.
That is to say, one needs to find the coordinate transformation
Xi =
+∞∑
n=0
F ni (x, ϕ)ρ
n for i ∈ {1, 2} . (V.21)
In general, this is a difficult and tedious task, but it can be simplified with an appropriate
choice of reference metric. Choose a reference metric where the transformation between both
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line elements is simple, at least to second order in ρ. One then uses this transformation
to construct the aforementioned coordinate map and determine regularity. Note that the
coordinate transformation that one gets from the reference metric is not the one used to
determined regularity of the actual metric we want to find. In terms of the expansion
(V.21), only the n = 0 terms are fixed by the reference metric. Let us consider for example
a situation where the reference metric is chosen to be
ds2 = G¯ab(x)dx
adxb + S¯(x)(dρ2 + ρ2 dϕ2) +O(ρ3) . (V.22)
In this case, the regularity conditions are simply
∂ρGab|ρ=0 = 0 , ∂ρM |ρ=0 = 0 , ∂ρS|ρ=0 = 0 , ∂ρωa|ρ=0 = 0
∂ρη|ρ=0 = 0 , ∂ρκ|ρ=0 = 0 . (V.23)
In the special case where the line element is static, it is easy to show that these boundary
conditions, together with the above reference metric, imply ∂ρ(ξ
µξµ)|ρ=0 = 0.
G. Boundary Conditions and the DeTurck Vector
We still need to address whether the boundary conditions that we imposed above for the
metric components are consistent with the requirement that Einstein solutions must have
DeTurck vector field ξ = 0.
For that, note that the Bianchi identity for the Einstein-DeTurck equation imply that ξ
obeys an elliptic linear second order differential equation,
∇µRHµν −
1
2
∂νR
H = −1
2
(∇2ξν +Rνµξµ) = 0 . (V.24)
We must confirm that the boundary conditions applied to ξ are such that (V.24) is a well-
posed elliptic PDE for ξµ and consistent with ξ = 0 as required to get an Einstein solution.
Let us first confirm that this is the case for the asymptotic boundary. It follows from
the definition (IV.9) of the DeTurck vector field that the BCs for the metric (V.3) at the
asymptotic boundary impose
ξµ|∂M = 0 (V.25)
which is indeed consistent with ξ = 0. If we further assume the spacetime is static and has a
negative cosmological constant, this implies that (provided this is the only asymptotic end)
that the DeTurck vector is zero in the interior.
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Consider now a fictitious boundary located at ρ = 0, e.g. a horizon or an axes of
symmetry. In these cases, we can explicitly check that the horizon boundary conditions
(V.9) and the axes boundary conditions (V.14) individually imply:
ξρ
∣∣
ρ=0
= 0 , ∂ρξ
i˜
∣∣
ρ=0
= 0 , ∂ρξ
A
∣∣
ρ=0
= 0 . (V.26)
In these cases, the Neumann boundary conditions for the tangential components of ξµ do
not imply that ξ must vanish but are certainly compatible with ξ = 0. Moreover, in the
static case and for a negative cosmological constant, we can see from ∂ρ(ξ
µξµ)|ρ=0 = 0. That
fictitious boundaries cannot be where the maximum of ξµξµ is located, since the maximum
principle dictates ∂ρ(ξ
µξµ)|ρ=0 > 0.
H. Boundary Conditions for Matter Fields
Let us finish this section by discussing boundary conditions for matter fields. We will
restrict ourselves to scalar fields and Maxwell fields. These boundary conditions apply
generally and are not specific to the Einstein-DeTurck method.
1. Asymptotic Boundary
Consider first a nonlinear solution with a real or complex Klein-Gordon scalar field Φ
with mass µ and charge q. Let t be an asymptotic time coordinate, r a radial coordinate,
and x the remaining asymptotic coordinates. For complex solutions, there is a Fourier
decomposition Φ ∼ Ψe−iωt, with possibly other spatial wavenumbers.
The asymptotic behaviour of this scalar field must asymptotically solve the Klein Gordon
equation in AdS or Minkowski backgrounds. As usual, we have two independent solutions
and we must choose boundary conditions that ensure the solution is normalisable (has finite
energy). We must treat the asymptotically AdS and flat cases separately.
For asymptotically flat backgrounds, defined as
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2 dΩ2d−3 +O(r−δ) (V.27)
with δ > 0, the asymptotic behaviour of the scalar field must solve the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion. For zero modes and the nonlinear problem with a stationary scalar cloud, the frequency
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ω is a real number satisfying ω ≤ µ so that bound states are trapped by the massive potential
barrier25. In this case, asymptotically we have the general solution
Ψ(r, x) ' A−(x) rc− e−
√
µ2−ω2 r + A+(x) rc+ e
√
µ2−ω2 r + . . . , with c± = c±(d, µ, ω) ,
(V.28)
and we eliminate the divergent term by choosing the boundary condition,
A+ = 0. (V.29)
For asymptotically AdS backgrounds, and in Fefferman-Graham coordinates {z, x} (see
appendix B), one instead has the behaviour [227, 556]
Φ(r, x) ' A+(x) z∆+ +A−(x) z∆−+· · · , with ∆± = d− 1
2
±
√
(d− 1)2
4
+ µ2L2 , (V.30)
where L is the AdS length scale. Stability of the AdS background (i.e. the demand that
energy is finite) requires ∆± to be real. The mass of the scalar field must then obey the
Breitenlo¨hner-Freedman (BF) bound [227, 556]
µ2 ≥ µ2BF ≡ −
(d− 1)2
4L2
. (V.31)
Another special value is the unitarity bound
µ2unit ≡ µ2BF + 1/L2. (V.32)
We have to distinguish three windows for the scalar mass: µ2 ≥ µ2unit, µ2BF < µ2 < µ2unit, and
µ2 = µ2BF.
For scalars with µ2 ≥ µ2unit, the mode A+ with faster fall-off is normalisable and A− is
the non-normalisable mode. It is therefore customary to choose A− = 0. According to the
AdS/CFT dictionary, the coefficient A+(x) is then proportional to the expectation value
〈O(x)〉 of the boundary operator O that has dimension ∆+.
For scalars with µ2BF < µ
2 < µ2unit both modes in (V.30) are normalisable and one has
more freedom to choose normalisable boundary conditions. For example, one can impose
either the standard boundary condition A+ = 0, or the alternative boundary condition
A− = 0. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, this choice dictates whether the operator O dual
25 At linear order this frequency is a normal mode of massive bound states in Kerr, which is then corrected
at higher order in perturbation theory until we get the full nonlinear result.
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to Φ has dimension ∆+ or ∆− and in both cases they are not sourced, i.e. the boundary
theory is not deformed [557]. These two choices are the only ones that respect the AdS
symmetries at large radius [558].
One can also impose the mixed condition A+ = κA− which is also known as double-trace
boundary condition since it corresponds to a deformation of the dual theory by adding the
term −κ ∫ dd−1x O†O to its action Sbdry [559, 560]. If κ < 0, a bulk ‘positive energy theorem’
under this double trace boundary condition was proved in [561].
Yet another possibility is to impose inhomogeneous boundary conditions, such as A− =
A0 cos(kx), for some constant A0 and k. Of course, one can also impose more general
functions A− = A(x). This yields the expectation value 〈O(x)〉 ∝ A+(x).
To summarise, we can choose the boundary conditions
µ2BF < µ
2 < µ2unit :

A+ = 0, standard
A− = 0, alternative
A+ = κA−, double-trace
A− = A(x), inhomogeneous
(V.33)
Precisely at the Breitenlo¨hner-Freedman bound, µ2 = µ2BF, the asymptotic behaviour
(V.30) does not hold because one of the appearance of logarithmic terms,
Φ(z, x) ' z∆BF [A+(x) + A−(x) log z] . (V.34)
This logarithmic term is a non-normalizable mode that causes AdS to be unstable [562] so
we must impose the boundary condition
A− = 0 , (for µ2 = µ2BF) . (V.35)
This concludes our discussion of asymptotic boundary conditions for scalar fields.
A Maxwell gauge field in AdS asymptotically takes the form:
Aµ(z, x) ' A(0)µ(x) + Jµ(x)zd−3 + · · · , (V.36)
where A(0)µ(x) is the boundary gauge potential, J
µ(x) is a boundary current and the expan-
sion above is only valid in the radial gauge, i.e. Az = 0. Here, the index µ only runs through
coordinates on the boundary metric. For example, the time component A(0)t = µA is the
chemical potential, and Jt is related to the charge density ρA. The possible choice of bound-
ary conditions for Maxwell fields is very similar to those of scalar fields with µ2BF < µ
2 < µ2unit.
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2. Fictitious Boundaries
At fictitious boundaries, matter fields must be manifestly regular in the same coordinates
where the metric is manifestly regular. For gauge fields, this refers to the field strength
tensor F = dA, rather than the gauge potential.
VI. NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS TO SOLVE THE GRAVITATIONAL EQUA-
TIONS
A. The Newton-Raphson Algorithm
In subsections IV B and V, we have completed the formulation of our boundary value
problem to find gravitational solutions. Assuming we have a proper reference metric and
boundary conditions, the Einstein-DeTurck equations will yield a set of nonlinear boundary
value PDEs to be solved by some numerical method. The most commonly used method for
solving nonlinear boundary value problems is Newton-Raphson.
Let us therefore begin with a rudimentary introduction to Newton-Raphson. In its most
basic form, Newton-Raphson is a root-finding algorithm. Let us begin by solving a one-
dimensional root problem. Given a function f and its derivative f ′, find an xs such that
f(xs) = 0. The procedure begins with a guess x0. Near x0, the function behaves like
f(x) = f(x0) + f
′(x0)(x− x0) +O((x− x0)2) . (VI.1)
If x0 is sufficiently close to a root, we can attempt to get closer by finding the root of the
Taylor series above, truncated to linear order. Then
x1 = x0 − f(x0)
f ′(x0)
(VI.2)
should be closer to a root than x0. We can continue to iterate this process until we reach
the desired accuracy.
Let us analyze the speed of convergence for this method. Let xs be the true root f , and
let the error after the n-th step be n = xs − xn. Then a Taylor series about xn gives
0 = f(xs) = f(xn + n) = f(xn) + nf
′(xn) +
2n
2
f ′′(xn) +O(3n) . (VI.3)
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Solving for f(xn) and then dividing by f
′(xn) gives
f(xn)
f ′(xn)
= −n − 
2
n
2
f ′′(xn)
f ′(xn)
+O(3n) . (VI.4)
Then from the Newton-Raphson method,
n+1 = xs − xn+1 = xs −
[
xn − f(xn)
f ′(xn)
]
= −
2
n
2
f ′′(xn)
f ′(xn)
+O(3n) . (VI.5)
Therefore, Newton-Raphson converges quadratically. This means, roughly, that near a root
the number of significant digits will double at each step. This rapid convergence makes
Newton-Raphson a powerful method for finding roots.
Now we can generalise Newton-Raphson to higher dimensions. We wish to find a root
of the function F : Rk → Rk. In general, this is a difficult problem and cannot be solved
without sufficient insight. Unlike the root of a single one-dimensional function, there are also
very few numerical methods available to accomplish this task. Following the same procedure
as before, we expand a Taylor series about the vector xn:
F (x) = F (xn) + JF (xn) · (x− xn) +O((x− xn)2) , (VI.6)
where JF is the Jacobian of F . Then the higher dimensional analogue of (VI.2) should be
rewritten as
JF (xn) · (xn+1 − xn) = −F (xn) , (VI.7)
where now xn ∈ Rk. Rather than invert the matrix JF (xn), it is usually more efficient and
accurate to solve the linear system of equations for xn+1 − xn. There are many standard
and efficient algorithms for solving a linear system (such as LU decomposition).
From here, we move to a functional version of Newton-Raphson that is useful for PDEs.
We begin with some set of differential equations Ei[x, f1, . . . , fN ] = 0, where i = 1, . . . N
and fi are functions of x, which can stand for any number of coordinates. Here, Ei can be a
function of the f ’s as well as their derivatives. Expanding about a particular set of functions
f
(n)
j to linear order gives us
Ei[x, f1, . . . , fN ] = Ei[x, f
(n)
1 , . . . , f
(n)
N ] +
δEi
δfj
[x, f
(n)
1 , . . . , f
(n)
N ]δfj +O(δf
2) , (VI.8)
where δfj = fj − f (n)j . Note that here, δEiδfj is a (second-order) differential operator on
δfj. The whole expression
δEi
δfj
δfj can be computed by setting fj → f (n)j + δf (n)j in Ei,
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differentiating with respect to , then setting  → 0. Boundary conditions (of the form
Bi = 0) can be treated in a similar way. The only difference is that Bi are not full functions
of x, but evaluated at the boundaries of the integration domain.
If the set of f
(n)
j is sufficiently close to a solution E[x, f1, . . . , fN ] = 0, we can write,
approximately,
δEi
δfj
[x, f
(n)
1 , . . . , f
(n)
N ]δfj = Ei[x, f
(n)
1 , . . . , f
(n)
N ] . (VI.9)
Newton-Raphson then amounts to taking a seed f
(0)
1 , . . . , f
(0)
N and solving the above linear
equation (subject to the similarly linearised boundary conditions) for the δfj’s and then
setting f
(n)
j = f
(n−1)
j + δfj, repeating the process as necessary. These linear equations may
be solved using standard PDE methods. See appendix A for an introduction to collocation
methods which can be used to solve these systems.
There are a number general difficulties with Newton-Raphson. The first difficulty may be
in the evaluation of the root derivative (i.e. f ′, the Jacobian JF , or the functional Jacobian
δE
δf
). In certain cases, computing this derivative may be overly costly or inaccurate. For
boundary value problems, E is usually known explicitly, and functional derivatives can be
taken analytically.
The other issue is that the convergence of the solution depends critically on the initial
guess (or seed). If the seed is not carefully chosen, the iterations can diverge, or possibly
enter an infinite cycle. The starting points that allow convergence (the basin of attraction)
can be extremely intricate, even in the simplest of equations. In fact, the basin of attraction
for an equation can define a fractal set (these are called Newton fractals).
In some cases, the failure of convergence can be mitigated with line searches. Parametrise
the Newton step as
fnew = fold + λδf λ ∈ R , (VI.10)
where we will suppress the subscripts (in fj, etc.) for this discussion. We choose λ in
a manner that would improve convergence. The idea is to prevent the iterations from
wandering too far and possibly out of the basin of attraction. The standard line search is to
choose λ such that E is minimised. This can be done, for instance, with a bisection search
within the interval λ ∈ (0, 1] (i.e. repeatedly halving this interval). In certain cases, there
may be certain known restrictions on f (say, it must be positive-definite), in which case λ
can be controlled to ensure that f remains positive.
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Finally, Newton-Raphson only finds a single solution. One will need a separate, well-
motivated seed to find other solutions and there is no systematic way to find all of them
(see appendix A for an example). When one root dominates the basin of the attraction, the
other ones may be difficult to find.
B. Ricci Flow
Besides Newton-Raphson, there is another method to solve the Einstein equation which
is based on Ricci-flow. It has a number of drawbacks which makes it less appealing than
Newton-Raphson. Nevertheless, it can also possibly serve as a means for obtaining seeds
for Newton-Raphson. It is also more geometrical than Newton-Raphson, and is interesting
from a mathematical standpoint.
Given the vacuum Einstein equation, Rµν = 0, we can always form the so-called Ricci
flow equation [77]
d
dτ
gµν = −2Rµν , (VI.11)
where τ is to be viewed as a (fictitious) flow time. Ricci flow is the one-parameter family of
metrics g(τ) that satisfy this parabolic equation. The Ricci-Flow method involves solving
(VI.11) as a geometric evolution equation for the metric g after some initial guess for the
metric gµν
∣∣
τ=0
is given. The hope is that the system will evolve towards a fixed point g that
solves the Einstein equation Rµν(g) = 0.
Standard parabolic theory contains short-time existence (and uniqueness) theorems for
strictly parabolic system of PDEs (see e.g. [77]).26 However, (VI.11) is only a weakly
parabolic system of PDEs and thus this theorem does not immediately apply. An equation
of the form (VI.11) is strictly parabolic only if the operator Rµν is elliptic. The strategy is
therefore to replace this with the Einstein-DeTurck operator to get the Ricci-DeTurck flow
26 Recall that a second order PDE on M ⊂ Rn for a function g : M → R of the form dgdτ = Aij ∂i∂jg +
Bi ∂ig + C g with smooth coefficients Aij , Bi, C is said to be strictly (or strongly) parabolic if Aij is
uniformly positive definite, i.e. if the operator A is elliptic. (A familiar example is the heat equation
dg
dτ = ∇2g). If dgdτ = G(g) is stricty parabolic at g(s), then there is a short-time existence and uniqueness
theorem: it states that there exist  > 0 and a smooth one-parameter family g(τ) for τ ∈ [0, ] such that
dg
dτ = G(g) for τ ∈ [0, ] and g(0) = g(s).
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equation [75, 76]
d
dτ
gµν = −2RHµν ⇔
d
dτ
gµν = −2Rµν + 2∇(µξν), (VI.12)
which can be a strictly parabolic system of PDEs, under certain conditions, as we have
discussed earlier. As parabolic equations tend to describe diffusion or heat dissipation, the
Ricci(-DeTurck) flow equation can be seen as a non-linear heat equation for the metric.
The Ricci-DeTurck flow (VI.12) is particularly useful because it is diffeomorphic to Ricci
flow (VI.11). Indeed the DeTurck term ∇(µξν) just introduces an infinitesimal diffeomor-
phism at each point along the flow. Moreover, if the reference metric g¯ preserves the same
isometries of g, the Ricci-DeTurck flow g(τ) will also preserve them. Consequently, although
the time evolution in the space of metrics depends explicitly on the choice of reference metric
g¯, the flow on the space of geometries (i.e., metrics up to diffeomorphisms) is independent
of g¯. In equivalent words, fixed points of the flow are geometric invariants.
The above description suggests that the diffusion properties of the Ricci-DeTurck flow
can be used as an efficient algorithm to find a numerical solution to gravitational equations.
This method solves a cohomogeneity-n problem by solving a n + 1 parabolic differential
equation, of which there are many standard approaches. Often, one chooses a spatial dis-
cretisation and a temporal discretisation (time-stepping). Options for spatial discretisation
include those that are used for numerical boundary value problems such as finite differences,
finite elements, spectral, etc. Options for time-stepping include the Runge-Kutta family, or
implicit methods like Crank-Nicolson or Backwards differencing. Since the aim is to resolve
late-time behaviour, implicit methods may provide extra numerical stability (and hence effi-
ciency if large time steps can be used). Some standard time-stepping methods can be found
in [98, 104].
However, Ricci-DeTurck flow is particularly sensitive to whether or not the desired so-
lution has a Lichnerowicz linear operator ∆L, defined in (IV.4), with a negative mode. If
this is the case, the time evolution of the Ricci-DeTurck flow will drive the system away
from the fixed point rather than towards it. This is a major drawback of the Ricci-DeTurck
method. Many black hole solutions have a Lichnerowicz operator that yields negative modes.
The primary example is the Schwarzschild black hole that has the famous Gross-Yaffe-Perry
negative mode [113] (that also signals the onset of the Gregory-Laflamme instability in the
associated black string [119]). This negative mode is not eliminated when rotation is turned
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on to get the Kerr black hole [127] nor for moderate values of the electric charge [563].
Moreover it persists in higher dimensions [127–131] and in certain regions of moduli space
of AdS black holes [135, 136, 524, 564, 565].
Despite this drawback, Ricci-DeTurck flow may still prove useful. First, there are in-
stances where negative modes do not arise, e.g. see [322, 326]. Second, even though a
desired solution has negative modes, these negative modes often do not dominate the spec-
trum. Therefore, Ricci-DeTurck flow may move towards a fixed point before being driven
away by the negative mode. This provides a means of obtaining a seed for a Newton-Raphson
algorithm.
VII. OTHER TOOLS AND TRICKS
A. Finding a Seed
One of the most difficult tasks in solving boundary value problems with Newton-Raphson
is finding a good seed. Here, we attempt to give a few strategies for finding seeds.
The easiest case to find new solutions is when nearby solutions are known. When solutions
are parametrised by some parameter λ, the well-posedness of the boundary value problem
ensures that functions will change continuously with continuous changes in λ. Then there
is the clear strategy of ‘marching’. Take small steps δλ, and find new solutions at λ+ δλ by
using the solution at λ as a seed. This is typically the strategy that is employed to explore
parameter space.
Another case where nearby solutions are known is when a zero mode has been found. As
explained in section III B, a zero mode often indicates that new branch of solutions exist.
From a zero mode, there are several options one can use to find this new branch. If pertur-
bative functions are known (that is, the eigenfunctions), they can be used to approximate
a seed. Otherwise, one may have to guess, as we do for the example in section IX. It can
sometimes be the case that the basin of attraction for the background solution is too large to
find these new solutions in this way. For this, one can attempt to use a change of parameters.
For example, suppose a background contains a U(1) symmetry ∂φ, but the new branch of
solutions does not contain this symmetry and breaks it as the usual Fourier expansion emφ.
Let λ be a parameter for these solutions. We can promote this parameter to an unknown
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and introduce the new parameter
 ≡
∫
f(φ) sin(mφ)dφ , (VII.1)
where f is some metric function evaluated at some curve parametrised by φ. This definition
of the new parameter can be added as a new equation, with λ as a new unknown. Any
solution with  6= 0 has φ dependence, and hence cannot go back to the background solution.
This was the strategy used in [226, 304].
The cases where nearby solutions are not known is much more difficult. With sufficient
insight, one may be able to create a reference metric that is sufficiently close to the true
solution and use the reference metric as a seed. To aid in this process, one can create, two
(or several) metrics that approximate ‘near’ and ‘far’ regions and join them together with
an interpolating function I(r):
ds2 = [1− I(r)]ds2far + I(r)ds2near , (VII.2)
for some ‘radial’ coordinate r. This strategy was successfully employed in [257, 345].
We finish this subsection with one final trick that can be used. Suppose we wish to solve
Gµν [g] = 0 (where Gµν=0 could be the Einstein-DeTurck equation) for the metric g. Then
consider the equation
Gµν [g]− δGµν [g¯] = 0 , (VII.3)
where g¯ is the reference metric and δ ∈ [0, 1]. By construction, δ = 0 is our original equation,
and δ = 1 has the solution g = g¯. The strategy is to first set δ = 1 and g = g¯, and then
slowly march δ down to δ = 0. This method is akin to introducing a stress tensor in the
Einstein-DeTurck equations that is a solution on the reference metric, then slowly turning
off the stress tensor. Equations with matter can be solved in a similar fashion, either by
introducing a similar equation for the matter fields, or by first solving the matter equations
on a fixed background g¯ (with δ = 1) before lowering δ. This was done successfully in [261].
B. Turning Points
While varying parameters, it is possible to reach a turning point. For example, suppose
λ parametrises a family of solutions. It might be the case that as one increases λ, a limit is
reached near λ = λmax. If there are no indicators that some singular behaviour is occurring,
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this may be a turning point. That is, one may be able to find new solutions by decreasing
λ. There are multiple solutions for a given value of λ that happen to meet at λmax.
To find these new solutions, one has to decrease λ without simply back-tracking on the
already known solutions. The strategy is to adjust the Newton-Raphson seed in such a
way that will land us on these new solutions. This might be accomplished as follows. Let
λ0 < λ1 < λmax, with δλ ≡ λ1 − λ0 and λ1 + δλ > λmax. That is, we are increasing the
parameter λ in steps δλ in Newton-Raphson and have reached a limit where there fails to
be a solution at λ1 + δλ. If there is a turning point, we may expect there to be multiple
solutions at λ1. Now let us assume that in going from λ0 to λ1, the change in the functions
is similar to going from λ1 to the alternate solution at λ1. This suggests seed
Σ1 + ∆(Σ1 − Σ0) , (VII.4)
where Σ0 and Σ1 are the known solutions at λ0 and λ1, respectively, and ∆ is some number
of our choosing. Choosing ∆ = 0 would just recover the same solution we already have,
namely Σ1, but a large enough ∆ might kick the solution enough to give us a new solution.
For this trick to work, δλ may have to be sufficiently small. This procedure was successfully
applied in [326, 344]. We will give an example where this trick is applied in section VIII.
C. Increasing the Dimension of Spheres
Suppose we have a d-dimensional solution with Sn spherical symmetry. It is possible to
obtain d+ 1 dimensional solutions with Sn+1 spherical symmetry. One means of doing this
is to rewrite the equations of motion for any Sk symmetry, and then treat k as a free real
parameter. Though non-integer k does not have any physical meaning, they still yield well-
posed boundary value problems. One can then slowly deform k from n to n+ 1 by repeated
application of Newton-Raphson. Unfortunately, there is an issue with this method. Consider
the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini metric
ds2 = −
(
1− r
k−1
0
rk−1
)
dt2 +
dr2
1− rk−10
rk−1
+ r2dΩk , (VII.5)
where k = d − 2. For any noninteger k, there are fractional powers in the fall-off of the
metric components. That is, the metric components are non-smooth, which may pose a
difficulty to a numerical method, particularly (pseudo-)spectral methods.
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Instead, one could take the following alternative approach. Consider the Einstein-
DeTurck equation in d dimensions (GHd )
µ
ν = 0. If there is spherical symmetry, the compo-
nents related to the spherical coordinates will satisfy (GHd )
i
j ∝ δij. Since these components
contain much redundant information, let the indices µ¯, ν¯ represent just one of the spherical
components and the remaining non-spherical components. Note that by definition, if we
increase the dimension of the sphere, the number of components in the indices µ¯ and ν¯
remain the same. Therefore, we can write an equation of the form
(GHd )
µ¯
ν¯(1− δ) + δ(GHd+1)µ¯ν¯ = 0 . (VII.6)
By construction, δ = 0 is the equation of motion in d dimensions with, say, Sk spherical
symmetry, while δ = 1 is the equation of motion in d + 1 dimensions with Sk+1 spherical
symmetry. Furthermore, terms that are the same among GHd and G
H
d+1 do not get modified
with the above construction. This includes the principal symbol, so ellipticity is not lost.
Given a solution in d dimensions, we can then solve the above equation, slowly moving δ
from 0 to 1 with repeated application of Newton-Raphson.
Unlike the first case where the dimension of the sphere is the parameter, this process is
less prone to producing fractional powers. Instead, it tends to yield sums of two different
powers and attempts to change the coefficients between these terms. That is, something
roughly of the form (1− δ)/rk−1 + δ/rk. This is how black rings in higher dimensions were
constructed in [344].
D. Patching
Many boundary value problems of interest require an integration domain with more
than four natural boundaries. These include Kaluza-Klein black holes [74, 87, 88], black
rings [343–345], hovering black holes [261], AdS domain wall and plasma ball solutions
[89, 257], and black droplets [326]. Since most numerical methods work on domains which
are rectangular27, finding these solutions with such methods requires some way of dealing
with the extra boundary.
27 We will assume our problems are cohomogeneity-2, but all of the methods herein can be extended to
higher dimensions.
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One way (such as those in [87, 88, 343]) is to find a new set of coordinates where two
boundaries are mapped to one. This new coordinate system typically contains coordinate
singularities, which can be an issue for numerics. For gravitational problems, if one works
in conformal gauge, this choice of gauge can ensure that these singularities do not show up
in the numerical metric functions. There are fewer such guarantees in DeTurck gauge.
Another method is to use patching. Patching works much like the construction of mani-
folds, where the integration domain is covered by various ‘patches’, each in their own coor-
dinate system. The patches are then joined together in a suitable way.
Numerical codes that implement patching differ depending on whether the patches over-
lap or meet only on patch boundaries. Where patches overlap, interpolation is typically
used to ensure that the functions are the same on the two patches. For patches that do
not overlap, extra patching conditions that match functions and their derivatives must be
imposed. Although the former method of overlap patching has been successfully employed
with the DeTurck method in [74, 257, 345], it is with the later method of patching that
we will be primarily concerned with here28. We will henceforth assume all patches to be
non-overlapping.
Besides accommodating a more complicated integration domain, there are other reasons
why one might attempt to use patching. Often, to increase the accuracy in extracting
physical quantities, one would increase the resolution of the grid. For large enough grids,
the computational resources required can become prohibitively expensive. However, if one
only needs a higher resolution in a particular region (say, near one of the boundaries of
the integration domain), one can include patches with a finer grid to increase the accuracy
[97, 134, 349].
Another application of patching allows one to use higher-order methods with functions
that are less smooth. Higher order methods (like spectral methods, or high-order finite
differencing), often have rapid convergence with increasing grid size, but requires functions
that are sufficiently smooth. If the location of non-smoothness is understood, one can patch
28 In this section, ‘patching’ is a concept for collocation methods, where the equations of motion are solved
directly. There are also finite element based approaches to (non-overlap) patching, which solve an integral
form of the equation of motion and impose continuity through a condition of a surface term after an inte-
gration by parts. Though these methods are used extensively in scientific and engineering computations,
they have (so far) seen little use in numerical relativity. We therefore do not comment on them further.
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FIG. 3: Warped rectangle in physical space and logic space.
a lower-order grid that covers the regions that are less smooth [234, 236, 238, 247, 248,
253, 256]. With this method and a carefully chosen grid, it is possible to keep the rapid
convergence of the higher-order method. If there is a discontinuity in some (second or
higher) derivative of a function, one can also patch two high-order grids together, keeping
the non-smooth location on a patch boundary.
1. Transfinite Interpolation
While the implementation of patching is relatively straightforward (demand the agree-
ment of fundamental fields and their derivatives on patch boundaries), there is still an issue
that remains to be resolved: many integration domains cannot be broken up into rectangles.
But, one can still divide them into ‘warped’ rectangular regions (loosely speaking, these
are regions that have four ‘corners’ and four possibly curved ‘edges’), and then patch these
regions together. The task of placing grids on these warped rectangles can be accomplished
by using transfinite interpolation.
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Consider a warped rectangular region such as the one in Fig. 3. This region is defined
in some set of coordinates x and y appropriate for specifying the boundary value problem,
which we refer to as ‘physical space’. However, we wish to do numerical computations in a
rectangular domain where we can easily place a grid. So we will map this region into a new
set of coordinates ξ and η, which we call ‘logic space’ where numerics will be carried out.
Let us attempt to use logic space to parametrise the four curves of the edges in physical
space as follows
~γξ0(η) = (xξ0(η), yξ0(η))
~γξ1(η) = (xξ1(η), yξ1(η))
~γη0(ξ) = (xη0(ξ), yη0(ξ))
~γη1(ξ) = (xη1(ξ), yη1(ξ)) , (VII.7)
where the ~γ’s are curves in physical space, and the coordinates ξ and η lie in the unit interval
[0, 1]. The various functions xk(λ) and yk(λ) are any functions of our choosing such that the
parametrised curves satisfy the following consistency conditions on the ‘corners’:
~γξ0(0) = ~γη0(0)
~γξ1(0) = ~γη0(1)
~γξ0(1) = ~γη1(0)
~γξ1(1) = ~γη1(1) . (VII.8)
These conditions are all that is necessary to generate a coordinate map. If one requires a
regular coordinate transformation, we also require that the derivatives at the corners never
line up. This is equivalent to the condition
|~γ′i · ~γ′j| 6= |~γ′i||~γ′j|, (at corners with i 6= j) . (VII.9)
To generate a coordinate transformation ~x(ξ, η) from logic space to physical space, we
use the transfinite interpolation formula, also known as the Coon map.
~x(ξ, η) = (1− ξ)γη0(ξ) + ηγη1(ξ) + (1− ξ)γξ0(η) + ξγξ1(η)
−
[
ξηγη1(1) + ξ(1− η)γη0(1) + η(1− ξ)γη1(0) + (1− ξ)(1− η)γη0(0)
]
.
(VII.10)
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Any grid points on logic space can then be mapped to points in physical space using this
map. Derivatives in physical space can be computed from derivatives in logic space via the
chain rule and inverse function theorem. Note that for these purposes, this map does not
need to be easily invertible. This was used with great success in [261, 326, 344, 404].
VIII. APPLICATION: BLACK RINGS
Now let us apply the various tools in this review to the construction of black rings in [344].
These are asymptotically flat singly-spinning solutions to vacuum Einstein gravity with
S1 × Sd−3 horizon topology. In this section, we numerically construct rings in d = 5, 6, and
7 dimensions. The integration domain for black rings naturally have five boundaries: three
axes, a horizon, and asymptotic infinity. This is therefore a natural example to demonstrate
patching and transfinite interpolation as was done in section VII D. We will aim to be
thorough since the details in [344] are sorely lacking. We note that the numerical construction
of black rings in d = 6 has been done previously with different methods in [343]29.
Black rings in d = 5 are known analytically where the solution can be written as [336]
ds2 = −F (y˜)
F (x˜)
(
dt˜− CR˜1 + y˜
F (y˜)
dψ˜
)2
+
R˜2
(x˜− y˜)2F (x˜)
[
−G(y˜)
F (y˜)
dψ˜2 − dy˜
2
G(y˜)
+
dx˜2
G(x˜)
+
G(x˜)
F (x˜)
dφ˜2
]
, (VIII.1)
where
F (ξ) = 1 + λξ , G(ξ) = (1− ξ2)(1 + νξ) , C =
√
λ(λ− ν)1 + λ
1− λ . (VIII.2)
The coordinates range in x ∈ [−1, 1] and y ∈ (−∞,−1], and the parameters λ and ν satisfy
0 < ν ≤ λ < 1.
In a certain limit, this metric resembles that of a black string. This can easily be seen
from the redefinitions
r =
−R˜
y˜
, cos θ = x˜ , ν =
r0
R˜
, λ =
r0 cosh
2 σ
R˜
, (VIII.3)
29 Black rings with d = 7 were also constructed by the authors of [343], but the results of that calculation
were not presented.
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after which (VIII.1) becomes
ds2 = − fˆ
gˆ
dt− r0 sinhσ coshσ
√
R˜ + r0 cosh
2 σ
R˜− r0 cosh2 σ
r
R˜
− 1
rfˆ
R˜ dψ
2
+
gˆ
(1 + r cos θ
R˜
)2
[
f
fˆ
(
1− r
2
R˜2
)
R˜2 dψ2 +
dr2
(1− r2
R˜2
)f
+
r2
g
dθ2 +
g
gˆ
r2 sin2 θ dφ2
]
,
(VIII.4)
where
f = 1− r0
r
, fˆ = 1− r0 cosh
2 σ
r
, g = 1 +
r0
R˜
cos θ , gˆ = 1 +
r0 cosh
2 σ
R˜
cos θ .
(VIII.5)
In the limit
r, r0, r0 cosh
2 σ  R˜ , (VIII.6)
and redefinition ψ = z/R˜, the line element (VIII.4) becomes that of the boosted black string
with boost parameter σ. From this picture of the S1 × S2 ring, R can be viewed as the size
of the S1 and r0 can be viewed as the size of the S
2. This also suggests that the parameter
ν = r0/R can be used as a measure of how thin or fat the ring is.
In order to avoid a conical singularity, we would set
λ =
2ν
1 + ν2
. (VIII.7)
But let us instead consider the static ring with λ = ν. Let us make a number of further
redefinitions for numerical convenience:
x˜ = 1− 2(1− x2)2 , y˜ = −1− (1− ν)(1− y
2)2
ν
,
t˜ =
2ν t√
1− ν2 , ψ˜ =
ψ√
1− ν , φ˜ =
φ√
1− ν ,
ν =
β2
2 + β2
, R˜ =
√
1 + β2R
β2
, (VIII.8)
the static ring becomes
ds2 = R2
[
− (1− y
2)2 dt2
gx
+
(1 + β2)gx
h2
(
4 dy2
(2− y2)gy +
y2(2− y2)gy dψ2
β4
+
4 dx2
(2− x2)gx + x
2(2− x2)(1− x2)2 dφ2
)]
,
(VIII.9)
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where
gx = 1+β
2x2(2−x2) , gy = β2+y2(2−y2) , h = β2x2(2−x2)+y2(2−y2) . (VIII.10)
As we shall see, this choice of coordinates will make imposing boundary conditions particu-
larly simple.
Let us make a few comments about the static line element (VIII.9) since it will serve as a
starting point for our numerical construction30. This is a one-parameter family with β > 0.
Here, the coordinate range is x ∈ [0, 1] and y ∈ [0, 1], with the topologically S1×S2 horizon
at y = 1, the axis of the S1 at y = 0, the outer axis of the S2 at x = 0, and the inner axis
at x = 1. The temperature is fixed to be T = 1/(2pi), and the periods of the angles ψ and φ
are fixed to be 2pi. There is a conical singularity at x = 1 with a conical excess with factor√
1 + β2. All other circles close off smoothly.
Asymptotic infinity is at the coordinate point x = y = 0. To see this more explicitly, we
can define the new coordinates
ρ =
√
h =
√
β2x2(2− x2) + y2(2− y2) , ξ =
√
1− βx
√
2− x2√
β2x2(2− x2) + y2(2− y2) ,
(VIII.11)
whose inverse is
x =
√√√√1−√1− ρ2(1− ξ2)2
β2
, y =
√
1−
√
1− ρ2ξ2(2− ξ2) . (VIII.12)
Taking the limit ρ→ 0 in these new coordinates, the metric becomes
ds2 = −dt2 + 1 + β
2
β2
[
dρ2
ρ4
+
1
ρ2
(
4 dξ2
2− ξ2 + ξ
2(2− ξ2)dψ2 + (1− ξ2)2dφ2
)]
+O(ρ−1)dρ dξ .
(VIII.13)
Which is asymptotically the line element of Minkowski space. To get this in a more familiar
form, set
r =
√
1 + β2
β
1
ρ
, cos θ = 1− ξ2 , (VIII.14)
which yields
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ23 +O(r−1)drdξ . (VIII.15)
30 We could have instead begun with the regular rotating black ring, but doing so gave us poorer numerical
results.
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From the line element (VIII.9), we would like to write down a suitable reference metric
for the construction of regular black rings in five and higher dimensions. We have chosen
ds2 = R2
{
− (1− y
2)2 dt2
gx
+
(1 + β2)gx
h2
[
4 dy2
(2− y2)gy +
y2(2− y2)gy
β4
(
dψ − ω
(
h
gx
)d d−1
2
e
dt
)2
+
4 dx2
(2− x2)gx +
x2(2− x2)(1− x2)2
fx
dΩ2d−4
]}
,
(VIII.16)
where
fx = 1 + α
2 x2(2− x2) . (VIII.17)
Note that we have introduce the parameters α and ω, and that this reference metric reduces
to the static ring (VIII.9) when d = 5, α = 0 and ω = 0. Note also that the additional
functions do not spoil asymptotic infinity which sits at x = y = 0.
The parameter α now controls the conical excess, with the conical singularity disappearing
when α = β. If α = β, β no longer determines any physical parameters and is reduced to pure
gauge. Since it originally came from the parameter ν, it roughly controls the thinness/fatness
of the ring in the reference metric, and it can be used as a numerical means of adapting
our gauge to the specific ring at hand (larger β for fatter rings and smaller β for thinner
rings). We find that varying β as we vary physical parameters can significantly improve the
numerics.
The parameter ω is the angular frequency of the horizon. The power dd−1
2
e was chosen
so that this factor decays sufficiently fast asymptotically. More will be said about this in a
moment.
With a reference metric in hand, we can now write down a metric ansatz. The one we
have chosen is given by
ds2 = R2
{
− (1− y
2)2T dt2
gx
+
(1 + β2)gx
h2
[
4A dy2
(2− y2)gy +
y2(2− y2)gy
β4
S1
(
dψ −W
(
h
gx
)d d−3
2
e
dt
)2
+
4B
(2− x2)gx
(
dx− x(2− x
2)(1− x2)y(1− y2)
h
F dy
)2
+
x2(2− x2)(1− x2)2
fx
S2 dΩ
2
d−4
]}
,
(VIII.18)
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where T , A, B, S1, S2, W , and F are functions of x and y. Note the replacement of ω by
the function W and the change in the power dd−1
2
e to dd−3
2
e.
The ansatz (VIII.18) and reference metric (VIII.16) are written in a coordinate system
where asymptotic infinity is at the coordinate point x = y = 0. This is not well controlled
for asymptotics. Our approach is to patch a grid around x = y = 0 in a different coordinate
system where the asymptotics are under better numerical control. The ρ, ξ coordinates
defined by the transformations (VIII.11) and (VIII.12) serve this purpose well. Actually,
we can sometimes do better. For odd dimensions, one can show that any asymptotic data
occurs in even powers of the standard radial coordinate, so we can use ρ˜ = ρ2 instead of ρ.
This effectively halves the number of derivatives needed to extract physical quantities from
infinity.
At this point, we can also explain our choice of powers dd−1
2
e and dd−3
2
e. The angular
momentum is read off infinity from this term, which asymptotically goes as
1
ρ2
(dψ − (∼ J)ρd−1dt)2 . (VIII.19)
The particular power of dd−3
2
e (recall ρ = √h) was chosen so that the angular momentum
could be read from just one derivative (in ρ for even d and ρ˜ for odd d) of W . We will need
to impose W = 0 as a boundary condition, so to be compatible with this, we require the
power dd−1
2
e in the reference metric.
In the new (ρ, ξ) or (ρ˜, ξ) coordinate system, we chose to keep the same metric functions
used in (VIII.18) rather than define new ones. Indeed, the particular factors in the dx dy
cross term in (VIII.18) were chosen so that the ansatz in the (ρ, ξ) or (ρ˜, ξ) coordinates
would be as simple as possible (in this case, this means no square roots appear). In our
case, this would be the simplest choice since the asymptotic boundary condition at ρ = 0 or
ρ˜ = 0 (x = y = 0 in the other coordinates) is specified by Dirichlet data. If the boundary
conditions are more complex, it may be advantageous to define new metric functions more
closely adapted to the geometry in the new coordinates, in which case patching is handled
by demanding that the metrics, rather than the metric functions, are equivalent. This was
done, for example, in [261, 326] in order to handle multi-horizon geometries.
Now we can choose patches and place grids on these patches using transfinite interpo-
lation. An example of such a construction is shown in Fig. 4. Note that we have chosen
the entirety of asymptotic infinity to be covered by a patch in the (ρ, ξ) coordinate system.
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FIG. 4: Patches and coordinates for black rings.
There is still a significant amount of freedom here in the choice of patch boundaries and
parametrisation in (VII.7). These are usually chosen just so the grids look sensible. As a nu-
merical check, we can demonstrate that our results do not change when the patch boundary
or parameterisations (VII.7) are varied.
Now let us proceed with a discussion of boundary conditions. At asymptotic infinity, we
must recover Minkowski space. This gives us the Dirichlet conditions
(T,A,B, S1, S2,W, F )|ρ=0, or ρ˜=0 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) . (VIII.20)
We only impose this boundary condition in the (ρ, ξ) or (ρ˜, ξ) coordinate system where we
have numerical control.
The remaining boundary conditions require regularity. Our choice of coordinates for the
ansatz and reference metric were such that the metric functions are even in x, 1−x2, y, and
1− y2. Our choice for the coordinates ρ and ξ are such that we get even functions of 1− ξ2
and ξ. This choice yields simple Neumann boundary conditions for the metric functions.
From our choice of patch seen in Fig. 4, the boundary condition at the axis S1 (y = 0 or
ξ = 0) is only imposed in the (ρ, ξ) or (ρ˜, ξ) coordinate system. Nevertheless, the boundary
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conditions are simple enough to present here in both coordinate systems:
A|y=0 or ξ=0 = S1|y=0 or ξ=0 ,
(∂yT, ∂yA, ∂yB, ∂yS1, ∂yS2, ∂yW,∂yF )|y=0 = (∂ξT, ∂ξA, ∂ξB, ∂ξS1, ∂ξS2, ∂ξW,∂ξF )|ξ=0 = 0 .
(VIII.21)
This appears to be one more condition than is required. In particular, there appears to
be a choice of two among three conditions that involve A, and S1. Here, it makes little
difference which two of these are imposed, since these are derived from the equations of
motion directly.
Similarly, at the outer axis (x = 0 or ξ = 1), we have
B|y=0 or ξ=0 = S2|y=0 or ξ=0 ,
(∂xT, ∂xA, ∂xB, ∂xS1, ∂xS2, ∂xW,∂xF )|x=0 = (∂ξT, ∂ξA, ∂ξB, ∂ξS1, ∂ξS2, ∂ξW,∂ξF )|ξ=1 = 0 .
(VIII.22)
From our choice of patches, this is a boundary shared by two patches.
The remaining two boundaries are only imposed in the x, y coordinates. At the inner
axis x = 1, we have
B|x=1 = S2|x=1 ,
(∂xT, ∂xA, ∂xB, ∂xS1, ∂xS2, ∂xW,F )|x=1 = 0 . (VIII.23)
Here, there is a Dirichlet-type condition F = 0. Recall that the inner axis can contain a
conical singularity. These conditions ensure that the conical deficit can be locally removed
by a trivial rescaling of angular coordinates, are equivalent to regularity when there is no
conical singularity.
At the horizon y = 1, we have
T |y=1 = A|y=1 ,
(∂yT, ∂yA, ∂yB, ∂yS1, ∂yS2,W, ∂yF )|y=1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ω, 0) . (VIII.24)
There are Dirichlet-type conditions W = ω, which determines the angular velocity of the
horizon, and also F = 0.
Finally, in addition to the physical boundary conditions, there are also the artificial patch-
ing conditions. These are simply that the metric functions are equal on patch boundaries,
as well as their normal derivatives off the patch boundary.
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Since we are using Newton-Raphson, we require a good seed solution. Fortunately, there
is already the analytic solution (VIII.9). Our strategy then is to slowly deform this solution
until we arrive at the desired solution. Let us first tally the number of parameters available
to us, excluding those associated to the choice of patches. These are the dimension d, a
parameter α that dials the conical defect, a parameter β that controls the thinness/thickness
of the ring (this is pure gauge when α = β), and the angular frequency ω. The radius R
was only used to set a scale drops out of the equations of motion.
Now let us describe our general strategy for finding black rings numerically. First, set
d in the ansatz (VIII.18) and reference metric (VIII.16) to the desired dimension, except
for the sphere Sd−4, which we set to an S1. The point of this is mainly to fix the power
dd−3
2
e while we increase the dimension of the sphere. Now set α = 0 and ω = 0, which just
reproduces the static ring solution given in (VIII.9). Now we attempt to remove the conical
deficit while spinning up the ring. With some fixed β (β = 1 worked well for us), increase ω
and α until α = β. This gives us a regular black ring in five dimensions. Now we increase
the dimension of the sphere from an S1 to Sd−4 using the method described in section VII C.
Some adjustments might have to be made in ω for this to work. This gives us a black ring
in the desired dimension. Afterwards, we fix α = β while exploring the physical parameter
space of the black rings. At this point, the temperature is fixed, so ω parameterises the
solutions, and β is a pure gauge parameter that is used to adapt the coordinate system to
the black ring. As ω is varied, changes are made to β and possibly the patching parameters
to keep good numerical accuracy. Asymptotic charges E and J can be computed from a
Komar integral at infinity
E =
1
8piG
d− 2
d− 3
∫
∂Σ
dxd−2
√
γnµσν∇µKν ,
J = − 1
8piG
∫
∂Σ
dxd−2
√
γnµσν∇µRν , (VIII.25)
where ∂Σ is a sphere at spatial infinity with induced metric γij, σ
µ is an outward-pointing
normal vector, nµ is the unit normal vector to the space like surface Σ, Kµ is the timeline
Killing vector and Rµ is the rotational Killing vector. Other thermodynamic quantities
like the temperature, entropy, and angular velocity can be read near the horizon in the
standard way. We use the Smarr law d−3
d−2M = THSH+ΩHJ , the first law of thermodynamics
dM = THdSH + ΩHdJ , and the vanishing of the DeTurck vector ξ
2 = 0 as monitors of
numerical accuracy. As an additional check, we verify that small changes to β and the
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FIG. 5: Dimensionless angular momentum j (in mass units) as a function of the angular frequency
ω for d = 6 (left) and d = 7 (right). In both cases, ω reaches some maximum value, and must be
decreased to continue the family of solutions.
patching parameters do not change our numerical results. More quantitative values for
these checks can be found in [344].
In the d = 6 and d = 7 rings, it turns out that a single ω can give two physically distinct
solutions, and there is a turning point somewhere. This phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 5.
As we follow a line of solutions by increasing ω, we will find a maximum ωmax. We must
decrease ω in order to continue finding solutions, but we must also avoid backtracking on
the solutions we already have. The strategy for going around this turning point was outlined
in section VII B.
IX. APPLICATION: ULTRASPINNING LUMPY BLACK HOLES IN ADS
Now let us apply these methods to a find new solution that has never been constructed in
the literature. We are interested in solutions of Einstein(-AdS) gravity in dimensions d ≥ 6.
Singly-spinning Myers-Perry black holes in d ≥ 6, including those in AdS have no bound
on its angular momentum. For large rotation, these black holes becomes highly deformed
and resemble black branes. Black branes are unstable, so these highly spinning black holes
should also be unstable, as first pointed out by Emparan and Myers [397]. This instability
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was confirmed (both in Minkowski [65, 128–131, 355, 397] and AdS [136]) by solving for
linearised perturbations of the Einstein equation, and is called the ultraspinning instability
(see section II E).
In a phase diagram of stationary solutions that are asymptotically AdS (or flat), the
onset of the instability is associated to a bifurcation to a new branch of axisymmetric black
holes that preserve the same SO(d − 3) × SO(2) symmetry as the linear unstable mode
[105, 128, 410]. Such black holes were coined lumpy or bumpy black holes since their horizon
is distorted by ripples along the polar direction. Asymptotically flat lumpy black holes in
d = 6 and d = 7 were explicitly constructed in [344, 349] using the Einstein-DeTurck method
with a pseudospectral collocation grid and Newton-Raphson’s relaxation, as described in
previous sections.
Here, we want to construct some examples of asymptotically AdS7 lumpy black holes
that merge with the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole at the onset of the AdS ultraspinning
instability. We choose to illustrate the d = 7 case because of its potential relevance for
the AdS7×S4/CFT6 correspondence. For this review, we will focus on technical/numerical
details rather than on the physical properties of the system. The latter will be discussed
elsewhere.
The Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole is a solution of Einstein-AdS gravity (IV.2) that is
usually written in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates as
ds2 = −∆r
Σ
(
dt− a sin
2 θ
Ξ
dϕ
)2
+
sin2 θ∆θ
Σ
(
r2 + a2
Ξ
dϕ− a dt
)2
+
Σ
∆r
dr2 +
Σ
∆θ
dθ2
+r2 cos2 θ dΩ23, (IX.1)
where ∆r = (r
2 + a2)
(
1 + r
2
L2
)
− r2+
r2
(
r2+ + a
2
) (
1 +
r2+
L2
)
, ∆θ = 1 − a2L2 cos2(θ), Σ = 1 − a
2
L2
and Ξ = 1 − a2
L2
. It depends on two parameters: the horizon radius r+ and the rotation
parameter a. The AdS radius L sets the scale of the system.
As it stands, this solution rotates at the boundary of AdS7 with angular velocity Ω∞ =
− a
L2
. This rotating frame is not adequate to discuss the thermodynamics of the solutions
[566–568]. Therefore, we perform the coordinate transformation
ϕ = φ− a
L2
t , (IX.2)
so that in the new frame {t, r, θ, φ, xiS3} there is no rotation at the boundary. Indeed, the
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solution has a boundary metric conformal to the Einstein static universe Rt × S5,
ds2bdy = −dt2 + dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 + cos2 θ dΩ23 . (IX.3)
The lumpy AdS7 black hole we wish to construct is also conformal to the Einstein static
universe and preserves the same SO(4)× SO(2) rotational symmetries as the Myers-Perry-
AdS7 black hole. Let us define the new coordinates {x, y}
cos θ = x
√
2− x2 , r = r+√
y
, (IX.4)
which have range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (with an axis of the S5 at x = 0 and another axis at x = 1) and
0 ≤ y ≤ 1 (with the AdS boundary being at y = 0 and the horizon located at y = 1). We
shall see why this choice of coordinates is convenient when we discuss boundary conditions.
Now introduce the dimensionless horizon radius and rotation parameters,
y+ =
r+
L
, α =
a
r+
. (IX.5)
Note that since the AdS radius L sets the scale of the problem, a more natural pair of
dimensionless quantities would be r+/L and a/L. Instead, we choose (IX.5) because these
were the quantities used in the linearised search of the ultraspinning instability in [136], and
we will need the results of [136] for a Newton-Raphson seed. Moreover, α = a
r+
was also
the quantity used in the construction of the asymptotically flat lumpy black holes (where
the scale L is absent). Therefore, with the choice (IX.5) the procedure below with L→∞
outlines the construction of the asymptotically flat lumpy black holes of [344] (where many
technical details were omitted).
We want to use the Einstein-DeTurck method, so we require an ansatz and a reference
metric. A general ansatz that is compatible with a boundary metric (IX.3) that has a horizon
at y = 1 and preserves SO(4)× SO(2) rotational symmetry is
ds2 = r2+
[
− ∆x
y2+ (1− y2+α2)2
Σ ∆y
ρ y
A(1− y)dt2 + (1− x2)2 ρ
Σ
S2
y
(
dφ− y
3∆x
ρ y+
Ω dt
)2
+
Σ
4∆y
B
y2(1− y) dy
2 +
4Σ
(2− x2) ∆x
S1
y
(dx+ Fdy)2 + x2
(
2− x2) S3
y
dΩ23
]
(IX.6)
with
∆x = 1− y2+α2x2
(
2− x2) , ∆y = y2+ [1 + (1 + α2) y(y + 1)]+ y [1 + (1 + α2) y] ,
Σ = 1 + α2x2
(
2− x2) y , ρ = ∆x (1 + α2y)2 − α2 (1− x2)2 (1− y)∆y
(1− α2y2+)2
, (IX.7)
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and functions F = {A,B,Ω, F, S1, S2, S3} that depend on the radial and polar coordinates,
F = F(x, y). The horizon of this solution, at y = 1, is a Killing horizon generated by the
linear combination of the stationary Killing field T = ∂t and the rotational Killing field
R = ∂φ, K = ∂t + ΩH∂φ, where the horizon angular velocity is
ΩH = − gtφ
gφφ
∣∣∣∣
y=1
=
α
(
1 + y2+
)
1 + α2
. (IX.8)
Furthermore, (anticipating that regularity at the horizon requires the boundary condition
A(x, 1) = B(x, 1)) the temperature of this horizon is (κ is the surface gravity)
TH =
κ
2pi
∣∣∣∣
y=1
=
2 + α2 + y2+ (3 + 2α
2)
2pi (1 + α2)
. (IX.9)
This ansatz has the nice property that it reduces to the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole when
we set A = 1, B = 1, S1 = 1, S2 = 1, S3 = 1, Ω ≡ Ω0 = α(1+α
2)(1+y2+)
(1−α2y2+)
2 and F = 0.
The reference geometry g¯ must preserve the same symmetries and must have the same
asymptotics and horizon as the lumpy black hole geometry g we wish to construct. A
natural choice in the problem at hand is to take the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole as the
reference geometry. So the reference geometry is given by (IX.6) with the replacement
F → F¯ = {A¯, B¯, Ω¯, F¯ , S¯1, S¯2, S¯3} with
A¯ = 1, B¯ = 1, S¯1 = 1, S¯2 = 1, S¯3 = 1, Ω¯ ≡ Ω0 =
α (1 + α2)
(
1 + y2+
)
(1− α2y2+)2
, F¯ = 0 . (IX.10)
As required, this reference geometry has the same SO(4) × SO(2) isometry group and the
same asymptotics as the lumpy black hole (IX.6) we will search for. Moreover, it also has a
horizon located at y = 1 with the same angular velocity (IX.8) and temperature (IX.9) as
the lumpy black hole to be found.
Our task now is to solve the Einstein-DeTurck equation (IV.10). Since (IX.6) and the
reference metric are of the form of the stationary ansatz (IV.13) adapted to the isometries
generated by T = ∂t andR = ∂φ, we know section IV B 3 that the Einstein-DeTurck equation
is a manifestly elliptic system of seven PDEs for the unknowns F = {A,B,Ω, F, S1, S2, S3}.
It is convenient to introduce new functions related to the original F =
{A,B,Ω, F, S1, S2, S3} as
q1 = A, q2 = B, q3 = x(1− x)F, q4 = S1, q5 = S1, q6 = S3, q7 = yΩ . (IX.11)
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Most of these are trivial relabelings. The factors of x and 1− x in the redefinition of F are
introduced so that the boundary condition for q3 x = 0 and x = 1 will be Neumann, rather
than Dirichlet. The Neumann boundary condition is convenient because it makes closer
contact with the analysis made in Section V, but is equally as good as a Dirichlet condition
on F instead. The redefinition q7 needs a justification that we now address while discussing
boundary conditions.
At the asymptotic boundary, y = 0, our metric must reduce to the (Myers-Perry-AdS7)
reference metric (IX.10). Thus we impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions,
{q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7}
∣∣
y=0
= {1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0} . (IX.12)
Note that with the choice q7 = yΩ was needed to impose the asymptotic boundary conditions
q7
∣∣
y=0
= 0. Had we chosen to define q7 = Ω, we would instead impose q7
∣∣
y=0
= Ω0 with Ω0
defined in (IX.10). We find that the former option yields, in practice, better numerics.
The Boyer-Lindquist-like ‘isometric’ chart of coordinates {t, y, x, φ} does not cover the
fixed point y = 1 (the Killing horizon) of the isometry generated by the Killing vector field
K = ∂t+ΩH∂φ. As explained in detail in section V B, we can treat the horizon at y = 1 as a
fictitious boundary where we impose boundary conditions that guarantee that the solution
is smooth. This requires the boundary conditions,
q1
∣∣
y=1
= q2
∣∣
y=1
, q7
∣∣
y=1
= Ω0 , (IX.13)
which, as described in section V B, guarantee that the solution has angular velocity and
temperature given by (IX.8) and (IX.9), respectively. In addition, solving the Einstein-
DeTurck equation in a Taylor expansion around y = 1 we find that that the other functions
need to obey Robin (i.e., mixed Dirichlet-Neumann) boundary conditions. These expressions
too lengthy to warrant their inclusion here. These boundary conditions are not exactly like
those in section V B since we are using different coordinates.
The compact Killing field ∂φ generates U(1) orbits with period 2pi and has a fixed point
at the rotation axis x = 1. Here, the boundary conditions must ensure regularity at the
axis. As explained in section V C, this implies
q4
∣∣
x=1
= q5
∣∣
x=1
, {∂xq1, ∂xq2, ∂xq3, ∂xq5, ∂xq6, ∂xq7}
∣∣
x=1
= {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} . (IX.14)
In particular, note the reason we have chosen to work with the angular coordinate x defined
in (IX.4): in the vicinity of the axis the x, φ piece of the line element reads ds2
∣∣
y=1
∼
90
q4
(
dΘ2 + q5
q4
Θ2dφ2
)
, i.e. gφφ
∣∣
y=1
∝ Θ2 which makes direct contact with the regularity
analysis done when discussing (V.13) in section V C. (Had we chosen instead cos θ = x˜ for
instance, we would have gφφ
∣∣
y=1
∝ Θ˜ ≡ (1 − x˜) which tends to yield more complicated
boundary conditions).
There is another axis at x = 0, where we must also impose regularity. Just like the other
axis, we get the boundary conditions
q4
∣∣
x=0
= q6
∣∣
x=0
, {∂xq1, ∂xq2, ∂xq3, ∂xq5, ∂xq6, ∂xq7}
∣∣
x=0
= {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} . (IX.15)
With a set of equations, and boundary conditions, we are now in a position to search
for the lumpy black holes numerically, parametrised by y+ and α (which is equivalent to a
parametrisation by ΩH and TH . We do so using Newton-Raphson (see section VI A) with
pseudospectral collocation on a Chebyshev grid (see appendix A).
But in order for this method to be successful, we require a satisfactory seed solution.
Typically, these trial functions q
(s)
j are chosen using an educated guess. In the present case,
a good strategy for this guess is as follows. Near the ultraspinning merger the lumpy black
hole is perturbatively close to the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole, which is also the reference
background (IX.10). Therefore, we can try a seed that is the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole
plus a deformation, proportional to an amplitude A, that depends on x and y and obeys the
boundary conditions (IX.13), (IX.14) and (IX.15). We should try different choices for the
x, y-dependence of this deformation and for the value of the amplitude. Hopefully, with the
right deformation as a seed, the Newton-Raphson solution will converge to a new solution.
This kind of trial and error is a well-known limitation of Newton-Raphson.
To follow the strategy just outlined, it is necessary to pinpoint the merger curve where
the lumpy black holes branch-off from the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole. That is, we would
like to have the critical curve α(y+) that describes the onset of the ultraspinning instability.
Fortunately, this linear study was done in [136] where the linearised Einstein equations were
solved to look for the zero-modes of the ultraspinning instability. For example, for the
Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole with y+ = 0.3, the ultraspinning instability is present for any
dimensionless values of the rotation α ≥ αmerger where αmerger ' 2.627. Fixing y+ = 0.3, we
should try a seed that has α around this critical value.
As we have alluded to in section III B, the sign of the deformation amplitude A can
matter, with different signs giving different solutions. This matters when, given a linear
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perturbation δh near an onset, there is no discrete symmetry of the background spacetime
that can map linear perturbations δh to−δh. This is the case for the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black
holes. In this case, fixing y+, solutions with α > αmerger correspond to positive deformation
amplitudes A. The resulting lumpy black holes span a space of solutions that joins31 Myers-
Perry-AdS7 black holes, which have spherical S
5 topology, to AdS7 black rings which have
horizon topology S1 × S4. On the other hand, solutions with α < αmerger (αmerger ∼ 2.627)
correspond to deformation amplitudes A < 0 and describe a second branch of lumpy black
holes that are not connected to black rings. In this respect, lumpy AdS black holes are
similar to the asymptotically flat lumpy black holes of [344, 349].
We are now ready to give a specific set of trial functions for the seed. Recalling that for
y+ = 0.3 the ultraspinning onset occurs at α ' 2.627, we find that the trial functions32
q
(s)
1 = 1 +A
(
1− y2)x2 (2− x2) ,
q
(s)
2 = 1 +A
(
1− y2)x2 (2− x2) ,
q
(s)
3 = A y
(
1− y2) (1− y)x2 (1− x2)2 ,
q
(s)
4 = 1 +A
(
1− y2)x2 (2− x2) ,
q
(s)
5 = 1 +A
(
1− y2)x2 (2− x2) ,
q
(s)
6 = 1 +A
(
1− y2)x2 (2− x2) ,
q
(s)
7 = Ω0 y
[
1 +A (1− y2)x2 (2− x2)] , (IX.16)
with α = 2.680 and A = 1/5 provide a good seed that causes the Newton-Raphson algorithm
to converge. We emphasise that the choice of these functions is by no means unique, and is
just an educated guess. To give the reader a small idea of the practical implementation of
this step, typically, for amplitudes much smaller than A ∼ 1/5, Newton-Raphson converges
to a Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole rather than a new lumpy solution. In this case the seed
is too close to the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole’s basin of attraction and insufficiently close
to that of the lumpy black hole’s. Values much larger than A ∼ 1/5 give a seed that is too
far from any solution, and Newton-Raphson fails to converge.
31 Here we are borrowing ideas from the asymptotically flat system where the black rings were explicitly
constructed [343, 344] and assuming that similar physics applies in AdS. In particular, AdS black rings
were construct numerically in [345] for d = 5.
32 In the simulations and results presented here, we will always describe lumpy black holes with y+ = 0.3
for definiteness. But these methods can be used for other values of y+.
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Now, once we have a lumpy black hole solution with {y+ = 0.3, α = 2.680}, we can
now search for solutions closer to the merger (if 2.627 < α < 2.680) or farther away (if
α > 2.680). We simply use this solution as a seed for a problem with a small change in α
(δα ∼ 10−3). In this way, we can explore the parameter-space of solutions. Sufficiently small
steps must be taken here to ensure that the seeds are close enough for Newton-Raphson.
The solutions just described are those that eventually connect to black rings. We can
also construct the other lumpy black hole branch with α < 2.627 (and y+ = 0.3) that is not
connected to black rings. We can repeat the procedure described above with α < 2.627, this
time taking a negative amplitude, A < 0, and α < 2.627 in (IX.16), or in a similar set of
trial functions.
However, since we already have access to some of the lumpy black hole solutions, we can
take an alternative approach to reduce the amount of guesswork. Take the metric functions
qj of one of the solutions that we already have with α > 2.627. Call these auxiliary functions
q
(aux)
j . Now consider the construction
q
(s)
j = 1 +A
(
q
(aux)
j − 1
)
, if j 6= 3,
q
(s)
3 = A˜ q(aux)3 , (IX.17)
with a negative amplitude A. This should give a good seed for a α < αmerger lumpy black
hole for some pair of α,A after some trial and error. As an example (out of many), choosing
q
(aux)
j to be the solution with α = 2.658 > 2.627, A = −1/9, and A˜ = −1 gives a good
seed. Having our first lumpy black hole with α < 2.627 we can now march in α towards (if
2.620 < α < 2.627) and away (α < 2.620) from the ultraspinning merger, again with a step
of δα = 10−3. This generates the full family of lumpy black holes with y+ = 0.3 that are
not connected to the black ring.
Near the merger, we find that qj(x, y) becomes 1 or 0, as expected. Further from the
merger, this system is expected to reach various singularities, and curvature invariants grow
large. This makes it increasingly difficult to find numerical solutions.
Once we have solutions, we need to extract physical quantities from them, such as the
energy E, angular momentum J , entropy S, and curvature invariants. To accurately obtain
these quantities, we need sufficient numerical resolution. The resolution is increased steadily
until these quantities do not change significantly (for our results we choose ∼ 10−6 for the
energy, ∼ 10−10 for the angular momentum, and ∼ 10−12 for the entropy). The difference
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in error between these quantities is related to the difficulty of their computation, which we
will address below.
Having described in detail the methods we used to construct the lumpy black holes, we
are finally ready to present the results. Given the nature of this review, we will not focus
much on the physical aspects of the results (to be presented elsewhere) but more on their
numerical aspects.
The output of the numerical code are the metric functions qj’s that, via the redefinitions
(IX.11), appear in the ansatz (IX.6). These metric functions are not usually presented since
what is physically more relevant are the thermodynamic and gauge invariant quantities that
can be computed from them. However, the reader may be curious as to how they look.
For that we pick the most deformed lumpy black hole of the branch that is expected to be
connected to the ring (this is the lumpy black hole with the highest angular momentum
that will be later on presented in the phase diagram of Fig. 8). Its seven metric functions
are displayed in Fig. 6. For reference, recall that the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole has
q1,2,4,5,6(x, y) = 1, q3(x, y) = 0 and q7(x, y) = yΩ0. On the other hand, and for comparison,
the metric functions of the most deformed lumpy black hole of the other branch (this is the
lumpy black hole with the lowest angular momentum in the phase diagram of Fig. 8) are
shown in Fig. 7.
To compute the physical conserved charges for these solutions, we use the holographic
renormalisation method [569, 570], which is specific to asymptotically AdS solutions. First
we need to take the line element (IX.6) and expand it in Fefferman-Graham coordinates
{z,X} with X = {t, χ, φ} around the boundary at z = 0,
ds2 =
L2
z2
[
dz2 + gij(z,X)dX
idXj
]
(IX.18)
where the 6-dimensional metric reads
g(z,X) = g(0) + z
2g(2) + z
4g(4) + z
6g(6) + h(6)z
6 log z2 +O(z7) (IX.19)
with g(n) and h(6) being functions of X (i.e. of χ since t and φ are isometric directions).
To expand (IX.6) asymptotically as in (IX.20) on needs a Fefferman-Graham coordinate
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FIG. 6: Metric functions for the most deformed lumpy black hole whose branch is expected to be
connected to the black ring. It has y+ = 0.3 and α = 2.775 (i.e. with E = 1.457943 and angular
momentum J = 0.805340). Recall that the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole has q1,2,4,5,6(x, y) = 1,
q3(x, y) = 0 and q7(x, y) = yΩ0. This data uses the resolution N ×N = 57× 57.
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FIG. 7: Metric functions for the most deformed lumpy black hole whose branch is not connected
to the black ring. It has y+ = 0.3 and α = 2.400 (i.e. with E = 0.547864 and angular momentum
J = 0.225911). This data uses a resolution N ×N = 61× 61.
transformation {y, x} → {z, χ} of the type
y = a0(χ)
(
z2 +
n∑
k=3
ak(χ)z
k
)
,
x = b0(χ)
(
1 +
n∑
k=1
bk(χ)z
k
)
, (IX.20)
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where the functions ak and bk are determined requiring that at each order one has gzX = 0
and gzz = 1. One also chooses the normalization gtt = −1 +O(z2).
In these conditions, it follows from the holographic renormalisation procedure [569, 570]
that the holographic stress tensor is given by
〈Tij〉 = 3
8piGN
(
g(6)ij − A(6)ij + 1
24
Sij
)
, (IX.21)
with 33
A(6)ij =
1
3
{
2
(
g(2)g(4)
)
ij
+
(
g(4)g(2)
)
ij
− (g3(2))ij + 18 [Tr g2(2) − (Tr g(2))2] g(2)ij
−Tr g(2)
[
g(4)ij − 1
2
(
g2(2)
)
ij
]
−
[
1
8
Tr g2(2)Tr g(2) −
1
24
(
Tr g(2)
)3 − 1
6
Tr g3(2) +
1
2
Tr (g(2)g(4))
]
g(0)ij
}
,
Sij = ∇2Cij + 2Rk li jCkl + 4
(
g(2)g(4) − g(4)g(2)
)
ij
+
1
10
(∇i∇jB − g(0)ij∇2B)
+
2
5
g(2)ijB + g(0)ij
(
−2
3
Tr g3(2) −
4
15
(Tr g(2))
3 +
3
5
Tr g(2)Tr g
2
(2)
)
,
Cij =
(
g(4) − 1
2
g2(2) +
1
4
g(2)Tr g(2)
)
ij
+
1
8
g(0)ijB , B = Tr g
2
2 − (Tr g2)2 , (IX.22)
where Tr g(2) = g
ij
(0)g
(2)
ij , Tr[g
2
(2)] = g
ij
(2)g
(2)
ij and
(
g(2)g(4)
)
ij
= g
(2)k
i g
(4)
kj . The holographic stress
is covariantly conserved, ∇i 〈T ij〉 = 0 (with the covariant derivative taken with respect to
g(0)), and its trace is proportional to the conformal anomaly a(6) (see (28) of [570]) which
vanishes in our case, 〈T ii 〉 = − a(6)8piGN = 0.
The energy E and angular momentum J can be computed by integrating the holographic
stress tensor. This is done by pulling-back 〈Tij〉 to a 5-dimensional spatial hypersurface Σt
(i.e. with z = 0 and t = constant), with unit normal n and induced metric σij = gij(0) +n
inj.
To get the energy (angular momentum) we contract this quantity with the Killing vector T =
∂t (R = ∂φ) that generates time (rotational) translations. The integral of this contraction
33 Recall from footnote 16 that our curvature convention is such that the AdS Ricci scalar is negative. It is
thus opposite to the convention used in [569, 570]. Accordingly, in our expressions, the terms proportional
to the curvature have opposite sign to those derived in [569, 570]. Moreover, all contractions and all indices
are raised and lowered with the metric g(0).
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gives the energy (angular momentum)
E = −
∫
Σt
√
σ〈T ji 〉 T i nj ,
J =
∫
Σt
√
σ〈T ji 〉Ri nj . (IX.23)
On the other hand, the entropy is just the horizon area divided by 4pi. Altogether, the
entropy SH , energy E and angular momentum J of the lumpy AdS7 black hole are given by,
SH =
L5
GN
2pi3y5+ (1 + α
2)
1− y2+α2
∫ 1
0
dx x3
(
2− 3x2 + x4)√q4(x, 1) q5(x, 1) q6(x, 1) 32 ,
E =
L4
GN
pi2
8
(
1− y2+α2
)
2
∫ 1
0
dx
x3 (2− 3x2 + x4)
[1− y2+α2 x2 (2− x2)] 3
{
− 5
2
+
4y4+
[
1− y2+α2x2 (2− x2)
]3
(1− y2+α2)4
[ (
1 + y2+
) (
1 + α2
)(
5 + y2+α
2
[
1− 6x2 (2− x2)])
−y2+
(
1− y2+α2
)
∂3yq1(x, 0)
]}
J =
L5
GN
3pi2y5+
∫ 1
0
dx x3
(
2− x2) (1− x2)3 ∂yq7(x, 0) . (IX.24)
If we set q1 = 1, q4 = 1, q5 = 1, q6 = 1 and q7 = yΩ0, with Ω0 defined in (IX.10), we recover
the entropy, energy and angular momentum of the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole,
SMP =
L5
GN
pi3 y5+ (1 + α
2)
4 (1− y2+α2)
EMP =
L4
GN
pi2 y4+
(
1 + y2+
)
(1 + α2)
(
5− 3y2+α2
)
16 (1− y2+α2)2
JMP =
L5
GN
pi2 α y5+ (1 + α
2)
(
1 + y2+
)
8 (1− y2+α2)2
(IX.25)
and its angular velocity and temperature are given by (IX.8) and (IX.9).
Fig. 8 describes the phase diagram of the asymptotically AdS7 stationary black hole
solutions. This is the phase diagram in the microcanonical ensemble, whereby we fix the
energy E and angular momentum J and compute the entropy SH . The thermodynamically
favoured solution is the one with higher entropy. The comparison is made in terms of
dimensionless quantities, namely GNE/L
4, GNJ/L
5, GNSH/L
5. The difference in entropy
between the lumpy and Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole is extremely small. Therefore, to better
illustrate the results, we take the difference between the entropies of the lumpy AdS7 black
hole and the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole at the same energy and angular momentum. To
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FIG. 8: Phase diagram of AdS7 black hole solutions in the microcanonical ensemble. We plot the
difference in entropy ∆SH between a given AdS7 black hole solution and the Myers-Perry-AdS7
black hole with the same energy E and same angular momentum J , as a function of J in units of L.
The horizontal green curve is the singly-spinning Myers-Perry-AdS7 black holes, the red diamond
is the onset of the ultraspinning instability, and the brown dots and black squares describe the
two branches of lumpy black holes. The brown dots are expect to join a black ring family. These
used a resolution N × N = 51 × 51 except for the last 9 black squares (on the left) which used
N×N = 61×61. The inset plot is zoomed in around one of the solutions. The points, in increasing
∆SH use resolutions N = 27, 31, 41, 51, 59, 61. The N = 59 and N = 61 points overlap.
find the entropy of the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole at the same E and J as the lumpy
black hole, we just need to solve the two last relations of (IX.25) with respect to y+ and α
and then insert these in the relation (IX.25) for the entropy.
To illustrate how crucial it is to increase the grid resolution N (recall we use Chebyshev
grids) and to identify the resolution where we can stop, in the inset plot of Fig. 8 we pick
one of the solutions and we show how its thermodynamic quantities change as the resolution
N is varied. Note that the results for N = 59 and N = 61 already match which signals that
we can conclude our numerical runs.
A non-trivial check of our non-linear code is the fact that the merger of the lumpy black
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holes with the Myers-Perry-AdS7 black hole occurs (red diamond in Fig. 8) precisely at
the critical rotation α = 2.627 (for y+ = 0.3) that was found using linear perturbation
theory in [136]. Moving away from this merger, in either directions, the lumpy black holes
become increasingly deformed along the polar direction. Eventually, continuing to find
solutions becomes difficult because curvature invariants are getting large. For the branch
that connects to the black ring (brown disks), the pull-back of the Ricci scalar evaluated at
the horizon (y = 1) and at x = 1 grows large (see right panel of Fig. 9). On the other hand,
for the other lumpy branch (black squares) it is the Ricci scalar evaluated at the horizon
and at the axes x = 0 that grows large (see left panel of Fig. 9). The fact that this curvature
invariant diverges at different polar locations distinguishes the two branches of lumpy black
holes.
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FIG. 9: Pull-back of the Ricci scalar evaluated at the horizon and at x = 0 (left panel) and x = 1
(right panel).
There are a number of other numerical checks that can be done. One is to verify that
the first law of thermodynamics dE = THdSH + ΩHJ is satisfied. Since we are working with
solutions at constant y+ = 0.3, the first law is obeyed if,
1− TH ∂αSH
∂αE
− ΩH ∂αJ
∂αE
= 0 . (IX.26)
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In the worst cases, we find that (IX.26) is satisfied to an error of 10−6. 34
We also check the numerical convergence of our code. Since we are using pseudospectral
collocation methods, we expect to find exponential convergence as the number of points N is
increased. We check this exponential convergence using the energy of the solution since this
is the quantity that is prone to higher numerical errors. This is because it requires taking
a third-order derivative, see (IX.24) (the angular momentum requires a first derivative and
the entropy is read directly from the metric functions at the horizon). In the left panel of
Fig. 10 we plot the relative error quantity
χN ≡
∣∣∣∣1− ||EN ||∞||EN+2||∞
∣∣∣∣ (IX.27)
as a function of N for three different lumpy black holes, namely for black holes with α =
2.570, 2.495, and 2.420 (and y+ = 0.3; these are the solutions with a green square borderline
in Fig. 8). Note that this is a log plot so the a straight line indicates that the code indeed
converges exponentially.
Another useful quantity to test convergence is the norm of the DeTurck vector ξ. For
the boundary value problems considered here, the solutions found are necessarily solutions
of the vacuum Einstein equations in the gauge ξµ = 0 (ie there are no Ricci solitons), so the
norm of the DeTurck vector is a measure of how well the gauge condition is satisfied. On
the right panel of Fig. 10, we take the same three lumpy solutions of the left panel and we
show the log plot of the largest value of the norm of the DeTurck vector ξ2 as a function of
the grid points N . We again see exponential convergence. In the worst cases the DeTurck
norm vanishes with an error smaller than 10−8.
Appendix A: Collocation Methods
In this review, we have described the numerical methods up until a linear equation is
obtained (either through linear perturbation theory or Newton-Raphson). We have not
given more details there because at this point in the computation, there is a vast number of
34 We mention that for a given spacetime dimension, the asymptotic charges in AdS are more difficult
to extract than in flat space [344]. Indeed, for the same grid resolution of N × N = 51 × 51, the
asymptotically flat case satisfies the first law two orders of magnitude better than the AdS case. Note
that for asymptotically flat solutions, we can also test the numerical results against the Smarr relation,
d−3
d−2 E = TH SH + ΩHJ .
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FIG. 10: Left panel: Convergence test for the lumpy AdS7 black holes. This is a log plot of the
error (IX.27) as a function of the number of grid points N . From bottom to top, these are for
α = 2.570, 2.495, and 2.420 (with y+ = 0.3). These are the green squares in Fig. 8. Right panel:
Convergence test of the infinite norm of the DeTurck vector
∥∥ξ2∥∥∞ as a function of the grid points
N . The colour code is the same as the left panel.
well-documented numerical methods available, and the numerical practitioner is encouraged
to use their own method of choice. But for the reader who is not well-versed in these
methods, we give here a particular class of methods that can be used. The methods we
describe here are collocation methods, see e.g. [99, 102–104].
1. Differentiation Matrices
To illustrate collocation methods, let us begin with a single coordinate x. The general
strategy is to place a number of points on the domain, xi called collocation points. Given the
value of a function at these points fi ≡ f(xi), its derivatives at these points f (n)i ≡ f (n)(xi)
are approximated by differentiating an interpolation function (usually based on polynomial
or trigonometric interpolation). This operation reduces the derivative to a matrix operation
f
(n)
i ≈ D(n)ij fj, where D(n) is the n-th order differentiation matrix. This allows us to discretise
linear differential equations, and reduce them to standard linear algebra problems. The
various different collocation methods differ only in their choice of collocation points xi, and
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the type of functions to use for interpolation.
The simplest collocation method is the finite difference family. The collocation points are
evenly spaced x0, . . . , xN , with xi+1 − xi = δx. Finite differences uses polynomial interpola-
tion.
Let us consider second-order central differencing. At each point xi, a second-order poly-
nomial is constructed from the locations xi−1, xi, xi+1, and the function values fi−1, fi, fi+1.
This polynomial is then differentiated (up to twice) at xi to approximate f
(1) and f (2). The
result of this is
f
(1)
i =
fi+1 − fi−1
2δx
+O(δx2), f
(2)
i =
fi+1 − 2fi + fi−1
δx2
+O(δx2) . (A.1)
By construction, third and higher order derivatives always vanish, and so cannot be com-
puted with this method. If the domain is periodic, one can identify f0 = fN and f1 = fN+1.
Otherwise, central differences are not well-defined on the edges. Then at x0, we can inter-
polate with the points x0, x1, and x2, and at xN we can use the points xN , xN−1, and xN−2.
These are called (second-order) forward differencing and backward differencing, respectively.
The result of forward and backward difference at the point xi is given by
f
(1)
i = ±
−fi±2 + 4fi±1 − 3fi
2δx
+O(δx2), f
(2)
i =
fi±2 − 2fi±1 + fi
δx2
+O(δx2) . (A.2)
From these formulas, we can construct a differentiation matrix such as
D(1) =
1
2δx

−3 4 −1
−1 0 1
−1 0 1
. . .
−1 0 1
−1 0 1
1 −4 3

, (A.3)
which is the first differentiation matrix for second-order finite differences.
Higher-order differences can be derived by using higher order polynomials, which uses
more neighbouring collocation points to construct the interpolant. It is typical to use even-
order differencing so that interpolants can be centred on collocation points. Again, some
form of forward and backward difference must be used near the edges. The fourth-order
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central differencing is given by
f
(1)
i =
1
12 δx
(fi−2 − 8fi−1 + 8fi+1 − fi+2) . (A.4)
There are equivalent forward and backward differencing formulae as well.
For functions that are sufficiently differentiable, finite difference methods converge in a
power-law fashion, with the power being equal to the order of the finite differencing. Higher
order methods converge more quickly, but yield differentiation matrices that are less sparse.
Let us now describe pseudospectral collocation. The strategy is to use all available points
to form an interpolation function. This increasing interpolation order with grid size yields
(if done properly) exponential convergence, but dense matrices.
For periodic domains, trigonometric interpolation functions are used on an evenly-spaced
grid. For simplicity, we will take the domain to lie in (0, 2pi]. The matrices for other domains
can be obtained by a scaling. We will use an equidistant grid with x1 = δx, . . . , xN = 2pi. By
convention, we take N to be even. There are equivalent formulae for odd N , but in practice a
single grid point makes little difference. Fitting a minimum-order trigonometric interpolant
with the entire grid yields a differentiation matrix that is a Toeplitz matrix where the last
column given by
D
(1)
iN =
 0 : i = 0 mod N1
2
(−1)i cot(iδx/2) : i 6= 0 mod N
. (A.5)
The entire matrix can be presented as
D(1) =

0 −1
2
cot(δx/2)
−1
2
cot(δx/2)
. . . . . . 1
2
cot(2δx/2)
1
2
cot(2δx/2)
. . . −1
2
cot(3δx/2)
−1
2
cot(3δx/2)
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 1
2
cot(δx/2)
1
2
cot(δx/2) 0

. (A.6)
The second derivative matrix is again a Toeplitz matrix with last column defined by
D
(2)
iN =
 pi
2
3δx
− 1
6
: i = 0 mod N
− (−1)i
2 sin2(iδx/2)
: i 6= 0 mod N
. (A.7)
Let us now consider non periodic domains x ∈ [x−, x+]. The strategy of taking high-
order polynomial interpolates will not work on equidistant grids because of the Runge phe-
nomenon. Even when interpolating a smooth, non-oscillatory function, large oscillations in
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the interpolant can appear near the edges of the interval and grow with increasing interpo-
lation order. This will spoil the accuracy to this method. The solution is to use unevenly
spaced grids that cluster near the edges. There are several such grids available, but the
most commonly used grid for pseudospectral collocation uses the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto
(often shorted to Chebyshev or CGL) collocation points:
xj =
x+ + x−
2
+
x+ − x−
2
cos
(
jpi
N
)
, j = 0, 1, . . . , N . (A.8)
Note that by convention, this gives x0 = x+ and xN = x−, so grid points are ordered
in reverse fashion. A pseudospectral method on these points has been proven to achieve
exponential convergence. Now deriving differentiation matrices from polynomial interpolants
on the whole grid gives us
D
(1)
jj =
∑
k 6=j
1
xj − xk
D
(1)
ij =
ai
aj(xi − xj) , (i 6= j) (A.9)
where
aj =
∏
k 6=j
(xj − xk) . (A.10)
Higher derivatives can be also be derived from interpolants, but in practice taking powers
of first-derivative matrices D(n) = (D(1))n is equally good.
In this review, the pseudospectral collocation method on a Chebyshev grid was our
method of choice since its rapid exponential convergence allows accurate results with mini-
mal computational resources. A limitation of pseudospectral methods is that the functions
need to be smooth in order to achieve this exponential convergence. It also yields dense
matrices which are more difficult to solve in a linear system. Moreover, the method is global
in that the entire grid is used to compute derivatives rather than neighbouring points. This
makes it more difficult to isolate troublesome areas if something is not working.
If we are solving a (say, two-dimensional) PDE instead of an ODE, then we have a vector
fI derived from fij instead of fi, where ij label collocation points on a direct product grid.
We must also derive new partial derivative operators DIJfI . These operators can be obtained
just as before, but now using higher dimensional interpolates. Alternatively, we could make
this task easier by a choice of the map between I and ij indices. Suppose i ∈ {1, . . . , nx}
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and j ∈ {1, . . . , ny}, then one possibility is to map between the indices i, j and I using
I(i, j) = (i− 1)ny + j, (i(I), j(I)) =
(⌈
I
ny
⌉
, [(I − 1) modny] + 1
)
. (A.11)
This is also known as co-lexicographic ordering. For example,
f11 f12 f13
f21 f22 f23
←→

f11
f12
f13
f21
f22
f23

. (A.12)
Now that we have fij written as a vector fI , we can find the corresponding differentiation
matrix. To do this, we use a Kronecker product. Let Dx and Dy be the differentiation
matrices on the grids xi and yi, respectively, and let Ik be the k × k identity matrix. Then
the full derivatives DX and DY acting on fI are given by
DX = Iny ⊗Dx, DY = Dy ⊗ Inx . (A.13)
Let us demonstrate this with an example. Let’s take a product of Chebyshev grids with
N = 1 in x and N = 2 in y, both in the domain from [−1, 1]. The differentiation matrices
are
Dx =
12 −12
1
2
−1
2
 , Dy =

3
2
−2 1
2
1
2
0 −1
2
−1
2
2 −3
2
 . (A.14)
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Then the differentiation matrices for the product grid are
DX = Iny ⊗Dx =

1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2

(A.15)
DY = Dy ⊗ Inx =

3
2
−2 1
2
1
2
0 −1
2
−1
2
2 −3
2
3
2
−2 1
2
1
2
0 −1
2
−1
2
2 −3
2

. (A.16)
Higher derivatives can be obtained as products of DX and DY , or by taking Kronecker
products of higher derivative matrices. The process for higher dimensional derivatives is
similar.
2. Discretisation of Linear Equations
Now that we have a means of computing derivatives, we can now attempt to solve linear
PDEs. For now, let us consider an ODE for one function. Consider a second-order linear
differential equation:[
δE2[x, f ]∂
2 + δE1[x, f ]∂ + δE0[x, f ]
]
δf = −E[x, f ] , (A.17)
where the δEi[x, f ] and E are arbitrary scalar functions of the coordinate x and the numer-
ically known function f . δEi[x, f ] and E may also involve derivatives of f . This is the form
for linear equation that one obtains from Newton-Raphson. For eigenvalue problems, once
a (polynomial) eigenvalue problem is reduced to a linear pencil, we have a problem of the
form (A + λB)δf = 0, where A and B takes the form of the left hand side operator above,
perhaps without the extra dependence on the function f .
Our task is to discretise the differential operator and convert it to a matrix, and convert
δf and E to vectors. Let xi be the collocation points, and fi be the given function f on
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these points. The derivatives of f can then be computed by multiplying by a differentiation
matrix f
(n)
i = D
(n)
ij fj. This allows us to evaluate the δE’s and E. Now, replace the δE
by a diagonal matrix by evaluation at the collocation points, and replace ∂2 and ∂ with
differentiation matrices. Also replace δf with an unknown vector δfj, and E with a known
vector Ei by evaluation. Then (A.17) becomes
δEijδfj = −Ei , (A.18)
which is a linear system that can be solved for δfj.
This equation defines a linear system. If we were using periodic boundary conditions,
the linear system should be solvable. For a non-periodic domain, the operator might not be
invertible, so no solution would be found. The reason is because we have not yet implemented
boundary conditions. To do so, we simply repeat the same process for the linear boundary
conditions δB±[x±, f ]δf = −B±, where δB is some differential operator. We will end up
with the equivalent of (A.18)
δB±,jδfj = −B± . (A.19)
Note that we have lost the index i because the boundary equations are only applied to a
point in the domain. Now we replace the top and bottom rows of (A.18) by (A.19). The
linear system we must solve is then
Mijδfj = −Vi (A.20)
where
Mij =

[
δB±
δf
]
ij
: xi = x±[
δE
δf
]
±,j
: xi 6= x±
Vi =
 B± : xi = x±Ei : xi 6= x± (A.21)
Standard algorithms for this include gaussian elimination, LU decomposition, and itera-
tive methods like GMRES. Standard packages for this include Mathematica’s ‘LinearSolve’,
and LAPACK (or UMFPACK for sparse matrices).
For a linear pencil, this process will yield a matrix eigenvalue problem of the form
(Aij + λBij)δfj = 0 , (A.22)
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which is a generalised eigenvalue problem. We again, may have to replace the top and
bottom rows of this equation with the equivalent boundary conditions. There are many
standard algorithms (such as QZ factorisation) and packages (Mathematica’s ‘Eigensystem’,
or LAPACK) for solving this system.
Let us mention two generalisations to the process outlined here. If we have a system of k
coupled differential equations with several functions, we can replace the vectors fi and δfi
with one that is k times as long that includes all of the functions by joining them one after
another. The size of the operators increase to accommodate this. The rest of the procedure
follows in a straightforward manner.
In higher dimensions (cohomogeneity), everything follows as before, but implementing
the boundary conditions is more difficult. Differentiation matrices are replaced by their
multidimensional counterparts. We also can no longer replace just the first and last rows in
the matrix, every row that corresponds to a boundary point. For a two dimensional PDE,
boundary conditions are defined on an edge of the domain rather than at a single point, so
many more rows would have to be replaced in (A.18). Furthermore, there are corners which
belong to two boundaries. There, we have a choice of boundary conditions. One can just
impose the simplest one or some linear combination of both. Keeping track of boundary
points makes implementation more difficult. It may help to have a routine that converts
between I indices to ij indices.
3. Integration
Let us demonstrate how to take an integral using collocation methods. Consider the
integral
I(x) =
∫ x
x−
f(y)dy , (A.23)
Differentiating this, we find
I ′(x) = f(x) , I(x−) = 0 , (A.24)
which is a first-order ODE with a boundary condition. Discretising, we get
DijIj = fi . (A.25)
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We then replace one of the rows of the above equation to impose I(x−) = 0, and solve the
linear system for Ij. From this, we can read off the integral. Let us point out that there are
alternate ways to approximate integrals. One method is to use Gaussian quadrature.
4. Example Boundary Value Problem
Let us now solve an example boundary value problem. Consider the nonlinear ODE and
boundary conditions
q′′(x)− e q(x)2 = 0, q(−1) = 0, and q′(1)− eq(1) + 1 = 0. (A.26)
This equation, for any boundary conditions, admits a general solution
q(x) = 4 log
{
2A
cos [A(x+B)]
}
, (A.27)
where both A and B are integration constants. For our particular boundary conditions, there
are exactly two real solutions, corresponding to the doublets {A,B} ≈ {0.483794, 0.472301}
and {A,B} ≈ {0.110278,−11.2273}, which can be determined numerically by a simple root-
finding algorithm. Our goal is to solve the above ODE from scratch and show agreement
with this semi-analytic result.
For this, we solve use Newton-Raphson which we explained in VI A. Following the pro-
cedure, we linearise the equations (A.26) (i.e. set q → q + δq, differentiate with respect to
, then take → 0) to get the Newton-Raphson equations[
∂2 − 1
2
eq(x)/2
]
δq(x) = −[q′′(x)− e q(x)2 ]
δq(−1) = −q(−1)[
∂ − eq(x)] δq(x)∣∣∣∣
x=1
= −[q′(1)− eq(1) + 1] . (A.28)
Our next task is to discretise the above equations. Let us use Chebyshev collocation
points xi (computed from (A.8)), which have x0 = 1, and xN = −1. These points yield the
differentiation matrices D
(1)
ij from (A.9), and D
(2) = [D(1)]2 which have rank N + 1. Given
the function q, define qi ≡ q(xi). Its derivatives can be obtained through q′i = D(1)ij qj, and
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q′′i = D
(2)
ij qj. Then the discretised version of the above equations (A.28) is[
D(2) −Diag
(
1
2
eqk/2
)]
ij
δqj = −[q′′i − e
qi
2 ] (A.29a)
δqN = −qN (A.29b)[
D(1) −Diag (eqk)]
0j
δqj = −[q′0 − eq0 + 1] , (A.29c)
where Diag(fk) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given by fk. Then we construct
the linear system Mijδqj = Vj, where the 0th row is given by (A.29c), the Nth row is given
by (A.29b), and the remaining rows are given by (A.29a). This linear system can be solved
for δqi using LU decomposition (which is implemented in Mathematica’s ‘LinearSolve’ and
LAPACK).
The numerical algorithm then proceeds as follows. Given a seed q, evaluate qi, q
′
i, and q
′′
i .
Construct the linear system Mijδqj = Vj as we have just described, and solve it to obtain
δqi. Then update qi → qi + δqi. Repeat this processes as necessary until convergence or
failure. Our criteria for convergence is Max[δqi] < 10
−10.
We can obtain both solutions by a suitable choice of starting seed. The result of using the
seed q = 0 is shown in Fig. 11(a), together with the semi-analytical curve for N = 16. For
the seed q = −1, we obtain the other solution shown in Fig. 11(b). There is good agreement
between the numerical and semi-analytical results.
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(a)Seed q = 0.
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-0.5
0.0
x
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(b)Seed q = −1.
FIG. 11: Graphical representation of both semi-analytic and numerical solutions of (A.26). The
red dots represent the numerical result and the solid black line the semi-analytic result.
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Appendix B: Computing Conserved Charges and Thermodynamic Potentials
The output of numerical codes are typically the metric and matter fields that describe
a gravitational solution. From this output, we can compute gauge invariant quantities
and, in particular, the asymptotic conserved charges (energy E, angular momentum J ,
electric charge Q) and other thermodynamic quantities (entropy S, temperature TH and
free energies). In this appendix we briefly review how these can be computed.
For asymptotically flat spacetimes, the conserved asymptotic quantities are computed
using the familiar Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formulation [332, 571, 572]. This compu-
tation is by now a standard one and is described also in detail, for example, in Section 3.1
of [149]. Alternatively, we can use the Komar integrals (VIII.25) to compute the conserved
charges [573].
Asymptotically flat black holes further obey the Smarr relation [567],
d− 3
d− 2M = THSH + ΩHJ , (B.1)
and the first law of thermodynamics [574],
dM = THdSH + ΩHdJ. (B.2)
These relations are supplemented with an electromagnetic contribution proportional to ΦHQ
and ΦHdQ, respectively, if a Maxwell potential is present. These thermodynamic laws (and
the vanishing of the DeTurck vector) are good monitors of numerical accuracy.
Typically, the theory at hand will have different phases. It is then relevant to ask which
of the phases is the dominant one. The answer depends on the thermodynamical ensemble.
In the microcanonical ensemble, E and J are fixed, and solutions with higher S dominate.
In the canonical ensemble, we keep {TH , J,Q} fixed, and the lowest Helmoltz free energy
F = E − THS dominates. Finally, in the grand canonical ensemble {TH ,ΩH ,ΦH} are kept
fixed and the lowest Gibbs free energy G = E − THS − ΩHJ − ΦHQ dominates.
In AdS, the first law of thermodynamics still holds but the Smarr law requires more
care. Computing conserved charges is now less straightforward, but there are still well-
defined formalisms. One of them is known as ‘holographic renormalization’ [569, 570]. Recall
that asymptotically AdSd gravitational fields must fall off according to a specific power
law as detailed in [575, 576]. Refs. [569, 570] have revisited these boundary conditions
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using Fefferman-Graham coordinates [577–579]. Taking the asymptotic boundary to be at
the radial position z = 0, the Fefferman-Graham expansion of the metric away from the
boundary requires that gzz = L
2/z2 and gzb = 0 at each order, where L is the AdS radius
and xb are the coordinates on the boundary z = 0.
For an even dimension d, this reads35
ds2 =
L2
z2
[
dz2 + gab(z, x)dx
adxb
]
, (B.3)
gab
∣∣
z→0 = g
(0)
ab (x) + · · ·+ zd−1g(d−1)ab (x) + · · · with 〈Tab(x)〉 ≡
d− 1
16piGN
g
(d−1)
ab (x),
where GN is Newton’s constant, and g
(0)(x), g(d−1)(x) are the two free coefficients of the
expansion. In the absence of matter, the first dots include only even powers of z (smaller than
d− 1) and depend only on g(0), while the second dots depend on the two independent terms
g(0), g(d−1). g(0) and g(d−1) are therefore the undetermined coefficients of the series expansion
off the boundary. g(0) represents the boundary metric. Note that the Fefferman-Graham
expansion (B.3) is not unique unless a conformal frame for g(0) is chosen. g(d−1) is related to
the stress tensor 〈Tab(x)〉. Typical boundary conditions in AdS fix the (conformal class) of
metrics g(0), and then reads off the holographic stress tensor 〈Tab(x)〉, but other boundary
conditions are possible.36 Alternatively, we also can compute the holographic stress tensor
in terms of the intrinsic geometry and extrinsic curvature following the formalism of [582].
Pulling back the holographic stress tensor, 〈Tij〉 to a (d−1)-dimensional spatial hypersur-
face and contracting it with the Killing vector that generates time (rotational) translations
we can compute the energy and angular momentum of the solutions (see (IX.23)) and thus
the thermodynamics of the system which obey the first law (B.2) [566–568].
Alternatively, we can use the Astekhar-Das formalism [583] to compute the conserved
quantities in AdS (e.g., see a detailed description of an application in [41]).
So far we have been assuming that our solution is asymptotically AdSd. However, in the
context of holography, we often have dual theories that are formulated on a gravitational
35 For odd d, the asymptotic expansion (B.3) contains a logarithmic term zd−1 log z2g˜(d−1)ab and the holo-
graphic stress tensor has an extra contribution proportional to the conformal anomalies of the boundary
CFT [569, 570]. We omit this case in this general discussion but we discuss the details of the d = 7 case
in the application example of section IX.
36 Other boundary conditions that might be called asymptotically globally AdS (and that promote the
boundary graviton to a dynamical field) were proposed in [580]. However, they turn out to lead to ghosts
(modes with negative kinetic energy) and thus make the energy unbounded below [581].
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background that asymptotes to a direct product spacetimeMp×Xq whereMp asymptotes to
AdSp and X
q is a compact manifold. For example, in the original AdS/CFT correspondence
Mp =AdS5 and Xq = S5 [18–20]. Upon Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction, the dual
QFT is formulated on the holographic boundary of AdSp and the information about X
becomes encoded on some Kaluza-Klein gravitons and scalar fields that are generated by
the dimensional reduction and live on the boundary of the asymptotically AdSp space. A
gauge invariant formalism developed in [584] (following influential work of [585–589], see
also applications in [408, 590, 591]) known as ‘Kaluza-Klein holography’ allows one to find
the dimensionally reduced gauge invariant fields, and use these fields to read the holographic
stress tensor and the expectation values of the Kaluza-Klein gravitons and scalar fields using
the standard holographic renormalisation procedure of [569, 570] or [582].
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